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Henry W. Mason died very suddenly of
heart failure at his home in East Belfast,
Service at the Universalist church next
Jan. 29th, at the advanced age of 86 yrs., 3
at 10.46 a. m. Subject of sermon,
Sunday
a
one
of
was
Mr. Mason
mos. and 27 days.
God.” Sunday school at 12 m.
“Striking
party of six who went to California in 1852,
There will be services next Sunday in the
He also spent j
remaining there five years.
at East Northport at 10.45 a. m. Serone >ear (1877) at the Black Hills, Dakota,
j chapel
Winslow.
With the exception of those few’ years he mon by the pastor, Kev. G. G.
had lived in the home he built 62 years ago. Services in the Woods schoolhouse at 2.00

j

child only, the wife of T.
Dexter Guptill, and one brother, Isaac
Mason of East Belfast. Funeral services
were held at his home at 2 p. m., Saturday,
Rev. Ashley A. Smith, pastor of theUniverThe interment
salist church, officiating.
He leaves

was

p.

one

we come.

in East Belfast.

Janies 1). Fish, one of China's oldest and
Pay as You
uuty Correspondence..
most respected citizens, died at his home in j
i,.t (story).
that town .Jan. 22nd, aged *G years and 1
ol*
•ng Arnold’s Train....The Burial
He was born in f reedom, and j
month.
•it (poem).. Lobsters ar*- Increasing
when 21 years of age, left his native village
l raiMers in Real Estate..Our Choir
and went to Damariscotta w here he en- j
oeni).
in work as a ship joinei in the ship 1
ii'p-rt l.ocal" Fraud Order A.uiinst gaged
t
m .-i««*kton springs..
yards of that tow n, living there lor about 15
News.,
While a resident of Damariscotta
,\s
years.
Adjudg'd Intuit- ship
ist Pi ice current...Born ..Married
‘Mr. Fish married, in 1850, Miss Hannah L.
|
Dieti. Con ty Correspondence.
whom he survived by a j
j! Warren of Albion,
few years. Mr. Fish was one of a family of ;
two of whom survive—a
four
children,
j
-is-j
CITY
I ter, Mrs. Mai go ret L. Abbott of Clinton, \
j
\ and a brothei, Nathan B. Fish of (’alitornia, both of whom are younger than the
nai y meeting of the city council
Fish
came
and
Mrs.
deceased, in 1859 Mr.
Monday evening, February 3rd i to China and bought a farm adjoining the
m ii
presiding. The records of town of Albion which had since been his
upon which he was actively enMeeting were read and approved, home, and
gaged until his failing health prevented.
unis No. 11 was passed. Follow- :
Since his w ife’s death Mr. Fish had made
aiuounts under the various ap- his home alternately with liis daughter,
Mrs. G. J. Nelson, who lives in the village,
and with his son, J. 0. Fish, who lives at
geiit.£1,007 72
Mr. Fish was a man of sterfarm home.
the
29 70
says.
ling character, strictly honorable and of
21 35
iiirtment.
lie became a
unquestioned integrity.
195 51
wary.
Christian in early life and since tenyeais
10 25
contingent.
ago been an active member of the Baptist
30 00
,.rj..
chinch <>: China up to the time of his death,
7 95
i, xt books.
w hich was due to general bodily and mental
243 SO
1
school purposesfailure, the result of great age.
650 00
..
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GOVERNMENT.

$2,196 40
read and passed that the
instructed to buy a 5-ton Ameri.-cale, No. 29, the price not to exwas

mi

passed that there be transthe Kepairs and Insurance
-mil of $1S0.i>6, from tiie Fchool
r Fund tiie sum of $32.50; from
High school Fund tiie sum of
iking a total of $343.16, to the
School Purposes Fund, and that
transferred from the General
Fund to the Free Text
1 poses
the sum of $50.53 and to the
was

lu

Impair Fund $57.61.
passed transferring $357.61
ntiugent fund, and $175.53 from

r

was

fund, a total of $533.04, to the
and bridges fund.
was passed that the committee
be instructed to examine the acthe city treasurer for the niuniciiu7, and destroy all interest couiiicel all orders ill his Hands and

r

1

city coupon book all coupons
paid, and that they shall also

Hie
,nd
.1

ascertain the amount of dispd thereon, and certify said

.lie

city
to

it Hoard of Park Commisamendments and additions
wheuevei made, was read and pass-

—tab I is h

;

aml .til

lows

:

••Idained by the mayor, aldermen
on councihneu of the city of liel> council assembled, -is follows:
Sect ions one,two,three,four and
o Uinance entitled, “An Ordinance
n a hoard of Park Lommissioi:-

ereby repealed.
:

Amendments and additions to
two, thiee and five of an ordi‘d, “An Ordinance to establish

Park

Commissioners,”

as

finally

meeting of tne city council hold
«t day of April, 1907, are hereby
This ordinance to take effect
prove i.
nance establishing the office of a
perintondent, was passed as folMlained by the mayor, aldermen
non couneilmen in city council as■sretion 1. There shall be elected
n the third Monday of March, by
;iocil,a park superintendent, who
citizen of said city, and who shall
to the laithful discharge of his
the city clerk or a justice of the

:

i

|

i
Such park superintendent
the custody, charge aim care
a> Park, so-called, located on the
de of .Northport avenue, and the
ail moneys therefor shall
res of
his direction subject to the ap;>il discretion of the mayor and city

i

\
\.

f

The park superintendent shall,
each month, render a report to
miicil containing a statement of
«•> expended by him for the forenth, and for what purposes said
is expended, and also a summary
rk performed at the park and any
lation for improvements which
him as feasible and necessary.
4.
The compensation of the park
iident shall be fixed by the city
nuually or otherwise as they deem
ordinance to take effect when ap:

f

I

list was revised by the muuicitreasurer and city clerk.
'uned.
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Dtrath of
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Maine Millionaire.

Francis Smith,
and, Me., Jan. 29.
illinnaiie and stockholder in a

=

important railroads, died today
ttre of 85 at Warienton, his estate
between Rock port and t his city,
en in ill health for three or four
iii' wife died some 3ears ago aipl
tiildien, his near relatives being
'■ihers and a sister all of this city.
lioorge Warren Smith, David (■.
ujainin F. Smith and Mrs. Alfred
t
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\
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ih and his three brothers are relie was at
i.e worth $40,000,000.
director ot the Fitchburg Railin a heavy stockholder in the New’
Northern, Chicago, Burlington
He
ind several other railroads.
lensive real estate in many large
Moling Omaha, Neb., wherein tlie
he secured Urge holdings. He
n
at Freedom, Ale., and began life
able way in New York city, where
d many 3ears until his retirement
moval to this city 30 years ago. A
"l his successful investments were
1 ado mines
early in life.
Mrs. Mattie Mason Shot.

Feb. 2. Because it is claimed
admittance to a former lodger,
oabits she objected to, Mrs. Mattie
53 years, was shot three times,
aged
|
‘ianding jn the doorway of her home
|
Appleton street, today, by Cassius
alias Charles Cashman, aged 56
j
An officer heard the shooting and
1
I the mail through several
back
"»d over a feuce, finally capturing
> ne
was about to blow his own brains
|
Mrs. Mason was removed to the city
'l ital, where it is believed she will rev’"'1 nodMrs. Mason is a native of Belfast,
took possession of the lodging
"ise last October.

\
i
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First Parish Church (Unitarian.) Service next Sunday at 10.45 A. M.; subject of
Lincoln.”
“Abraham
Sunday
sermon,
School at 12 noon; subject of study, “The
Jewish Reformation.”
There w ill be an afternoon service of the
Protestant Episcopal church at the North
church vestry on Sunday next, Feb. 9th, at
All are welcome. Mr. Orlando
3.30 p. m.
Titheriugton is lay reader.
There will be a service at Trinity Reformed church next Sunday at 2.30 p. m with
sermon by tiie pastor, Kev. Win. Vaughan.
Sunday school immediately after the service.
a

Prayer meeting this, Thursday,

30 o’clock. The seats
welcome is extended to all.

ing

at 7

are

even-

free and

The weekly appointments at the Baptist
church are as follows: regular preaching
services conducted by the pastor, Kev. L>.
11. MacQuarrie, Sunday morning at 10.45
and Sunday evening at 7.30; Sunday school
at noon; the Brotherhood at 3.30 p. m.;
Christian Endeavor at 6.30 p. m. The

Brotherhood meets at 7.30 Wednesday
evening; prayer meeting at 7.30 Thursday
evening.
The death of Llewellyn Reynolds of BumThe Sunday services at the First Methoham occurred at the Eastern Maine GenHis age
eral hospital. Bangor, Jan. 31st.
dist
Episcopal Church wiii be as follows:
Mr.
whs 28 years and he was unmarried.
A. M. preaching by the pastor, Kev.
10.45
at
in
Pittsfield
Reynolds had made his home
for the past two years, being in the employ Albert E. Luce; at 12o’clock, Bible school,
of Parks Brothers. About three weeks ago F. P. Blodgett, supt.; at 3 P. M., Junior Ephe met with an accident, receiving injuries
worth League, Miss Lillian Spinney, supt.;
lie did not lu.ly recover from, and death was
(iue to heart Double, aggravated by other at 7 30 P. M., evangelistic service couducted
free
ills. The remains were taken to Burnham
by the pastor. Good music, chorus,
and funeral services held Sunday at the
Inesdav,
welcome.
and
everybody
seats,
church there. A mother, who lives in CamThursday,
den, two sisters, one of whom lives in Cam- Feb. otli, Epworth. League.
den, and Mrs. Dell Reynolds, who lives in I Feb. Ota, class meeting.
Pittsfieid, survive.
The five days' celebration of the 75th anMarv E. (Hobbs) Payson was born in niversary of the First Baptist church, RockHope, Me., April 24, 1829 and died Jan. 23,1 la t.d, came to an end last dhutsday evening.
1908, after a severe, painful and protracted
There were
illness, aged 78 years and 9 mos. She was \ W. O. Fuller, Jr., presided.
married to D. A. Payson Oct. 27, 1844. He j addiesses by Rev. I)r. F. L. Wilkins and
left !ier a widow April 29, 1889, alter a; Kev. M. J. Twomey, both of Portland. The
happy union of more than forty-four years, j
was of special inteiest beshe was the mother of five children, four of afternoon service

j

Mr. Wilson spoke of the progress that had
been made in boys’ work iu Maine since the
first convention in Bangor three years ago
and of the inspiration these meetings had
been to all who attended them. Linwood S.
Jones, one of the delegates for Castle North,
Knights of Kirtg Arthur, to the recent convention in Portland, gave a most interesting
paper on his impression of the delegates,
speaking of their orderliness and gentlemauly behavior as a body and of their

prominent individual characteristics—their
evident love of fun, their equally evident
love of fair play, and their manly bearing
and moral courage to speak of their love for
and interest in Christ and the church. The
Castle North Chorus sang one of their
favorite songs iu a whole-hearted way that
was inspiring.
They were grouped around

congregational

the piano, and also led the
singing. Mr. Heath’s paper on What the
Convention Ought to Mean to Our Castle
was listened to w ith much interest, and the
facts were brought out that because of the
convention the Castle should stand for cleaner athletics, for a more thoughtful attitude
toward spiritual tilings, and lor general
progress along all their lines of activity.
Mr. Heath was also a Castle North delegate
to Portland.
Mr. Clarence 11. Hall, the
delegate from the Belfast Y. M. A., read a
carefully prepared paper in which he
brought home to his interested listeners
many of the lessons learned and points
made at Portland, speaking especially of
the need of the church for young men. and
of the young men for the church. Mr. John
Parker’s beautifully rendered solo was much
enjoyed, as was the closing talk of the leader of the Castle North Portland delegation,
Mr. 11. M. Prentiss, who had for his subject, the Religious Note of the Convention.
Mr. Prentiss employed some of the points
brought out by previous speakers, and evidenced the fact that he had made excellent
use of his note book, as he was able to give
many of the points made by the convention
speakers. The evening’s program was most
entertaining and instructive, and the meeting cauuot fail to be of real benefit to those
fortunate enough to be present.

THE NEWS OP BELFAST.
Capt. Andrew D. Clark fell on the walk
in front of the M. VV. Rich house on Main
street last Sunday and sustained a fracture
of the left wrist.
The following postal change is announced
from Washington:
Liberty to Belfast.
From Feb. 17, 1908, omit South Montville,
disc., decreasing 08 M.

Oregon apples have been on sale this seain many Maine cities, selling as high as
7a eeuts per dozen, and recently ."Swift &
son

her: Mrs. s. Lee Bills and | cause of the presence of Mrs. L. M. N.
Louise of Hope, Will S., dentist, of j Steven.-, national president of the W C. T*
Paul had two boxes of oranges from Ariand El bridge. M. of Berkley, Calif, j
M.C. Reynolds of Boston delivered zona, equal in quality to anything in that
Ail but the latter were present at the funer- i U. .Mrs.
read line from California or Florida. This is
an address and Miss Nancy T. Sleeper
aii a paper. Mrs. R. C. Hall presided.
certainly a wonderful country.
home
died
at
his
M.
Frank
Snei aged 45,
lit was a native of
We have had the long delayed “cold
in Lewiston, Jan ODD
Toe services for the week at the Nortli
For seven years he had been a |
China, Me.
Congregational church will he as follows: wave.*’ Tuesday morning the record here
car inspector on the Maine Central railroad, |
after- was 11 below, while at Caribou it was 36,
and was injured in the wreck on the Maine Junior C. E. meeting this, Thursday,
Central at the State fairgrounds a few years j noon at 3.00; prayer meeting at 7.30; sub- Water vide 16, Augusta 13 and at Rockl. nd
ile was a member of Abou Ben Adago.
The mercury was at or below
A Tour of the North China Station; 12 below.
hem lodge of Odd Fellows. A w ife and son ject,
Knights of King Arthur Friday evening at zero here all day Tuesday. Yesterday it
survive.
7:0(i; morning worship Sunday at 10.45, with was reported as 14 below, with the sun
THE EASTERN STEAMSEIP CO.
sermon by the pastor, Rev. D. L. Wilson; shining brightly.
Sunday school at 12. m; meeting of the
The baseball department of the Young
Applications have been made in Maine,
at fi.30; topic,
Mens’ Association held a very enthusiastic
Massachusetts and New York lor receivers j Christian Endeavor Society
MmictiriniT
tn
mi:uiLreis
mid
the
sick.
Con.-oiifoi the Eastern, Metropolitan and
j
meeting last Monday evening at the Y. M.
dated steamship companies. The suits ar e j Matt.
25:31-40; evening worship at 7:30. A A. rooms on il igh street and made
plans
brought by creditors not unfriendly to the
invitation is extended to all to at- for the
coming baseball season, which will
companies, but who believe thai in this cordial
tend the services.
way tiiey can best protect the .security holdopen as soon as the grounds permit.
PracWilers and all other interests involved.
The annual “dollar pledge” meeting held tically the same team which played so wrell
liam A. Muller of Arlington, Mass., whose
counsel has riled three bids of complaint in tlie vest) \ of the Methodist church Wed- last fall will be retained.
against Die Consolidated and also against j nesday evening, Jan. 2tttb, was a very enThe trustees of the Waldo County Agritwo subsidiary companies, the Eastern ami I
able ali'ai:. The program for the enter- cultural
Society will hold a meeting at the
Metropolitan Steamship Cos., declares it his i joy
belie! ilicit the Eastern Steamship Co. lias a 1J tainment was as follows: piano solo, Miss grand jury room in the court house tomortotal floating indebtedness of $1,350.000,and Elizabeth Chamberlain ; chorus, boys choir;
row, Friday, evening for the purpose of
uncu.iif,
uicti
Miss Oia Wood; song, Miss Rena
filling a vacancy in the vice presidency
debtedness of $1,860,000 with unpaid bills ; reading,
violin
with
obligato by Roy caused
.of $250,000 and interest on outstanding ; Macomber,
by the resignation of Horace
Read
was
'bonds of $1,200,000. The immeoiate cause I Macomber. Mrs. Cleora Haney
The meeting is called for seven
Chenery.
of frhe petition was llie failure of the East- ! the
accompanist. After the program ice o’clock and there will be other matters to
ern Steamship Co. t<* pay a demand note, to j
and then came
cousider.
Mr. Muller ol $10,000. It is thought in Port- cream and candy were sold
land that there is a possibility of the disso- the stories of how the dollars were earned*
The Unity Club held its fortnightly meetlution of the Eastern Steamship Co. and and which were both interesting and amusing at the First Parish Parsonage last Tuesthe going back to individual companies. It
of
Miss
in
charge
is stated that the Eastern Steamship Com- ing. The candy table,
day evening. Miss Jennie C. Whiddon
Hussey, assisted by Misses Rena
pany was a paying proposition and during' Alice
the paper of the evening, “Emerson in
excellent Macomber and Jessie Tisdale, was very read
the summer, especially, made
a most
interesting and
profits, i he company’s property had been j
and draped in the Ep- Concord,” giving
arranged
prettily
mortgaged to pay for certain improvements
penetrative presentation of the New Eng.
and
white.
red
worth
colors,
and
notes
League
of
in
line
the
equipment,
mostly
land prophet in his character of workman,
had to be met. The recent financial stringCastle townsman and
Knights of King Arthur.
individual. A general coneney had made it hard to get cash and the
of
King Arthur, versation upon “The
unable to get North, No. 853, Knights
company had found itself
Divinity School Admoney with which to meet its obligations. | held a special open conclave in the North dress” followed.
A large audience was
soluto
be
the
seemed
A receivership
only
j Congregational church vestries Friday present, notwitiistauding the cold weather.
turn of the problem, with a probable re- j
31st, to which their older
organization ol the company. It is thought j evening, January
Sosos of Scotland. A Scottish Song
that in any event Calvin Austin will be re- j friends were invited. A number accepted
tained as manager, and that it was also pos- the invitation and were in the seats provid- Recital will be given under the auspices of
the Improvement Society in the Belfast
sible he might be appointed receiver.
ed for them at 7:30, when the assemblyAfter an entire forenoon’s sessiou in the i
Opera House, Wednesday, Feb. 12th, beand
John
blown
was
cal)
Parker,
by
Federal court room, Portland, Feb. 14, the | bugle
at 8 1’. M.
Miss Eleanor B. .Mae
hearingaon the appointment of receivers for | to a march played by Miss Amy E. Stod- ginning
the Eastern Metropolitan and Conslidated j dard the members of Castle North entered, Gregor of Portland will give the interpreand Thomas Henderson, the famous
Steamship companies was brought to a conand other tation
clusion by the naming by Judge Putnam, each with his banner and shield
Scotch tenor, will be the soloist, accompapresiding, of Gov. William T.Cobb and Gen. insignia. The Castle went through their nied
by Miss MacGregor on the piano. A
Thomas H. Hubbard of New York as perimpressive opening ritual service, and then flutist will add
manent receivers of the Consolidated Steampieasuie to the attractive
included
which
was
songs
given
ship lines, and Governor Cobb aud Calvin a program
which has always been rendered
program,
of
Houston
Boston
receivers
Austin of
temporary
by the Castle, declamations by
iu an artistic and gratifying manner. Miss
the Eastern Steamship Company, and Gov- Small and
Ray Lindgren, a clarinet soio by
ernor Cobb, Calvin Austin and Abel 1. CulMacGregor is of pleasing personality and
Thomas E. Ifowker, and vocal solos byver of New York as temporary receivers of
gifted not only in the special line ol lecture
the Metropolitan Steamship Company. In | Stephen Clement and Arthur Johnson. All
lecitals but is a pianist of rare ability. Mr.
case General Hubbard should not accept,
the participants except Mr. Johnson are
Henderson has a wonderfully fine tenor
Robert F. Herrick of Boston and Judge
and
all
of
the
members
Castle,
acquitted
George C. Wing of Lewi ton, were appointvoice and sings these songs of his native
The
with
credit.
themselves
newlyand
A.
great
A.
Merrill
ed his alternates. John F.
heath as only a true Scotchman can. He
S. Woodman of Portland were appointed elected king, Linwood S. Jones, was crownhas recently filled engagements in Boston,
special masters.
ed witli impressive ritualistic ceremonies
Providence and New York and received
the
The King and Crown Prince ot Portugal which were original with the Castle, as
most favorable criticism from the press of
has not yet been printed.
ritual
coronation
Assassinated.
The Portland Press of his
those cities.
Three applications for membership were
own city says: “Nothing more enjoyable
Lisbon, Feb. 1. King Carlos of Portugal received, and ihe evening’s program demonthan these recitals has been given in our
ami the Crown Prince, Luiz Phillipe, were j strated the
fact that Castle North is in a city for many seasons.” The Improveassassinated today, and the city is in a
All
those
condition.
most
presprosperous
The King’s second son, j
state of uproar.
ment
Society has been at considerable
the infant Manuel, was slightly wounded, ent were impressed w ith the beauty of the
effort and expense to secure this genuine
bur Queen Einilie, who strove to save the service, and with the gieat possibilities for
treat for our music ioving public and it
Crown Prince’s life by throwing herself I
good that the organization presents. Near- is
upon him was unhurt.
hoped it will be generously
The royal family were returning from j ly al! of tire members of Castle North have A
hop will follow the musicale, to which all
Viila Vicusa, where they had been sojourn- i passed from the page’s rank to that of
holders of tickets will be admitted. Mr.
ing, and were on their way from the rail- j
the evening, two of
road station to the palace. A strong guard esquire, and, during
and Mrs. Joseph W. Wheeler will play for
j
and
Daira
8.
Jones
the
Linwood
was in attendance, because of the recent !
boys,
the dancers. One price, 35 cents, to enteruprising in theciiy and the discoveiy of a Suuthwoitli received a certificate and decoplot to assassinate Premier Franco ami ration promoting them to the rank of baron, tainment and hop.
overthrow the monarchy.
the literary
The Fireman's Hall.
Despite the
Before any of the guards were aware of for satisfactorily finishing
what was happening, the assassins leaped course presented
by tire order for those Pringle incident, of which mention is made
afusilade
toward the carriage and instantly
elsewhere, the annual concert and ball of
members who chose to take it.
of shots rang out. In a moment all was conHoys’ Meeting. A most interesting Washington Hose Company given in the
A
fusion,'King and Crown Prince being shot
down without the slightest chance to save meeting for boys and young men, to which Opera House last Thursday night was au
The fact that it was a
themselves. Police guards sprang upon the
success.
the Y. M. A. were specially invited, was unqualified
murderers, the number of whom is son ebitter cold night, while it may have kept at
what uncertain, killed three of them and held in tire North church vestry last Suuhome a few would-be spectators, had no
captured three others. One of these com- day evening, with the following program:
effect upon the attendance or
mitted suicide after being placed in prison.
appreciable
167.
Hymn
Psalm 119.
the enjoyment of the evening. Pullen’s Orreading,
Responsive
N. Curtis Fletcher & Co. Suspend.
Rev. D. L. Wilson chestra of Bangor, eight pieces, gave a
Prayer,
very
If jinn 149.
Providence, R. I., Feb. 3. N. Curtis Introductory remarks:
pleasing concert, a feature of which was the
Fletc her & Co., bankers ami brokers, with
The Hoys’ Convention, Rev. D. L. Wilson ’cello solo by ilr. James Maxwell, who apoffices in the Banigan Building, suspended
Impressions of the Delegates,
peared here on a former occasion with the
payment today. The firm has executed a
Linwood 8. Jones
University of Maine Glee Club, and who
deed f trust to Frank L. Hinckley, a local
I
Will
the
Hest
Answer
to
Song,
attorney. Mr. Hinckley said he believed
K. 0. K. A. Chorus many were glad to hear again. Following
That’s in Me,
the concern was solvent. Attachments filed What the Convention ought to mean to
is the concert program:
against the firm which could not be immediHoward W. Heath
Our Castle,
March, Admiral Farragut,
Losey
ately met were the direct cause of the sus- Lasting Impressions of the Convention,
Noon and Night, Suppe
It is also understood that the
pension.
Clarence H. Hall Overture, Morning,
Moret
Selection,
Heartsease,
is
the United Illumjnating Solo,
largest creditor
Mr. John Parker
’Cello solo, selected,
Company, a Maine corporation of which Mr. The Religious Note of the Convention,
Maxwell.
Mr.
James
Fletcher was at one time president. This
11. M. Prentiss
Siamese Patrol,
.Linke
company controls the Belfast and other
Hymn 164.
Ellis
Naleua,
Maine lighting plants.
Benediction.
whom

survive

Mi>s A.
(astine

_

treasurer.

repeal sections 1,2,3, 4
ordinance eutitled, “An Ordi-

i,..iice

in.

The Christian Scientists hold services in
their hall, 127 Main street, every Sunday
morning at 11 o’clock and Wednesday evening at 7.30 o’clock, to which all are cordially

1 he News of Belfast.

;

THE CHURCHES.

j

OBITUARY.

j

■

>/.

ufi’

in-

|

patronized

ms.

xumbi-r e*

Bresant ;
8th air varie, clarinet solo,
FARMER'S WEEK AT ORONO.
Mr. Cosmey.
and
from
Place
The
Selection
Last year the College of Agriculture,
Time,
Howard
The Girl,
University of Maine, offered a foui days
The concert was followed by the grand
H. II. Coolidge, Esq., of Pittsfield was in
course of a very practical nature to the
march of 125 couples, led by Chief Engineer farmers of the
Belfast Jan. 29th on business.
This proved to be
State
Ira T. Clough and Mrs. Luville J. Pottle. such a
Elmer A. Sherman left Monday on a busigrand success that this year, from
The order had 18 dances and there were March 9th to 131
h, inclusive, the College of ness trip to Boston.
many extras. All voted the affair a success Agriculture is preparing a program for the
Dr. G. C. Kilgore was a visitor at the D»
from start to finish.
farmers and their wives that will, if possi- U. house, Colby College, Monday.
The barkentine Good ble, eclipse that of last year.
Shipping Items.
The Bangor
Miss Avis M. Morisou left Monday for a
News, receutly sold to the Pacific coast and and Aroostook railroad will offer one fare few- weeks'visit in Bostou and
vicinity.
for many years the property of C. Murton foi the round trip and tiie Maine Central,
Mr. and Mrs. George A. Gilchrest are goStewart & Co., Baltimore, left the latter Somerset, aud Washington county railroads
to Florida to spend a couple of monthsport recently and is now ou her way to will give one and one-third fare for the ing
Tacoma, Wash. The Good News was built round. This is certainly one of the most
Mrs. Hannah Bowden of Troy recently
at Baltimore iu 1889 for the Rio coffee trade. commendable lines of work the College of
visited her son, Alfred Bowden, in Burn1 he Marine Journal says that she will prob- Agriculture is doing; for the rural popula- ham.
ably be converted into a barge after she tion of the State of Maine. It offers all
Mrs. E. W. Pendleton of Islesboro is
reaches-her destination... .The San Fran- those who will give a few hours'of their
visiting Mr. and Mrs. C. II. Sargent this
cisco Examiner of Jan. 17th says that the time the maxiurn amount of practical infor- week.
old steamship City of Peking, from 1874 mation, so far as this is possible by lectures
Miss L. Grace Chadwick went to Thomasuntil a year or two ago one of the best- and demonstrations, in the minimum
ton Monday for a week's visit with Mr. and
Not only are they offering
known of the Pacific Mail steamers, is at amount of time.
Mrs. B. 0. Norton.
last dismantled, pending sale or conversion instruction in the most up to date and apMrs.
into a hulk. Since being taken off the Pan- proved methods of agriculture in order to
Perry \V. Sprague of Stockton
secure better farm management, but they
Springs was the guest of relatives here a
ama route some time ago the vessel has
lain at anchor in Mission Bay. The City of have secured the services of one of the lead- few days last week.
Mrs. Sarah Norton of Burnham has gone
Peking was built at Chester, Pa., in 1874 by ing instructors in the country in Home
She Economics and Domestic Scieuce. This to Winterport .to make her home with her
John Roach, and was 5,070 tons net.
was built to run, with a sister ship of the should bring a host of farmers, their w ives,
brother, Joseph Moody.
same
size, betweeu San Francisco and sons and daughters, to the College of AgriJames \Y. Smart of Searsport filed a petiJapan, and was considered a mammoth culture at Orouo during the second week in tion in bankruptcy in the N. M. District
craft in her day.
Washington officials and March. The farmers of the State deserve as Court, Portland, Jan. 31st.
Congressmen were invited to the launching much as any class of people an occasional
Mrs. Lewis F. Clifford of Stockton Springs
and a special train took them to and from recreation, and this is an admirable time to
spent a few days with her mother, Mrs’.
The writer was one of a number secure rest, recreation, enlightment and
Chester.
Annie Brown, last week.
of newspaper men who accompanied the enthusiasm in their calling at one aud the
F. G. llauney, travelling agent of the
time.
dtsame
the
old
and
middle
Let
of
Mr.
aged
party and enjoyed the hospitality
& Santa Fe Kail w ay SysRoach_Sell. Harriet Rogers brought some tenu and be young again, as when they Atchison, Topeka
tem, was in this city Tuesday.
plank from Rockland last week for Gilcbrest were planning tlieir first real home, and the
Gershorn L. Burgess, Stockton Springs,
and is now laid up alongside sch. Melissa sons and daughters attend and carry away
Trask, off the marine railway.Sch. Mary some ideas that may aid in building up that and James F.. Burgess. Verona, have been
Attend these meetings and granted discharges in bankruptcy.
Bradford Peirce has chartered to carry ice home to come.
from Rockport, Me., to Suffolk, Va.p at Si return home with a greater enthusiasm for
Mrs. Arthur \V. Morse, who has been the
your work, with greater interest and pride guest of
ptri tun.
Mr.^and Mrs. \Y. S. Hill of Cama
in your calling and perhaps determination
den, returned home Wednesday morning.
A Narrow Escape From Drowning.
to make the old farm to yield up more in
Mrs. George 0. Bailey is spending the
What came near being a drowning accident
the way of dollars and cents, and also a
occurred on the river near Citypoint Friday ;
winter with her cousin, Mrs. L. A. Swan,
more comfortable or even a luxurious livelifrom
having
foreuoon, and was prevented
at 480 East Merrimack street, Lowell, Mass.
hood.
a tragic ending only by the presence of
Clarence C. Morgan of Ellsworth, who
mind and prompt action of Mrs. Joseph
was in this city last summer, has returned
BASKET BALL.
Koiersou, her son Roseoeand Martiu Thomto spend the remainder of the winter here
in
as, the latter two of whom were fishing
The Belfast team had it all their own way and is employed in the shoe factory.
tents on the ice.. In severe cold weather
in a game with a Gardiner team in the Opera
Lynwood B. Thompson, University of
as at present, the ice, falling with the
! such
House, January 29th. At the end of the first Maine, 'll, was at home from (Mono for a
does
and
in
flats
places,
1 tide, freezes to the
half the score was Belfast High 13, Gardiner few
days during the mid-year examinanot rise again, leaving holes which skim
The summary:
0.
tions. He returned to college Monday.
treacherous
over with thin ice, making a
Gardiner (4)
Belfast H. S. (37)
basil Newell, wearing a heavy 11.
surface,
Mrs. 1. L. Wilband is packing her houseDickey, rf 7.ig, Corbin
ulster and rubber bouts, with a bag of Caine, if 1 (1).rg, Fossett 1 hold goods, and with her daughter, Miss
wood over his shoulder, was crossing from Colby, c.c, McCutcheon Della, will leave soon for Boston to join
Collins, rg 8—.li, McLaughlin
the shore to the fishing tent which he owns Fahy, ig 2.rf, Berry 1 Mr. Wilband, who has a responsible position
in company with Roscoe Koiersou, when
Referee, Hay fold. Scorer, Richards. Tim- there.
he stepped upon one of these thin places, er, Bramhall. Time, 20ui. halves.
Mr. and Mrs. Millard F. Chase and son,
and broke through into the deep, icy water,
\\ interport High defeated Guilford High Master William Pennell Chase, of Winhut
the
from
tent,
distance
some
was
Mass., are the guest?< of Mrs.
lie
chester,
j
at \\ int rport, Jan. 31st, 21 to 19, in one of
Chase’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. \\. D. Penshouted once tor help, then realizing that the fastest and cleanest basket ball
game nell, Horton street, Lewiston.—Lewiston
Roscoe would pay no attention even if he ever
played there. Both teams showed fine Sun.
heard him, as they were always snouting team work. Guilford was
handicapped by
James D. Maxwell of Bangor, the cello
his
waste
not
to
hack and forth, he decided
the absence of Lombard, the star forward, soloist whose playing was so much njojed
j
in shouting or struggling unless
strength
as
while Wiuterport was also weakened
in Pullen’s orchestral concert before the
j
tie thought of the bag |
some one saw him.
j
Goodnow, one of the best men of the teams Fireman’s Ball last Thursday evening, was
of wood, and by putting it under his arm was out
ufjhe game. The summary :
entertained at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
water” managed lo keep
Guilford (19) E. S. Pitcher during his stay in Belfast.
; and “treading
Winterport (21)
Mrs.
Komeantime
In
the
fioin sinking.
Thompson, t 3 ...Ig, Stoddard
The many friends of Mr. Howard F. Maiiis
If 1.rg, Mellor 2 (o)
j Morgan,
iersou, front her home on the hank, saw
e 4 (3).c, Fail brother l
Shaw,
to
son, who recently went to Portland for
piight and rushed out, shouting loudly
4
Clark
Hall, rg 1.If,
treatment at the Eye and Ear Infirmary,
Roscoe, who heaid her voice and cameout ; Young, lg..rf, Ode
liefeiee, Fredericks and Dukes, alternat- will be glad to know that most encouraging
ol Ills tent, although he says he should uot |
Time, 20m. halves.
reports have been received as to his con\\ itli much | ing.
have noticed li sil’s shout-.
\
dition and that lie is expected home soon.
Mr.
|
of
assistance
the
with
and
difficulty,
The following games are booked by Man1
President Charles Lincoln White of Col
Thomas, basil was pulled from t-ue water ager Richards fur the Belfast High basket;
by and lion. Warren C. Philbrook, assistin an exhausted condition and was taken ball team:
! to the Koiersou horn-, win-re he was so' Feb. lslesboro
were
ant attorney general of the Mate,
7,
High at Islesboro.
among the speakers at the annual dinner of
kindly cared lor that thus far he lias fell, Feb. 14, L id M. second learn at Belfast.
in the fast>, Winterpoi t at Belfast.
the Boston Colby alumni association in
no ill effects limn ins icy bath
j March
March 13, Dexter High at Waierville.
is Imped that other
Boston last Friday evening.
Il
sagassawaukeug.
Mr t.it.l Mr a
KipiI V
( ,.ftr*.ll :m.l A
A
fishermen may profit by bis experience and
The Belfast local basketball team will
Dover and Foxthat there may be no repetition of llie meet the agglegation from
were passengers from Boston on the
Knight
at
croft at Belfast on the evening of Feb. 7,
drowning accident which saddened the Belfast
Bay State, which arrived last Saturday
Opera House.
community several years ago.
morning but remained at anchor etV the
There
monument until JSuuday morning as it was
The Law and the Lotteiit.
In a fast, clean game of basket ball at
too rough to make a landing.
was consternation among tile firemen last
Newport last Saturday night, Newport
Thursday when it was known that Rev. li.
Ernest Waning, the young man from
Athletic Association defeated Winterport
N. l'ringle of Waterline, secretary of the
Heed ex- Troy employed at the receiving station of
a score of 25 to 24.
school
by
High
Clo islain Civic League of Maine, was in
Turner Center creamery at Unity at the
celled for the home team and Shaw for the the
town and had put a veto on the “lottery”
time it was burned, received but slight invisitors. The summary:
which was to have been a feature of their!
from the lire, but lost liis fur overWINTERPORT (24) juries
NEWPORT A. A. (25)
annual concert and ball that evening. It
rubbers and mittens,
coat,
2
If
5
f,
(li).i Thompson
to Relfast by- Heed,
appears that Mr. friugiecame
Jackson, :f 3. If, iaintor i The annual meeting and banquet of the
request of some person unknown—ami as 10 1 odd, c.c, Shaw 1 (10) Harvard club of Maine took
place at the
whose Identity iiiere is much speculation— Pierce, cl (1)
4 Cumberland club, Portland, last
Friday
Hall
Ig.rg,
Howard,
and on arrival caned upon Chief Engineer
Soper, rg.Ig, Young evening. William M. Bradley, Esq., forIia T. Clough, and said he had been informNewport will play Winterport a return merly of Bucksport, was toastmaster and
ed that there was a gilt scheme in ccnnec-1
Win. about 50 were present, mostly Portland
game in Winterport Friday night.
tiou with tlie concert and hall of Washing- I
terport has defeated Guilford and IJelfast people.
ton Hose Company to be given that night,
High and has a line on the State championMr. and Mrs. Frank Brooks of Pi inton
ami us it was clearly a lottery it must he
ship.
observed their 25th anniversary Saturday
if
a
follow
would
as
prosecution
stopped,
evening, Jan. 25th, at their home on the
drawing took place. Chief Ciough replied
That Cribbage Hand.
Horseback road. They were the recipients
that there was no intention to violate the
beautiful as well as useful gifts.
iaw and that il the proposed drawing was
To the Editor of The Journal: I of many
The evening was passed very {pleasantly
illegal il certainly would not take place. see in your last issue where a crack cribconsultation of authorities it was debad a most wonderful hand at with games, and refreshments were served.

PERSONAL.

j

j

j

j

j

Upon

cided that the drawing did come within the
law and it was consequently abandoned.
The law is very clear on tile subjeut.
Section 20, chapter 120 reads: “Every lottery,
policy, policy lottery policy shop, scheme
chance, of whatever name
or device of
or description, whether at fairs or public
gatherings, or elsewhere, and whether in
the interests of eliuiches, benevolent objects or otherwise, is prohibited,” etc. Of
Still the proposed
course that settles it.
drawing was nut looked upon by those inun.Miratiiiis it.

or

t>v those, wilo hmlw-lu, tick-

donated prizes,as a lottery or game of
chance; but rather as an interesting and
amusing feature of the evening's entertainment. The shaves and hair cuts, cigars and
pants, generally fall to lady ticket holders,
while the men come in for ladies’ neckwear
lhe really substauti.il
perfume, etc
prizes, such a» coal and fl<>ur, have usually
gone where the} would do the most good,
and the drawers of blanks did not lose any
sleep on that account, as a huge majority of
the ticket holders did not buy them with
the lmfFe of gain, but to contribute their
mite to the funds of the firemen.
Now, of
course, the ticket holders will simply consider the money paid for tickets as a free
gift to the firemen, leaving them to make
such disposition of the prizes as they may
The roast turkey which was to
see fit.
have been drawn was sent to the Girls’
Home—a very good way to dispose of it.
etn

or

bage player
cribbage. I would like for him to fully explain how he got so many holes on such

He says he had 3 sixes and a 9
cards.
in his hand, with a three tui ned ; his opponent had 2* kings, a six and a deucp.
He
played a king, dealer came in with a nine,
opponent played king, making a go,so opponent played his deuce, making 31 for 2
This left the dealer with 3 sixes in
holes.
his hand, which, one being paired by his opponent, would give dealer 12 for 4 sixes and
1 for last card—dealers total 13.
In countWith 15 in
ing the hand he is correct, 18.
the crib he must have pegged 4(5 holes in all,
or el.se he is a mighty handy man with the

pegs.—Crib.
SECRET SOCIETIES
Island Lodge, Mo. 89, F. & A. M of Islesboro held its annual installation Thursday
night, Jan. oOib, and the following officers
were installed by K. YY. I). 1). G. M., ,J. A.
Dodge: YY. M., C. E. Kimball; S. YY., A. F.
Haleb; J. YY., George Dyer; Sec., L. E.
Smith; Treas., E. A. Earnest s. D M. It.
Trimm;J. J)., YY. I*. Fairfield; S. -S., A. 1\
Gilke}r; J. S., N. L. Pendleton; Tyler, YYilliam C. Hatch. A collation was seived in
the dining hall after the installation and a
social evening enjoyed. 0

Tarratine Tribe of Red Men will hold
their second annual pow wow in this city
Monday evening, February 24th, and it is
Since the foregoing was in type Washing
expected that there will be a large delegation
ton Hose Company has decided to sell at
auction all the goods, consisting of 74 use- of Red Men, with the Great Chiefs, present
ful ariicles, described on their concert and from all parts of the State.
Memorial Hall
ball prize tickets. The sale will begin at 7 has been secured for the
banquet that will
the
hose
Feb.
at
10th,
company’s take ace in the
p. m.,
p
evening, and degree teams
rooms, High street.
will visit this city from VYaterville, Castine,
Bucksport and Bangor, while delegations
Railroad Men Not Guilty.
will come from as far east as Bar Harbor.
Augusta, Feb. 1. Found not guilty by a Orrin J. Dickey, the Great Sannap of the
jury and discharged was the ontcome of the Great Council of Maine, will go to Bucktrial in the superinrCourt yesterday and toraise
day of Conductor E. B. Hun bar and Engin- sport Wednesday evening, ,)an.l2Hi,to
eer II. E. Tlia}er of the Maine Central rail- tuphe Chiefs of Pemaquid Tribe.
road on the charge of manslaughter for the
killing of Biakemaii Frank E. Berlenger in
Postmaster Oramel Murray is confined to
a collision of a fieight and work train near
his home in Peltoma avenue with rheumaBentou station Oct. 2.
tism.—Pittsfield Advertiser.

Wm. Randall, travelling salesman for the
Parker, Thornes Co., has gone head over
heels in poultry raising. He has recently
established upon his farm a full set of concrete

hen’s nests.

He allows these

are

far

superior to the old fashioned type insofar
sanitary conditions are concerned, inasmuch as they can be flushed out daily.

as

—Portland Board of Trade Journal.

Mr. and Mrs. Frank B. Knowlton went to
Boston Monday. Mrs. Knowlton will visit
in that city and in Lawrence, Mas.-., and
Mr. Knowlton sails from New York today
on a European trip that will extend over
two or three months.
Their home in this
city has been closed and their daughter,
Miss Louise, will spend the remainder of
the winter with Mr. and Mrs. IS. M. R.
Locke.
In Iiis annual report Secretary Fairingof the Maine Fish and Game Associa".Mr. C.
tion says of a deceased member:
B. Ilazeltine of Belfast was a lover of outdoor sports, a fine marksman, a genial
companion and a liberal contributor for the
advancement of the fish and game interests
of Maine. He had a host of friends, who
will treasure his memory while life is
theirs.”
ton

Hon. and Mrs. Charles S. Hichborn left
Augusta on train 102 yesterday afternoon
for Boston, where they will be joined Monday by their son Harold. On the following
day Mrs. Hichborn and Harold will leave
Boston for Los Angeles, Cal. They will be
joined at Boston Monday by Mrs. I’. ().
Vickery and her sister, Mrs. Frank Smith,
and the four will go west together. The
two hitter ladies will leave Augusta for Boston Sunday forenoon.—Kennebec .Journal,
Jan. 31st.
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Quimby celebrated
the fiftieth anniversary of their wedding at
their home in Fast Buck sport Jan. 17th. A
large number were present and the gilts included many of gold. A program was given
and refreshments served.
Mr. Quimby
sang a song that he had learned more than
fifty years ago. Although he is 74 years
of age he works every day and is a carpenMrs. Quimby still attends to
ter by trade.
the affairs of her household and is aotive
dun cheerful.

LETTER FROM WOLEVILLE.

by the treaty of Utrecht France ceded Disease is of Short Duration and Rarely
Fatal.
Nova Scotia to England. And in 1713
the name Port Royal—the capital of
That Tonic

EARLY HISTORY OF NOVA SCOTIA.

1497—*777-

It Is

During:

What

CHURCH AND STATE.

GRIP EPIDEMIG.

captured from the French the strongly
garrisoned fort of Port Royal; and then

Convalescence

province—was changed to AnnapoTreatment is Necessary to Overcome
the Extreme Debility and Depression
lis, in honor of Queen Ann. Polis is
and Prevent Relapse.
the Gr^ek word for city. Thus Annapolis means the City of Ann. The French
For a disease of such limited duration and
without complication, is rarely public
quote
were then given the alternative of tak- one which,
fatal, the grip leaves its victims more debili- lows from the
of his speech in
to
Great
report
disof
oath
the
other
withstand
allegiance
tated and less able to
ing
of our foremost the Courier-Gazette:
Britain, or leaving the province within orders than any other. One
medical writers says: “It is astouishing,
The sentiment to which I have been
two years. At length they took the the number of people who have been cripasked to respond, “Our State,” is one
to
an attack.” it
for
after
iu
health
troublesome
often
years
but
were
pled
oath,
which suggests a relationship between
is a common thing to hear people date varithe sparsely settled English settle- ous ailments or chronic ill-health from an certain moral and political forces that
may well be considered, however briefments. Cape Breton still belonged to attack of influenza.
The real danger from the grip is during ly, at this time and upon this occasion.
the French, who, at great expense, built
the
characteristic
when
1 refer to the relationship of the church
convalescence,
in
symptoms, the fever, the catarrh, the head- and the State; the church in its effort
strong fortifications at Louisburg
of
and the depression
spirits pass to
1720. This stronghold became a center ache
spiritualize and elevate the individaway. The grip leaves behind it weakened
to weld
of daring assaults upon the English set- vital powers, thin blood, impaired digestion ual, the State in its attempt
over-sensitive nerves—a condition that the common opinion of many into laws
tlers; the French being aided by the and
makes the system an easy prey to pneu- that shall seem to be for the best interIndians. Fishing vessels were captured monia, bronchitis, rheumatism, nervous ests of the individual in his relation to
prostration, and even consumption. Too society, business and all the forms of
and the crews murdered.
much stress caunot be laid on the import- general intercourse.
But in 1745 a force of 4,000 men and a ance of
the blood and nerves

the

To the Editor of The Journal:

“What’s in a name?” is often asked,
A
and sometimes contemptuously.
for exwe
Take,
reply.
deal,
great
ample, the name Cabot, for generations
a prominent family name in Boston.
The distinguished Massachusetts Senator never omits his full middle name,
but always writes, Henry Cabot Lodge
Those who have a trace of the Cabot
blood in their veins are justly proud of
And who can blame them?
They trace their ancestry back to the
distinguished navigator, John Cabot,
born in Italy, but removed when young
to Bristol, England, and in 1496 perthe fact.

suaded Henry VII—already jealous of
that the Spaniards had achievthe

glory

strengthening

ed in the new world—the desirability of small fleet, under the command of Col. during convalescence.
Mr. Robert G. Yates of 58 Ellis street,
undertaking a voyage of discovery un- Pepperal of Massachusetts, came down Dubuque, Iowa, who has been employed for
in
1748
crown. and
But
of
the
Louisburg.
several
English
the
years as a tinner by the Klauer
der
captured
auspices
Co., says:
for it was
He obtained from the king a patent
again captured by the French Manufacturing
“One day while returning home from
the and
the discovery of unknown lands in
again retaken by the English in work 1 became suddenly weak. Terrible
pains shot through my head and body, I bewestern and northern seas. According- 1758.
came dizzy and was hardly able to make my
sailed
made
he
was
In 1749 Edward Cornwallis
ly, with liis son Sebastian,
way home. The trouble developed into a
I was confined to
from Bristol in May, 1497, over the Governor of Nova Scotia and came to severe attack of grip and
mv bed for weeks, was restless and sleepthe
name
sun.
the
changed
setting
Chebucto Harbor,
broad ocean towards
less, with constant pains in my nmos. jM)
the Earl of appetite was gone, I fell away in flesh, was
11 is expedition resulted in the discovery to Halifax, in honor of
and became
of the tired out for no apparent reason
of Labrador, Newfoundland and Nova Halifax, and made it the capital
generally miserable.
»
were
looking
when
prettythings
Province.
“Finally,
Scotia.
blue for me, one day I noticed a piece in the
During thenext few years barbarous
who
in
Kansas
In 1508 Marquis lie la lloclie,a Frenchpaper about a man living
left 40 mitracps wpi p committed bv the French had been cured of a similar complaint by
man, on his way to Nova Scotia,
settle- the use of I)r. Williams’ Pink Pills. So L
convicts on Sable Island. Seven jears and Indians upon ttie English
decided to try them. I felt better before I
that
an expedition came finished one box and I kept on taking them
found
1855
In
and
ments.
visited
them,
he
later
remain- from Massachusetts and dislodged some until cured. Now I enjoy perfect health
2S had died of starvation. The
and, thanks to Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills,asI
took back to of the French settlements. The French can
and
he
12
do a good day’s work again. I am
pardoned
ing
hale and hearty as many men much younger
Sable—pronounced Sah-bl— were then demanded to take an un- than
France.
I, have a splendid appetite and can go1
with its qualified oath
of allegiance to the
means sand; and this lone isle,
to sleep a few minutes after retiring.
for British Government. This they refus- might also add that before I began taking
shoal and treacherous waters, has
Dr. Williams* Pink Pills I had suffered for
thouof
ed to do. Accordingly Governor Law- about seventeen
centuries been the graveyard
years with rheumatism hut
reto
decided
The little, rence and his Council
I have not felt any of it since. They are a
sands of unlucky sailors.
and I have no doubt but
medicine
wonderful
are well move them all from the province. This
hardy Sable island ponies
that they saved my life.”
as
the
carin
Expulis
known
act
some
history
ship
Dr. William’s Pink Pills increase the numknown. Centuries ago,
This is
in the blood.
from Europe to sion of the Acadians, which Longfel- ber of red corpuscles
horses
fine
rying
a matter of easy proof by microscopic test.
in song, and gave
shallow
make
these
immortalized
low
on
to
said
be
actually
wrecked
was
America
They therefore may
new blood.
They are the most direct cure
The vessel went to pieces, and the event a highly poetic coloring.
seas.
condisimilar
known for anaemia and all
The Acadians, about 7000 in number, tions.
sad story of
no one was left to tell the
They cure debility and most forms
in
their
stalto
assemble
of
weakness because they make it possible
the
were
hut
large,
compelled
suffering and death;
nourishment taken in the body to
told they would for the
wart horses easily swam ashore. And churches, and were
reach the parts that require it. They cure
the there be informed of the king’s pleasure rheumatism, became rheumatism is cau>ed
centuries of great exposure, and
when they replace the
the only concerning them. They were then told by impure blood, and
scanty food of coarse grassimpure blood with pure, the disease is eradnot temporarily suppressed, but
food obtainable—have caused the noble that all their property, except money icated
cured to stay cured. After-effects of grip,
to
forfeited
into
were
household
and
to
goods,
degenerate
animals of long ago
fevers and other wasting disease are best
ad- the crown. Lest they should escape to treated with these blood-making pills be
the little animals, now so much
after these troubles the blood is thin,
cause
mired. Thus the doctrine of evolution the woods they were placed on board
will not
watery and impure, and the health
and
the
for
vessels
purpose,
provided
be perfectly restored until the vital fluid is
works both ways.
are guaranThe
and
rich.
pills
made
all
there
French
pure
then scattered here and
among
In 1604, witli a patent from the
teed to be free from opiates or any harmful
the south the British colonies from New Hampking, lie Monts lanocd on
drug and cannot injure the most delicate
their system.
shore of Nova Scotia, and then sailed shire to Georgia. Before sailing,
Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills are sold by all
An- houses and barns were burned in their
realong the coast and entered the
druggists, or will be sent, postpaid, on
would ceipt of price. 50 cents per box; six boxes
napolis-llasin. Charmed with the beau- sight to let them see that they
Medicine
Williams
for $2 50, by the Dr.
tiful scenery, lie chose a spot for a set- have nothing to return to should they Company, Schenectady, N. Y.
In after
in view.
and
a
such
have
it
Port
called
plan
Royal,
and
tlement,
TALE OF THREE CATS.
A
named the country Acadia. In 1605 he, years, however, many of them found
with other French navigators, brought their way back. In 1758 Gov. LawSurvive the Fire in the Portland City
They
Building.
supplies for the infant colony. During rence called together the first legisla-

Everybody Want*.

Everybody desires good health, whioh Is
impossible unless the kidneys are healthy.
A notable Address by Governor Cobb.
Foley’s Kidney Remedy corrects irregulariall forms of kidney or bladder
Governor Cobb was one of the speak- ties and cures
disorders. Take Foley’s Kidney Remedy at
ers at the 75th anniversary exercises of once and
prevent Hright’s disease and diathe First Baptist church, Rockland, betes. R. H. Moody.
last week, and his address was characCEMENT HOUSES.
terized by the lofty patriotism and
Be Built While You Wait.
Will
They
literary excellence which marks all his
Houses built of cement, requiring
as folWe
utterances.

It is true that in this country we
have no church and no creed whose
observances and tenets to the exclusion
of others are stamped with the distinct
On
and specific approval of the law.

conditions promising religious liberty,
or more properly, freedom to accept a
form of belief other than the establish-

two for their construcday
only
tion and costing only a few hundred
dollar each, will soon solve the teneThis
ment problem of the great cities.
is the declaration of distinguished delegates to the fourth annual convention
and exhibition of the National Association of Cement Users, in Buffalo, N. Y.
The largest and most elaborate exhibition and demonstration of cement
products ever held in the United States
was held by the association in the Sixtyfifth Regiment Armory, which lias more
actual floor space than in Madison
Square Garden. Visitors had an opportunity to see, by example and demonstration, the progress that has been
made in cement and concrete construction, especially as it applies to the building of small dwelling houses in which
the average individual is interested.
Thomas A. Edison lias recently been
giving much of his time to the problems of cement construction, and lias
announced that it is now possible to
build a two-family, three-story, fireproof house, fitted with all modern
conveniences, at a cost of $1,000. Such
a house could be rented for from $7 to
$10 a month, with a fair profit to the
a

ed religion of England, was the cause
that led to the settlement of New England and furnished the basis upon
which our structure of self-government owner.
The declaration of “Wizard” Edison
But if we have
has since been raised.
aroused great interest among toe delewe
no legalized creed it is because
Many men
neither need nor want one, and the gates to tlie convention.
wealth have announced that if
lack of it has not yet stunted the growth of
of morality nor impaired the vigor of Edison's plan proves practicable, they
will construct hundreds of cement
religious endeavor.
ChiThe strength of a States, the wisdom bouses near New York, Boston,
citand progiessiveness of its laws, its at- cago, Philadelphia and other large
as a measure of practical philantempts to improve both public and pri- ies,
vate welfare, all theseare but expres- thropy for the tenement dwellers.
sions in other forms of the strength,
Neigh borlioud Favorite.
the wisdom and the desire for betterMrs. E. 1). Charles ul Harbin, Maine,
ment that characterize the citizen and
speaking of Electric Hitters, says: “Jt is a
influence his exercise of suffrage.
!
neighborhood favorite here with us.” It
Every intelligent man, whatever his deserves to be a favorite everywhere. It
attitude towards the church may be, is gives quick relief in dyspepsia, liver comforced to admit its influence as a power- plaint, kiduej derangement, malnutrition,
ful social factor and in the development nervousness, weakness and general debility.
of this country and in the development Its action on I lie* blood, as a thorough puriuseful as a spring
of Maine there is no single agency, out- fier makes it especially
This grand alterative tonic is
medicine.
side the schools and halls of learning, sold under
guarantee at It. II. Moody drug
that has done so much to shape and store. 50c.
direct legislation upon the great and
A Big Leather Board Mill.
burning moral issues of every day and
generation as the Church. Its influence
times
secretly
is often belittled, at
The largest leather board mill in the
derided, but it is always there, always world lias
just heeu built and equipped
and
successful;
most
always
vigilant,
at Herkimer, N. Y., under the superbecause it appeals in the last analysis
vision of a Maine boy, Alsel 0. Den
to the innate and inherent best in men,
of East Poland, and is now in opits motives are always right and in the ning
eration with him as superintendent.
end compel submission and respect.
Mr. Denning is the sou of W. W. DenWhoever dreams in Maine that the
of the mill of tlie National
Church is not to be reckoned with, in ning, agent
Fiber Board Company at East Poland,
any attempted assault upon conditions and received his
practical training in
that it believes best calculated to inthat mill and in another owned by the
sure social order and well-being, will
He is a
same company at Kennebunk.
suffer ;arude awakening, and whoever
of Bowdoiu in tlie class of >905
believes that respect for law is essen- graduate
and is well remembered in athletic cir
tial for the preservation of the princicles as t ie Maine and New England
ples of self-government will pray that champion in the shot and hammer and
the Church may long endure to battle
as captain of Bowdoin’s championship
for that cause. 1 am not speaking in
track team of 1905.
these surroundings as the exponent of
any creed, for I represent none. Nor
can I claim the right to touch upon the
religious side of tins question, although
Makes Kidneys and Bladder Right
1 know it has one. I simply believe
that the relationship of the Church and
The only living things which passed State is so close ana tnseparaoie mat
through the big fire in Portland city lie who loves his State, has pride In her
and
hall, Friday, and came out alive and traditions and accomplishments
faith in her future, owes it to her no
little harmed, were three cats. They
less than to himself to uphold and supwere found Saturday evening by Col.
port as best lie can the ideals of an inman,
a
Portland
F. R. Fay,
newspaper
situation without whose existence and
who bad been looking over the ruins for cooperation the State herself must fall.
them since the morning of the fire.
For three years Col. Fay has fed and
Meddybemps, Me., Aug. 27, 1906.
TEACHERS.
INTEREST TO
OF
“For years I have been troubled
Night after
looked after these cats.
with dyspepsia, and after taking two
night he 1 as gone to a restaurant, purIt will be of interest to the teachers
bottles of ‘L. F.’ Atwood’s Bitters, I
chased such food as cats especially ilke
know
to
that,
through
this
in
the
As a
vicinity
it
to
building
find myself much improved.
and carried
city
State Departwhere ne lias personally seen to it that the co-operation of the
tonic I believe it has no equal."
spring
with
the
Yours respectfully,
these cats were fed. The cats grew fat ment of Public Instruction
and sieek under the colonel's care. authorities of the State University,
Mrs. Helen Spaulding.
made
been
have
whereby
They would run out on the street about arrangements
the
can
Summer.
attend
who
give a free r- 1 to the
Everyone
teachers
mm*
iiuiu cvcij
me
Col. Fay’s coming with his little bag of Session of the University may obtain! appetite without suffering the consequences, by keeping tiie digestion active,
food and follow along at his heels 'nto a certificate slating the courses they
stomach healthy, liver lively, raid bowthe basement of the city buildiug have completed and the credits given
certificates, els regular. “L. i ." Atw<> 's B. 110:2
each course. These
where they were fed. The night before fur
of
the
regulate, bring sure rdit f. es;::1 ’ish
the city building burned Col. Fay fed will be signed by the President
his cats as usual. Then came the big University and the State Superintend natural conditions, and keep the organs
The
Instruction.
of’
Public
clean, active and healthy, doe. at drug
lire. It was so hot that great iron dent
the
teachers and
store.
girders were twisted and bent by the names of these
will be kept on file at,
heat, timbers and furniture far remov- courses taken
State
of
the
the
office
Superintendent
tlie
flames
with
contact
ed from actual
THE CAPITAL FIRE INSURANCE CO.,
were
charred and blistered, copper and will doubtless be of great value to
who possess
CONCORD, N. «.,
wires melted, great stone lings were those teachers in Maine
ASSETS DKCHMBRR. 31, 1907.
|
crumbled and cracked, and no one them.
in
will
be
work
given
Hereafter no
would have believed that there could
Real Estate... 8 92,553 27
the Mortgage Loans,.
80,447 55
have been a living thing within the the Summer Schools conducted by
InstrucCollateral
Loans,.. 17,200 no
of
Public
could
State
which
Department
four walls of the building
430.774 07
and
Stocks
Bond-.
survive the blaze. Saturday afternoon tion along the line of secondary sub-; Casl in Office and Bank,.
58,237 73
be:
will
57,376 47
Agents’ Balances.
Col. Fay heard a plaintive little cry iu jects, but ample provision
3,938 31
and made for instruction in these subjects j Interests and Rents,.
his
for
calls
his
to
pets,
response
All other Asserts,
6,324 23
aided by some of the police officers and at the University.
Gross Assets,.
$746,851 63
It will also be of interest to superincounty officials he rummaged about and
to know that Deduct items not admitted,..$ 20,193.42
found “liastus” snuggled under a big tendents and principals
a memcharred Hour timber which in falling Superintendent Smith will be
Admitted Assets,.$726,658 21
of the Sum- \
had somehow penned him in. There her of the teaching staff
a course of
will
Term
and
mer
fur
give
his
LIABILITIES DECEMBER, 31, 1907.
his
on
head,
was an ugly cut
lectures on “Superintendence.” These J
was singed and two or three days of
Net Unpaid Losses.—$ 36,696 92
the regular courses offered | Unearned Premiums,. 350,125 01
fasting had not teuded to improve his lectures and
of the Department ; All other Liabilities,.
8,291 73
appearance. Col. Fay managed to get by Dr. Davidson,
20‘1,0o0 00
attractive Cash Capital.
him released from his prison, which of Education, should prove
I
over
all
131
544 55
labilities,
teachers. Surplus
must have been a regular inferno dur- to a large number of Maine
Total
Liabilities
21
and
aniwounded
Surplus,.$726,658
ing the lire, and sent the
Fred Atwood, Agent.,
mal to the local animal hospital to be
Maine.,
WILLIAMS' KIDNEY 1'ILLS.
Winterport,
3YV5 *
cared for at his expense. Then he took
Have you neglected your Kidneys? Have
up the hunt for the other two cats,
you overworked vour nervous system and
“JSob” and “Jimmie,” and found them caused trouble with your kidneys and SPRINGFIELD FIRE AND MARINE
loins, side,
alive, penned in by the fallen debris and bladder? Have von pains in Have
INSURANCE COMPANY
you a
about as disconsolate cats as ever were hack, groins and bladder?
of the face, especially
SPItINGFIEI.IL MASS.,
dabby
appearance
and
fed
These animals Col. Fay
seen.
to
a
desire
under the eyes? Too frequent
ASSKTS IIKCEMBKH 31, 1907.
found a place for in the temporary
pass urine? If so, Williams' Kidney Pills
police station over the liquor agency, w ill cure you,—at Druggist. Price 80c.
Real Estate, .S 3!!?!
lint it seems that eats are wiser than
\V illiamV M’f’g Co., Props., Cleveland, 0. Mortgage Loans,. 9k,moon
6.090 00
Collateral Loans..
many humans; they don’t like the smell
Stock ami Bonds, .4,‘227,93, 50
of liquor, and so far they have refused
74
697,940
Hank.
and
in
Office
in
Cash
nniiiu
i/•
home and the
new
to accept their
Agents’ Balances. 9‘s.lirt 31
2a
37,920
and
Interest
Rents.
become
probabilities are that they will
Bulletin of the Maine Agricultural Kxperi
Gross Assets,. 7,204 95880
,,

province, consisting of 22
He offered inducerepresentatives.
ments to people to come from New
England, and large numbers of thrifty
ture of

colony

Jamestown, Virginia. A\ lien they learned of the existence of ttie French settlements further north in Acadia, within the limits of the charter that Ilenry
VII gave to Cabot, the British colonists

farmers

the

and

came

fertile lands vacated

BENEFIT

DYSPEPSIA

relinquished all claim to
Canada, Cape Breton, Nova Scotia and
1703 France

Virginia in 161." fitted out an ex- Newfoundland.
And during the
pedition under ('apt. Argali and dispos-

from

In 1620 the Puritans, on
n count ot the persecution of the established e-mrcii of England, arrived in j
■America anil formed the first settleIn 1021 Sir'
ment of New England.
s.-

<1 them.

Wm. Alexander, a Scotchman, obtain-'
ed troin King Janies 1 a grant of the
country which the French called Aca-,

lie named the country New Scotland, only translating it into Latin,

dia.

1

ten years it is

next

10,000 or more
people came from Massachusetts and
made
and
Connecticut
permanent
One colony
homes in Nova Scotia.
came down in 22 vessels, with all their
household effects, attended by a brig
mounting 10 guns, and landed near
Wolfville, June 4, 1760. And during the
early stage of the Revolutionary war,
estimated that

some

mi'*

j some

20,000 “Royalists”—as they were
called—removed from the revolting
colonies, and settled in the western
the territoiy cast of tin- river St. Croix pait of the province. In no pan or
-between Maine and New Brunswick North America is the original New
—and a line running north to the Kt. : England type and blood and habits so
Nova means new, and Scotia means
This patent embraced all
.Scotland.

Lawrence. Meanwhile the French were well preserved as in the western councolonizing Canada (now the province of I ties of Nova Scotia. The eastern part
Quebec) and named it New France. was largely settled by the Scotch.
Geo. E. Tufts.
They also came down and renamed
■

Nova Scotia Acadia.
In 1027 Sir Win. Alexander, aided by
sir David Kirk, sent a fleet and recov-

Wolfville, N. S.,

possession of Nova Scotia, and on
bis way captured IS French transports
bringing supplies to the colonists.

Bean the

C2

ered

Among

the

prisoners captured

transports

these

was

a

and Acadia back to France. In 1054
Oliver Cromwell litted out a fleet and
brought the whole country back again
into the hands of the English. The
French, however, still continued to oc-

4

But in 1(507, by the treaty
of Breda, the whole territory went
again into the hands of the French. J u
lObO the British Colony of Massachu-

sinners et'MUUl

while

their

property

was

destroyed.

But in 1090 Nova Scotia was again restored to France. The French people
of the

province

then

began

to encroach

upon the territories belonging to'Massachusetts—for Massachusetts extended to the St. Croix in eastern Maineseized fishing vessels belonging to that
and encouraged the Indians to
attack their settlements. At this juncture Col. Church came down from Bos-

colony,

ton again, landing near the present site
of Wolfville, and destroyed the French
settlements in this whole region. In
1710 a Massachusetts force, after two

unsuccessful attempts, besieged

I.ivn

saiinaij

v

|

growing

The Court House at Wiscasset

in common with many of tiie Maine
a
newspapers Tiie Journal published
news item to tiie effect tiiat tiie court
house at Wiscasset, a wooden building,
had been destroyed by fire. The Maine
Court Cottager makes tins correction:
“Oil! No! You are misinformed,
Tiie Lincoln county court
brother.
house was a brick building with a tinned roof and stone and brick floors.
Its vaults for public records were massively built of granite, witli iron doors,
and besides, it didn’t suffer “destrucA big wooden
tion by fire” at all.
church nearby was burned to the
small wood
and
ground, and the eaves
eo belfry on the court bouse scorched a

little—that

was

all.”

Keeping Open

House.

Everybody is welcome when we feel good;
and we feel that way only when our digestive organs are working properly. Dr.
King’s New Life Tills regulate the action
of stomach, liver and bowels so perfectly
one can’t help feeling good when he nses
25o. at E. H. Moody’s drug
these pills.

and store.

wanderers again.

mcnt

TILLS HOW TO MIX IT.

wv.m

jit

held their lands.
settlers much

Ki-

where contagious disease is
“The demand for our products
found.
and the prices they command,” say the
commissioners, “indicate that condibetter all along the
tions are
exe

setts sent a military expedition under
the command of Sir Win. Phipps and
took possession of all the French set- \
Cements in Nova Scotia, and annexed I line.”
The!
the province to Massachusetts.

English

Those

Hiniuetl.

|

the Indians.

trouble by robbery and plunder. In
retaliation for these wrongs Colonel
Church came down from Boston with
an armed force, pursuing the defenceless Aeadians, who lied to the woods,

nmlemned of

per Cent

expenses during tlie year was $23,346.
There were over 9,000 cattle sold to
Brighton, Mass., and only 40 were reas
ported back to the commissionersThe
failing to pass the tuberculin test.
Maine laws do not give the commis-

cupy many of their old settlements and
carried on an extensive fur trade with

the

Hate Always Buu&hl

j

English from Virginia
Cape Breton. But these were warlike days; and in 1(132 Charles 1 was
obliged to cede the whole of Canada

gave

■

A fact gratifying to the dairymen of
the State was announced in the annual j
report, Jan. 28th, of the Maine Cattle
commissioners, to the effect that the
cattle
past year onlv four percent of
examined by the tuberculin test were I
diseased, whereas in 1905 and'1906 six
percent of the grade cattle and 20 percent of tile pure bloods tested with
The past
turberculiii were diseased.
tested and 802
year 20,000 head were
condemned. Sixty-eight horses and 56
The
sheep also were condemned.
amount expended for cattle, horses and

to

but

■

MAINE CATTLE ALL RIGHT.

the hands of the

still

^^

Protestant

fied bis interests with the English. In
1029 Kirk effected the conquest of Canada; and the whole region was now in

settlers

*•■.—.

a

*7" uL&tfMa&u

from

named Claude De La Tour, who identi- Only

Vi-eneh

|

Jan. 28, 1008.

j£Lju it>

Foleys KiDNiYCURE
Two Bottles

settled upon the
by the French. In

Directions to Prepare Simple, Yet Remarkable Home Mixture
A well-known authority on Rheumatism
gives the readers of a large New A nrk daily
paper the following valuable, yet simple
and harmless prescription, which any one
can eas !y prepare at hnine.
Fluid Extract Dandelion, one-half ounce;
Compound Kargou, one ounce; Compound

Mix by shaking well in a bottle, and take
teaspoonful after each meal and at bedtime.
lie states that the ingredients can be obtained from any good prescription pharmacy
at small cost, and, being of vegetable extraction, are harmless to take.
This pleasant mixture, if taken regularly
for a few days, is said to overcome almost
any case of Rheumatism. The pain and
swelling, if any, diminishes with each dose,
until permanent results are obtained, and
without injuring the stomach. While there
are mauy so-called Rheumatism remedies,
patent medicines, etc, some of which do
give relief, few really give permanent results, and the above will, no doubt, be greatly appreciated by many sufferers here at
this time.
Inquiry at the drug stores of this neighborhood elicits the information that these
drugs are harmless and can be bought separately, or the druggists here will mix the
prescription for our readers if asked to.

a

Indigestion.
K
ndnlFor
* Relieves
*
stomacK,
sour

palpitation of the heart Digests what you eat

The potato is
eases

requiring

Station.

subject
constant

to

many dis-

vigilance

on

Admitted Assets,.
I.1ABI1.ITIKS

ni

...$7,204.958 8(1

BMBKIt 31,

#»:7.

the part of the grower. That spraying
Net Unpaid Losses.71 341,054 66
with bordeaux mixture is a paying Unearned Premiums,.. ,'i 9in.'.); »; 40
61,239 42
other Liabilities,
operation lias been amply demoustrat- | All
2,000,uoo (,0
Capital...
ed.
VVlietlier the generally adopted ('ash
910,768 32
surplus over all Liabilities,.
method* for applying fungicides can he j
improved, and whether dry bordeaux i Total Liabilities and Surplus.$7,204,968 81
can he successfully and economically
1 red atwood, \gont., Winterport, Maine..
3W5*
substituted for the ivet form are questions of the greatest importance to the
Maine farmer.
These subjects art discussed in Bulletin 149, just issued by the Maine Experiment Station. Among the other I PUNG, A SINGLE and DOUBLE SLEIGH,
questions dealt with in the same bulle- i\ a Portland wagon, two poles, a buckboard
tin are: the relative efficiency of light and pole, an extension top and a top buggy. They
and heavy spraying; the treatment of may seen at the Dunbar stable, now owned by
W. G. PRESTON, Washington Street.
seed potatoes with formaldehyde gas
Belfast, Jai nary 27,1908—3w6*
for the purpose of preventing scab; an
easy and economical way of generating
formaldehyde gas for this and other
purposes; the effect of liming a soil upon the development of potato scab in
succeeding crops; the appearance in
Maine of a pest which seems to be comSS.—In Court of Probate, held at Belparatively new to this country, known
fast, on the 14th day of January, 1908.
as the “internal brown spot” of the
Charles R. Coombs, administrator, with the will
an
in- inuexed, on the estate of Mary I). Cottrell, late
potato; and the use of red lead as
of Belfast, in said Count}, eccased, having presecticide for potatoes.
he
will
sent
free
to sented his first and final account of administraThis Bulletin (149)
tion of said estate for allowance.
all residents of Maine who apply to the
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
Station, weeks successively, in The Republican Journal, a
Experiment
Agricultural
Orono, Me. In writing please mention newspaper published in Belfast, in saidatCounty,
that all persons interested may attend
a Prothis paper.
oate Court,to be held at Belfast, on the 11 th day of
February next, and show cause, if any they have,
why the* said account should not «w* alloweo
GEO.E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy—Attest:
heals lungs
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.
■tops the cough
..

~

for sale

j|

On Savings Deposits.

4%

National

Megunticook

Bank,

CAMDEN, MAINE.
850,000.00

CAPITAL,

GUY

JOSHUA ADAMS, President.

At a Probate Court held at
for the County of Waldo,
Jautiary, A. 1>. 1908.

within and
At a Probate Court held at Belfast,
for the County of Waldo,on the second Tuesday
of January, A. 1>. 1808.
certain instrument, purporting to be the last
will aud testament of William J. Brown,
late of Freedom, in said County of Waldo, deceased. having been presented for probate.

CHARLES

Ordered, That notice be given to all persons in*
terested by causing a copy ol this order to be
Repubpublished three weeks successively in The
lican Journal, published at Belfast, that they
at a

Probate Court,

to

be held

at.

A true copy.

the

wr-

14th dav

;

R

1

entitled to the balance of said estate n ,H
his hands for distribution, their
respective st
therein aud order the same distributed a<v

ingly.

Bel-

Ordered, That the said petitioner give noth
all persons interested by
causing a copy f
order to be published three weeks successive^
The Republican Journal, a
newspaper publi*:^
at Belfast, that they may appear at a Pr
-,•»
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and fn
on
the 11th day of February, A. I) ;
County,
at ten of the clock before noon, anil show <•.,
if any they have, why the prayer of said
pe»:
er should not be granted
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Ju
A true copy.
Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register

CEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.

At a Probate Court held
for the County of Waldo,
of January, A. L>. 1808.

Belfast, within

ou

are

fast, within and for said County, on the second
Tuesday of February next, at ten of the clock
before noon, and show cause, if any they have,
why the same should not be proved, approved
and allowed.

3ni4

COOMBS, administrator, with
will annexed, on the estate of
Mary I) r
trell, late of Belfast, in said County of as
deceased, having presented a petition
/
that the Judge of Probate may determine
\

A

may appear

CARLETON, Cashier.

at Belfast, within and
ou the second Tuesday

certain instrument, purporting to he the last
will and testament of Nathan T. Woodman,
late of Monroe, in said County of Waldo, deceased,
having been presented for probate.
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons interested by causing a copy of this order to he
published three weeks successively in The Re
publican Journal, published at Belfast, that
they appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said County, on the second
Tuesday of February next, at ten of the clock before noon, ami show cause, if any they have, why
the same should not he proved, approved and allowed.
CEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
Attest:
A true copy.
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.
A

A

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, withn
for the County of Waldo, on the 14th I
January, a. D. 1908.
4 NME E TREAT of \Vinterp<>rt, in said
-Y ty of Wald., having presented a
p*
praying that John G. Dunning, executor <
last will of Inez R. Kendall, late of
Winter;
may be auth rized to execute deeds to sai
titiouer according to contract.
Ordered. That the said petitioner give
all persons interested by causing a
copy
order to be published three weeks successnThe Republican Journal, a newspaper pub
at Belfast, that they mav
appear at a |‘>
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and f.u
County, on the 11th day of February, a. D.
at tt n of the clock before noon, and show
it any they have, wliv the prayer of .said pet;
er should not be granted.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Ju
A true copy. Attest
Chas. P. Hazfi.tine, Regis
to

At a Probate Court debt at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of January. A. 1). 1808.
certain instrument, purporting to be the last
will and testament of Alden Robbins, late
of Searsmont, in said < 'minty of Waldo, deceased,
having been presented for probate.

\

Ordered, That, notice be given

to

■'

ai,lhj bb.—in Conn (>f Probate, held ;r
fast, on the 14th day of January,
Wendell P. Rice ami Joshua G Rice, ex*„of the last will of Caroline R. Rice, 1 tte of
port, in said County, deceased, having piv-,
| their first and final account, of admini-tr:.:
said estate for allowa oe.

HI

all persons

published three weeks successively in IT 3 Republican Journal, published at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
Belfast, within and forsaid County, on the second
Tuesday of Ferlmary next, at ten of the clot k
before noon, and show cause, if any they have, why
the same should not tie proved, approved and al
lowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
(Has. p. Hazeltine, Register.

Ordered, that notice thereof be given,
weeks successively, in The Republican Jourt
newspaper published in Belfast, in sai r
that ail persons interested may attend at
bate Court, to be held at Belfast, on tin
day of February next, and show cause, it
they have, why the said account should not
lowed.
GKO. E. JOHNSON, Jn
A true copy. Attest:
(.’HAS. P. Hazeltink. Regi'

} At

a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday
of January, A. 1). 1908.

lTTAI,DOSS
In ( ourt of Probate, held
m
last, on the 14th day of January,
Elmeda E. Bowen, administratrix on the *’m
Jeremiah Bowen, late ot Monroe, in .-aid •'
deceased, having pa,-set ted her first and ti,
count of administration of said estate for
1

—

certain instrument, purporting to he an authenticated copy of the last will and testament and the prohan- thereof ot Laura C. Thu;
ton of Everett, in the Couuty of Middlesex. State
of Massachu-etts, deceased, having been j.resent

A

ed tor probate, with a petition praying that thcopy ot said will may he allowed,“tiled and rcorded in the Probate Court of said County
t
Waldo, and that letters be issued to Eben F. Littlefield.

q ice.

Ordered, That notice thereof be given,
weeks successively, in The Republican J..
newspaper published in Belfast, in saidC,
that all persons interested may attend at
bate Court, to be held ar Belfast, on the lit*
of Februav next, and show cause, it am
have, why the said account should not be ail.
GEO. E. J< HINSON. .1
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. t\ Hazeltlne, Regis:,
.1

Ordered, That notice be given to all persons
interested by causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively in The Republican Journal, published at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
Belfast, within and forsaid County,on the second Tuesday of February next, at ten
f the
clock before noon, and show cause, if any they
have, why the same should not he proved, a improved and allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true Copy—-Attest:
(Has. p. Hazeltine, Register.

1

lfTALDO SS.— In ( ourt of Probate, held at
VV fast, on the 14th day of January, 1
Augustine H. Folsom, executor of the last wi
Isadore Cornwallis, who was adniinistrator of
estate of Mary Whitcomb, late of Searspor
sai 1 ('ounty, deceased, having present**,1 1 he

and final account of adtniuis ration of said **for allowance.
Probate Court field at Belfast, wit bin and for
the County of Waldo, on the L4th day of JanOrdered, that notice thereof be given,
A.
!>.
1908.
uary,
weeks.successively, in The Republican J air
news] aper published in Belfast, in srtid ('<
T. WARD, boh of Georce P. Ward late
that all persons interested may attend at
ot Thorndike, in said
'••u tv -t W
ceased, having |ih--o: :e-i a petition praying t -at bale ('ourt, to he held at Beliast, on tin 1 111
of February next, and show cause, tl any
he may 1 e appointed administrator of 11
rsta’e
•have, why he said ace tint should not be a.’
of saiil deceased.
GE<». E. JOHN ON. 1,,
ordered,That the said petitioner L ive notice to !
A true c*ipy. Attest:
all persons interested by causing a e.-pv of o,is
CHAH P. H AZl’.I.TIX’K. Kegm!
order to be published three week- stie<->i--i\rlv i:.
The Republican Journal, a newspaper
mlishtd j
it
Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate \1’ ALDO ss in Court of Probate, In hi at
it
f ist, on the I4th n;*y
‘>urt, to be held a; Belfast, within an or said
January.
County, on the 11th day of February, A. 1> 19c >8, Augustine II Folsom, administrator d«* hm >•
on
the
estate of
at ten of the clock before noon, and show au-iMary W hitcomb, late *»r
in said
it any they have, why the prayer of said pel i, nu.
County, deceased, having p e-*tils first and final acr unt of a, iniuistraner should not be granted.
: said estate for allowane
GEO. E. JOHNSON. Judge.
A true copy.
Attest:
Ordered That non c rnere«»i be given,
Ciias. P. Hazeltine, Registc i.
we* l(s sueee'sively, in I be R. publican Join
newspaper published in Belfast, in saidC*
that ab persons inTerest***! may attend at a
Ar a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
bate 1 ourt, to be held at Belfast, on the 11
for the bounty H Waldo, on tlie 14th day of of
February next, ami show cause, H any
January, A. I) 1908
have, why the said account should not. be a I
L’LMEDA E. BOWEN, widow of Jeremiah
GEo E. JOHNSON, J«
ot
Lj
Bowen, late
Monroe, in said County of !
A true copy—Attest
Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition
( HAS. T. llAZKLTIKE, Regi.-’
for an allowance out of the personal estate of said
deceased.
ll’ALLM) SS.— lii
in ..! I nmate, held
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
»T
fast, on the 141!, day of January.
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
older to be published three weeks successivelv in Joseph G Cowkson, administrator <>n the est.
Benjamin M. Cookson, late of Monro**, in
The Republican Journal, a newspaper published
County, deceased, having presented his firat Belfast, that they mav appear at a Probate
count
of administration of said estate fora
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said ance.
county, on the 1 1th day of February. A. I». 1908,
of
the
clock
before
and
show
at ten
Ordered, that notice thereof be given, t.
noon,
cause, if
weeks successively, in The Republican Joti
any they have, win the prayer ot said petitioner
should not he granted.
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
tv, that all persons interested may attend
A true copy. Attest:
Probate (’ourt, to bo held at Belfast, on tin(Has P. Hazeltine, Register.
day of February next, and show cause, it
they have, why the said account should not
lowed.
At a Probate t ouri held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the 14th day of
GKO. E. JOHNSON, Jim
A true copy.
l>.
A.
1908.
Attest
January,
( HAS. P. HAZEI.TINE, Regis!
K. WHITCOMB, widow* Of James If.
Whitcomb, la e of Morrill, in said County of
Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition
4 I>M 1N18TKATOR s NOTICE.
Thesubsi
praying for an allowance out of the personal es- il hereby gives 1 <1 ice that he lias been dm
tate of said d* ceased.
pointed administrator of the estate of
WILLIAM B. SCROLL,late of Winterp,
ordered, That the “aid petitioner give no •« to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
in 1 h** ('jiimti* nf
ilann.iooii
■>,>.*
order to he published three weeks successively in
bonds as the law directs. All persons ha
The Keptiftlie.au Journal, a newspaper published | demands
tin estate of said decease
against
at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate ! desired to
present, the same tor settlement
Court, to be field at Belfast, within and for said I all indebted thereto are
requested to make
County, on the 11th day of February, A. I). 1908,
meat immediately.
at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause,
THEOPHIM S H. NPROl
if any they have, why the prayer of said petition
w inter] ort, Jai uary 14,190S.
er should not be granted.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
\ true copy. Attest
4 DM1MSTK ATOK’S NOTICK.
The subsc
Chau. P. Hazrltine, Register.
hereby gives notice that he has been
I
I appointed administrator of the estate of
At a Probate Court held at Belfast-, within and
MARY V. CRITCHETT, late of Belfast,
for the (.'minty of Waldo, on the 14th day d
in the County ol
W.tMo, deceased, and
January, \ D. 1908.
bonds us the law directs. All persons bavin
t I'Gl'STINE 11, FOLSOM, administrator de
mauds
esn'e .>t said deceased a
\ boi is non ot the estate of Mary Whitcomb, sited t. against, the
present the same for settlement, an
>c
lale
report, in said County of M aldo, d«
indebted thereto are it quested to make pa*
ceased, having pi« sented a petition praying that
immediately.
the actual market value «d the property of said
R M i’ll O. < RITCHK
deceased now in his hands subject to the payBelfast, January I j, mo8.
ment of id i«■ collateral in fieri taice tax, tin- perM.ns inletesied in the succession thereto, and the
amount of tax thereon, may be det< imined by the
1JXECI FRIX'S NOTICE. The subscriber
ju by gives notice that she lias been dul*
Judge of Probate.
Ordered, That the said petitioners give notice t o pointiul exeeutrix id the last will and testai
all persons interested by causing a copy of this of
CHARLES Y. FKHtH’sON, late of Searsp<>
order to be published three weeks successively in
The Republican Journal, a newspaper published
in the County ot Waldo, deceased.
All pet
at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
demands agam-t the estate of said
having
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said ce sod are desired to present the same for
on
the
1
I>.
A.
Ithriayof
1908,
County,
February,
tlement, and aP indebted thereto are rei|u«
at ten ot flu clock before noon, and show cause,
to make payment iuimediatt iv.
if any they have, why the prayer of said petitionA 1)1 >IE F. FERCIUM'a
not
he
er should
granted.
Searsport, January 14, 1008.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy.
Attest:
has. P. Hazrltine, Register.
The subscribers1
NOTICE
by give notice that they have been duly
The subscriber pointed executors ot the last will and testae
A DMINISTRATOK’S NOTICE.
l\ hereby gives notice that, he has been duly of
appointed administrator of the estate of
HARRISON LEAD BETTER, late of Lincoln*
At a

MARION

j

j

MAGGIE

IjiXECUTORS’

JENNIE E.

in the County of Waldo, deceased. All per-"
having demands against the estate of said
ceased are desired to present the same for
tlement, ami all indebted thereto ate requcto make payment Immediately.
SARAH F FULLER.
(iEORGK W. LEADHETTKK
FRKl> K. LEADUETTEU.
Lincolnville, January 14, 11)08.

MILLER, late of Lincoluville,

in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons havii g de
inands against the estate of said deceased are <ie
sired to present the same for settlement, aud all
indebted thereto are requested to make payment

immediately

WALDO

JOHN W. MILLER.

Lincoluville, Jan. 14, 1908.

>

FOLEY$K<HreYHDVR

Period

Next Interest

our

or

—

these few years the English were formtheir
ing settlements farther south,
first
being established in 1607 at

at

Beginning
We Pay

ADMINISTRATOR’S

NOTICE.

The subscriber

ADMINISTRATRIX’S

Tiie

subsci

1

bonds as the law directs. All persons bavin:
mauds against the estate of said deceased arc
sired to present the same for settlement, an
indebted thereto are requested to make paynu«!

1

immediately.

SILAS E. BOWLER.

|

NOTICE.

hereby gives notice that she has been
appointed administratrix of the estate ol
HENRY DIJX BAR, late of Belfast,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and pi

hereby gives notice that be has been duly
appointed administrator of the estate of
DAVID F. HALL, late of Palermo,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
All persons having de> bonds as the law directs.
mands against the estate of said deceased are
{ desired to present the same for settlement, am:
all indebted thereto are requested to ma- e pay
| ment immediately.

PHGEBE E. CRAWFORD

Belfast, January 14, 11 08.

Palermo, January 14, 1908.

j

!

"

(|i

the said Joel Clark and Doty Rchaie set to the bar and have this Indict incut rend to them and severally say
that thereof they are mt guilty and
thereof for trial severally put themselves on the county. A Jury is theresworu to by the
upon impanneled and
issues to wit, Joseph M. Marsh, foreman

MOB IN MONTVILLE.

a

ards

HY

AI.DKN GOODWIN.

an

organized mob from Lib-

jsi5

,.‘v mobbed Joseph H. Pierce of Bost;'\. Marshall Springs in Montville
night of September 5, 1815.
correspondent a short time ago

then a part of Lincoln eounn husetts
Liberty and Mont-

Twenty Associ-

of the

part

a

,,

Pierce

Joseph If.

uiil.

was

an

done at the school for the boys of the
State.
Mr. Woodbury is attached to
the State School for Boys in the capacity of visiting officer. In this capacity
he visits the homes of boys who are
about to be discharged from the school
for the purpose of ascertaining what
sort of homes the boys have and whether or not it is for the best interest of the
boys to have them go back to their
home surroundings.
“I am sorry,” said Mr. Woodbury,
“that there is a prevalent impression
throughout the State to the effect that
the State School for Boys has a harmful influence on the boys who are sent
The impression makes itself
there.
manifest in remarks heard when some
is
brought up in a local court for
boy
some petty theft or misdemeanor and
is sent to the house of correction, perhaps somebody remarking: ‘It would
be a shame to send that boy to the reform school because it would mark him
for life.'
“That impression of the school is

be
by solitary imprisonment
Proprietors. After Mont- for imprisoned
the term of fifteen days and that
,ihs
incorporated into a town afterwards he be confined to hard labor
that
for the term of three years and
now Liberty was then called
sentence be executed upon him m
at ion of Montville. Upon all this
and within the precinct of the States
who had
i unis were settlers
uid and built buildings withMr. Pierce
,ciit or purchase.

n

Marshall

at

uding

■

Thomas

ere

Ayer

in county
prison situated in Charleston
of Middlesex and that lie stand committed

till

ue

lie

icujuvcu

in execution of liis sentence.
The Inditement is put on file
X B
for
of June term 1810 being continued
of
sentence on Richards and lor trial

Springs prison

now

lives,

..

ged at the door. Mr. Spring
the call. On seeing an armed
became alarmed and swung
to. Benjamin Tibbetts put

lost
their return to this country were

.;

at sea.

t

e

A society of twenty members has
'1 he
been organized under the name of
the
Chapel Association Society,is for in
sadly
benefit of the Chapel, which
Mrs. (’has. A. Beck
need of repairs.
S. Knowlwas chosen president, Mrs. P.
ton vice president, Mrs. Ed. II. Colby
treasurer, and Mrs. J. R. Johnson secrefor a
tary. They have begun to work
to hold next
big fair which they purpose
of mater
August, and are sadly in need
ial to work with, such as pieces of musand silk pieces for mak-

hair of his head into the
where they handled him

Doty Kichards,

who was one

arty, finding that they

were

kill him, took up for him, say:
t hurt (he mail, Don't kill
.' r

Kii.i.

iiim," thereby saving

life.

's

night and

Pierce asked
blow him to go into the house
I
>
himself. The mob told him
lie
unless
owr should dress
cold

ii

-h

n

!i

tli*-tr terms of settle
was that he should sell

to

one dollar per
them that he would not
He
•••
them for their crime.
bisected to their terms, but as
ie got away from them went to

land for

acre

t-e

~et

and indicted

a

part of them

For Infants

at

Joel Clark and

The Kind You Have Always Bought
Bears the

l>oty Richards
the sheriff, but

Signature

lemselves up to
some went off to sea
i's tied,
Seven were
efs lied to Canada.
others turned State’s evidence,
nk and Doty Richards were the
who weie tried, as the others
from

mnt that was stolen from Pierce
Term of Court, 1815,

Commonwealth against
Joel Clark and others,

Massachusetts
place called
without
the
ie
Plantation
of any Town but w ithin the said
f Lincoln, yeoman. Doty Richthe same place, yeoman; Wilddeuof the same place, yeoman;
Lewis of the same place, yeoark Tibbetts of same place, yeoujamin Tibbetts of same place,
and Stfcphen Branch of same
teoiuau, a minor and a laborer,
nditement found against them
11 rand .J ury at this present term,
it on the fifth day of September
ear, 1815, with fourse and arms
iville hi the County of Lincoln i
nil in and upon one Joseph II.

1

a

l he peace or me saiu uoininontiien anil there being felonsly
,ke an assault and one russet
t
pair of saddle hags of the value
dollar; two shirts of the value
dollars; one white cotton un
ustcoat of the value of two
of the
cloths
neck
three
of two dollars; three pocket
chiefs of the value of two
of
the
one
pair of hose
1 seventy-live cents; one black
of
three
the
value
k of
dollars;
morocco tumbler case and one
of the value of three dollars;
;y handled razor of the value of
ars; one razor strop, box and
; the value of three dollars; one
slate colored leather gloves of
,i
of twenty-five cents; a large
of blank deeds, writing paper,
ml wafers of the value of four
.,! goods and chattels and prophe said Joseph If. Pierce from
son anil against the will of the
seph H. Pierce then and there
y, openly and violently did steal,
i carry away against the peace
Commonwealth aforesaid and
ihi y to the form of the statute, in
And
race made ana provided.
let that the aforesaid Joel Clark,
Richards, William Glidden, Wil
ii

i
!

■

!

i
;

|

j
!;

|
}

j-

Lewis, 'Mark Tibbetts, Benjamin
!■ i.etts and Stephen Branch on the

of September in the year aforein' the night time of the same day
fourse and amis, guns, bayonets
*
words at Moutville aforesaid in
,mty of Lincoln aforesaid did un
1
Is
y and felonsly enter the dwelling
of one Marshall Spring there
1
tted and one Joseph H. Pierce then
M here in the said dwelling house
r-ng iii bodily fear and danger of his
; in said dwelling house then and
felonsly did put against the
of the Commonwealth aforesaid
to the form of the statute
ll'icl, case made and provided. And

day

^contrary

Fryeburg.

of Airs.
Briekett, a near neighbor,
and about 8 o’clock went across to Mr.
A fine musical program was
Smart's.
given, both vocal and instrumental,and
a pretty poem, written especially for
the occasion and very appropriate, was
read by Mrs. Wallace R. Tarbox of
Fryeburg. After much applause Mrs.
Tarbox read another humorous poem
Alarcus
that
created much mirth.
M. Smart in behalf of the guests, presented Mr. and Mrs. Smart a handsome
Delicious cream and
willow chair.

on

«-

in

Jan. 21st, was the
fifth anniversary of the marriage of
Mr. ami Mrs. Almon Smart, Fryeburg
Center, and their friends to the number
of about i!5 gave them a genuine surThe affair was gotten up
prise party.
bv Mrs. Russell Briekett and Mrs.
Ashley Eastman and was a great success. 'The guests gathered at the home

mob:

of
wealth
Joel Clark of

Wedding

Tuesday evening,

justice.

plemher

of

Wooden

blowing court records give the
d those who were indicted and

■

ceived.
Through the efforts of Mrs.
E. F. Sylvester, Mrs. Arthur Powers
and some others a hundred and fifteen
dollars were earned last summer from
the sale of ice cream and home-made
candies mi Saturday afternoons. That
for shingling
money lias been expended
the roof and new doors. Now the chapel needs to be "painted outside and the
Deer
interior thoroughly renovated.

IA
CASTOR
and Children.

the foot of the great
where they were fed by John
I hey dually became tired of

Pond

lin, linen, print,
ing little fancy articles, thread, lace,
worsteds and colored yarns; in fact,
nnvtlnmr that can be worked into somerething for the fair will be grateiuiiy

Isle Messenger.

the grand jury. The mob dethat they would not he taken
the sheriff,
they tied to Pavhere they hid on the shore of
e

SUNSET.

CHAPEL AT

THE

a the door.
They then forced
into tlie house, entered Mr.
room, dragged him from ins

cake

was

served.
No Case

on

Record.

There is no ease on record of a cough or
cold resulting in pneumonia or consumption
alter Foley’s Honey and Tar has been taken
It stops the cough and breaks up the cold
quickly. Refuse any but the genuine Foley’s
Honey and Tar in a yellow package. R. U.

|

Moody.
Editing

a

Newspaper.

Most anybody can edit a newspaper
and make it interesting for a while.
Some people can keep up the interest
for a month or two without fagging,
| hut it takes a natural born pencil shover and a hard worker to grind out an
interesting batch of local and editorial

week after week for a term of
There is no profession that is
more exhausting or less remunerative
for tlie work than the editorial or
journalistic profession, but how few
believe this.—Old Town Enterprise.
items

years.

A Niulit Alarm.
Worse than an alarm ni the at night is the
metallic cough ol croup bringing Ureail to
I aielui mothers keep Fothe household.
ley’s Honey and ’lar in the house and give
the
tiist
il at
sign <■! danger. Foley’s Honey
and Tar has saved many little lives and it
is the only safe, preparation for children as
it contains no harmful drugs. R. 11. Moody.

Telephone Night Toll Rates.

and much in
convenience was caused those who
wished to obtain copies, orders for the
March issue should be placed early. Address The Atlantic Monthly, 4 Park Bt.,
Boston, Mass.

When the February Recreation arrived, with its handsome cover in colors, its beautiful half tones and interesting contents, it made us regret the
more the loss of the January number,
which went astray in the mails somewhere between the publication office, 4
West 22nd street, and The Journal office. If there is a handsomer publication
than Recreation in this country we have
yet to see it, and it is “as good as it
looks." It interests alike the sports-

rates of the New

The

w hich average half the
rates in effect during the day, and
which at the preseut time apply between the hours of 0 p. m. and 6 a. m.,
after Feb. 1, will be in effect only between the hours ot 10 p. m. and 4 a. in.
Gen. Mgr. F. A. Houston of the company, in announcing the change, said
that it is made as an improvement to
the general efficiency of the service. He
explains that many other calls which
would otherwise be made during the
day are neld over until 6 o’clock to
take advantage of the night rates.

Telegraph Co.,

j

1

\

THE

i
l

CHILDREN

LIKE

IT

KENNEDY’S LAXATIVE
COUCH SYRUP

man ami

K.vxro

urn

is $2

a

ah^ouu-

year.

For variety of interest the February
McClure’s is in the lead. Miss Milmine resumes her “Life of Mrs. Eddy,”
giving the history of the Schism in the
early church. Prot. William James of
Harvard sounds a battle-cry to the colleges in his article, "The .Social Value
of the College-Bred”; George Kibbe
Turner’s article, “The Men Who Learned to Fly,” describes the experiments
of inventors who have made better
wings that, a bird’s and are offering for
sale an aerial war-ship; William F.
HOrnadav, director of the Slew York

Zoological Gardens, courageously
ters the.arena with an article

on

en-

“The

Psychology of Wild Animals”; Ellen
Terry continues the absorbing story of

her interesting life. To all these good
things is added the spice and flavor of

fiction.

Edmund C. Stedman, whose death

recently announced, began life
and did good work

was
a newspaper man

on

The American Magazine is developing a definite character at a rapid rate.
What that character is may be suggest
ed by simply mentioning one of tbe
features of tbe February number—“Mr
Dooley” on Hard Times, with McCutcheoii cartoons. The tone of the
periodical is one of light humor and unfailing entertainment with a solid basis
After
of the most serious intention.
“Mr. Dooley,” (who, by tbe way, is on
tbe staff of The American Magazine
and is writing for no other publication)
cmnes fhe first of llav .Manual'll Baker’s
articles on “The Tragedy of the negro
in file North,” as brilliant and interesting a piece of reporting as Mr. Baker
Then comes an extraordinever did.
ary account of Abraham Lincoln's
boyhood, loid by a cousin and a playmate of Lincoln’s who held little Abe
in bis arms twelve hours after lie was
born. Upton Sinclair’s contribution to
the February Dumber is “The Metropolis,” a story which reveals ttie extravagant and fantastic life of the superIda
rich and about New York City.
M. Tarbell goes on with “Ilooseveit vs.
Rockefeller.” Lincoln Steffens tells tbe
story of Rudolph Spreckels, tbe eleventh
or twelfth sou of the Sugar King, who
has become the first.

r*nmn-

for the rest of tlieir minority, tlmt is
until they are 21, but very few stay
that long* With most of them the extent of their stay at the school is two
If in that time they
or three years.
record they are dishave made a

good

charged.

7th.The Ladies’ Circle meets with Mrs.
Hattie Wiggiu Thursday evening, Feb. 6th.
.The Freedom Lumber Co. have had to
shut down a tew days on account of not
having lumber to work with.Dana Ban-

equipping nis mm wirn a nre apparathat will have 500 pounds pressure and
throw a seven-eighths stream 150 feet, to
protect his mill and nearby residences....
Auvena My rick of Troy is visiting friends
in Freedom.Rev. J. B. Parry and wife
are visiting Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Linscott_
Willard Sparrow, our village blacksmith,
was in Belfast, Feb. 1st, on business.P.
W. Danforth has gone to Fairfield to stay
while with his son, Charles Danforth.
The G. A. R. Circle meets Feb. 7th and each |
member is to have something about Lincoln's life.Mrs. Cora Spinney has gone
to Unity to care for the widow of Gustave
Morse, who is very sick with the grip.
On account of the big storm Freedom vilage had to go without its usual Saturday
pvening’s mail, t ut the mail arrived Sunday
ibout 11 a. m.D. W. Dodge has bought
Charles Five’s share in what was once the
)ld tin shop, occupied by R. Frank Clark,
ind in the spring will fit i t for rent.The
Whist Club met in the Grange Hall Tuesiay evening, .Jan. 28th, with a lar e attendCleveland
ance, there being eight tables.
Knowlton won the prize.Mrs. Rebecca
Webster, an aged lady living in the south
>art of the town, is having a hard time wit’*
heumatism_The mid-winter concert held
in the Grange Hall, January 31st, was just
srand. It shows that Freedom has great
musical talent. The proceeds from the con-

“It is very seldom that a boy runs
is nothaway from the school. There
ing to prevent his leaving any more
than there is to prevent his leaving any
schoolyard in Bangor. There are no
fences around the school and no guards.
Of course the officers of the school keep
a watch on the hoys but it is not a close
watch. Still it is very seldom the boy
In the February number of EveryMost of the boys know the body’s the publishers have a production
runs away.
as
and
they of which they may well be proud. From
school is’doing them good
are well fed and well treated there they
the cover, which represents an Oriental
time
short
a
to
are willing
stay. Only
rug of warm color and intricate design,
at
out
night
went
of
the
boys
down to the filial pages, where Thomas
ago one
lie was gone W. Lawson
to empty some ash cans.
explains his reason for giva little longer than I thought he should
up his long-waged war upon crimiing
have been and I went out to see where nal high finance, the magazine is packhe was and found the ash cans hut no ed with interesting, forceful narrative
boy. Two of the larger boys begged meI and a goodly share of romance and
to let them go catch the runaway hut
humor. The principal article is con
was afraid it would be three boys in- tributed by Ralph I). Paine, and, under
them
go.
let
I
stead of one, hut finally
the title of “Over the Florida Keys by
In 15 minutes they were back with the Rail,” tells the story of the conception
and execution of Flagler's great plan
runaway.
“The school is doing much good for to join Key West to the mainland by a
the boys who are there and I wish the j “seagoing railway."
"An American in
people would understand better what London,” by Samuel G. Blythe, gives a
not
and
the school is doing for the boys
l thoroughly amusing and lively descripthink they are branded by a stay there. i lion of John Bull’s sons and daughters
I as they appear through American specas a good-natured
] tacles, and serves
Doing Chores.
answer to Bernard Shaw’s skit on the
“The
of
this
country.
! “villagers”
To dig one’s own potatoes, to shock
of the Magic Carpet,” by FraukQuest
own
one’s
to
ripone’s own corn,
pick
itn Clarkin, presents the subject of rugples, to pile one’s own squashes atoue’s ;j hunting in the form of a story, and exIt is like filling one’s sys- i
own barn!
plains the mysteries of the making of
tem with an antitoxin before going in- 1 some of Die most famous of these OriOne is
to a fever-plagued country,
The status of
ental works of art.
immune to winter after this, provided music in America is attacked in a
he stays to bake las apples in his own
the
from
article
pen of Mary
One works himself into a striking the
wood fire.
donna, who urges
priuia
Garden,
and
his
all
picking the
digging,
glow with
recognition of the new school of
and piling that lasts until warm weather comes again: and along with this
izes the present attitude of the critics
harvest glow comes stealing over him and
opera going public as old fashioned
the after-harvest peace. It is the se- and
unprogressive. \V. J. Henderson
renity of an Indian summer, the mood answers this attack. The third of
of the after harvest season, upon him,— Herbert X. Casson’s
series, “The Roupon him and his fields or woods.—Hal- mance of the. Reaper,” is concerned
111
llic
ruimiij
ms IjOie OIIHip,
with tlie amalgamation of the Harvesttic.
formation of the
er Kings, and the
Bank Advertising.

Continuous advertising in banking
builds up confidence in the public minu.
The cumulative results are to be countHanks
ed upon in bank advertising.
tliat have advertised persistently over
busitheir
that
a number of years find
ness shows a steady increase from year
te year, and usually the increase of tielast year is greater proportionately
than for any previous period.—Bank
Advertiser.
Old

Yellow

Puirpkin.

How dear to my heart is the old yellow pumpkin, when orchards are barren of stuffing for pies; when peaches
and apples have both been a failure, and
berries no longer drizzle my eyes. How
fondly I turn to the fruit of the cornfield—the fruit country kids are taught
to despise—the old yellow pumpkin, the
mud-covered pumpkin, the pot bellied
pumpkin that makes sucli good pies.”—

Chicago News.

Mistake Corrected.

Correct the mistake of risking pneumonia
by neglecting a cough or cold when Foley's
Honey and Tar will not only stop your
cough but expel the cold from your system.
Foley's Honey and Tar contains no opiates
and is the best and safest throat ana lung
remedy. R. U. Moody.

The Kind You Have

!

Always Bought

Mefie tablePreparation for As

similating iheTood andRegula-

ting the Stomachs and Bowels of

tus

jert were

j

■■

«—»—

Promotes Digestion,Cheerfulness and Rest.Contains neither
Opium.Morphine nor Mineral
Not Narcotic.

!

_

frnpe ofOld DrSAMUIL PITCHER
PlunpJcui Seed'
Mx. Senna *
J
/
RockelU. Salts
I
Must Seed ♦

lippemunt

lh Carbonate Sad* *

I

JijrmSttd
(*/■;rifted Sugar

MSiAy/Twvr

|

J:

)

I

1

|

f lavor

J

Aperfect Remedy fcrConslipa-

j
!

I

tion. Sour Stomach,Diarrhoea,
Worms .Convulsions .Fevcrishness and Loss or Sleek
Tac Simile

of

Signature

Thirty Years

NEW YORK.

EXACT

CASTOMA

COPT OF WRAPPER.

""mm_

THE CENTAUR ■OMMNY

$30.

NEW

VORR CITY.

SOUTH SEARSFORT.
Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Clements

and chil dren < )
in Swanville recently, the guests of
ler parents, Mr. and Mrs. David Moody....
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Larrabee of Prospect.
vere in town recently visiting their daugh1 er, Miss Hattie Larrabee... .John Seekens,
vho has been in a critical condition from
Mood poisoning, is on the road to recovery.
...The many friends in this town of Mr#
ilenry 0. Nickerson of Swanville, whose
juildings were consumed by fire last FriIiy afternoon, wish to extend their sym)atliy to him and his family inftheir loss....
Mrs. J. S. Nickerson received news last
veek of the death of her sister-in-law, Mrs.
vere

Harvester Com

SHOULD

BE IX

Paia

Valuable

ALL

Believer

HOMES.

that

is

Espe-

cially Needed Sow.
Wherever there is pain, there is a
nerve, and this explains why Neuralgic
Anodyne is of value in so many
troubles that are seemingly quite disFrom chilblains to rheumatism, including toothache, headache,
sore
throat, cuts,
colds,
neuralgia,
bruises, sprains, and in fact every ache
or pain, the Anodyne is of the greatest
Its principle of cure is different
value.
from that of the ordinary liniment or
medicine, as small doses are taken internally to soothe the nerve centres,
and it is also applied externally, giving local treatment to the very spot
where there is pain and soreness.
A 25 ct. bottle of Neuralgic Anodyne
will do a world of good in any family
It is sold
in curing aches and pains.
pvervwhere under a guarantee to cost
nothing unless it gives satisfaction.
Made by The Twitchell-Champlin Co.,
Portland, Me.

similar.

All]

Wants
To Know—
Roding, Ga., September 12, 1906.
MESSRS. E. C. DE WITT A CO..
Chicago, 111.
Gentlemen:—Yours of the 6th to hand.
In reply will say, most assuredly use my
letter in any way you see fit for the benefit of
the suffering. 1 will answer all correspondI recommend
ence as to my own case.
KODOL to all I hear grumbling about their
stomachs, and have bought many their first
All that is required is a trial of
bottle.

KODOL.

it

share

for

or

him to travel, unless—

Unless he has
in his

home,

telephone

a

and while

road, bethinks himself

on

the

to call

up from a pay station.

The “Good
is
a

a

Night”

great comfort

great pleasure

message

to him and

to them.

It is worth much ; it costs
little.

Look for

the “Blue

Beir

Sign.

GRANITE
IN ANY FORM

|

I

body.

For Indigestion, Dyspepsia, Sour
Stomach, Inflammation of the mucous membranes lining the Stomach
and Digestive Tract, Nervous Dys-

'

TOMBS

Monumental Work
Of Every

and Catarrh cf the Stomach.

CONFORMS TO NATIONAL
PURE FOOD AND DRUG LAW

Digests What
You Eat

—BP—

MM——————By

SOL.IF BY R. H. MOODY.

Announces to the ladies who wish to buy for
ihe coming season, that she has more than the
usual number of samples (large enough to
enable the purchaser to see what she is buying) of new dress goods from the reliabl fiim
& Jennings Co., importers and
of

Buckley

of dry goods, New York. These aie
samples of choice material, not to be found in
the dry goods stores. There is nothing In tl e
the line that is second class or that is an imitation.
hey are the be-t that the a merican,
mar
English, French, Scotch, Irish and Swiss
kets afford. I shall be in Searsport Mondays
at the searsport House accompanied by a
woman competent to advise as to the making

jobbers

HEAL & WOOD,

Will present during the months
of January and February some
debargains in goods that he is
even
cash
termined to turn into
if it is at a present financial
for
loss, as he needs the space to
fresh stock. It will pay you
call and examine his marked
down goods of various descriptions.

CUT FLOWERS AND POTTED PLANTS
FUNERAL WORK A SPECIALTY

WILLIS E. HAMILTON

Undertaking

MAINE.

Townsend’s Postals

AND GOODS

are the best

-AT-

Wednesdays and Saturdays.

35 Cedar St., Belfast, Maine.
159-4.

Me.

To The Public:

M. J. DOW

BROOKS,

Description

Bridge St., Belfast,

of same.
up of these goodsiandlvarious details
These samples may also be seen at my home

Telephone

cares

exigencies which compel

to

Dyspepsia.

health to every organ of the

on

absence

from home due to office

digests what you eat, takes the
strain off of the heart, and contributes nourishment, strength and

pepsia

of

because

Hodol

TH.. GliANU'E INDUSTRY.

Simple Remedy for La Grippe.
La grippe coughs aie dangerous as they
frequently develop into pneumonia. Foley’s
Honey and Tar not only stops the eougli
but heals and strengthens the lungs so that
serious results need he feared. 'The
no
genuine Foley’s Honey and far contains no
harmful drugs and is'in a yellow package.
Refuse substitutes. R. H. Aloody

beautifully pictured
by Longfellow. Sometimes it
is impossible for a fbther to

has been

It talks for itself.
Yours very truly,
C. N, CORNELL.

pany.

The extent to which hand work in
the granite industry is being displaced
by machinery is one of the topics that
Hon. Thomas J. Lyons of the bureau of
industrial and labor statistics is planning to make tin- subject .of ail official
Granite men in Maine,
investigation.
say that the business is seriously threatened by the recent developments in the
lines of concrete and cement construction. These are proving to be important substitutes for granite, especially
in building work of the coarser type,
like bridge and foundation construction.
Nothing Is threatening the supremacy of granite for monumental
work, not even the modern improveThe introducments in metal work.
tion of machinery in the granite business applies
mostly to steam drills,
pneumatic drills and pneumatic cutting
tools. Carving and lettering are still
hand work.

The Children’s Hour

tarah Smart of Frankfort.fohn Downs.

■vho recently moved from West Winter>ort to Searsport, is in the employ of A. D.
Moments-Mr. and Mrs. Fred Lowe of
A7est Frankfort were in town last week at
A’alter Moody’s.

j

International

Forlnfentfi^dChildren.

ion is

|

great

CASTOMA

as

the N. Y. Tribune and also on the
World, to which he added poetic gifts
unusual in journalism. He knew, however, that newspaper life offered but
little financial promise and hence he
sought wealth in Wall Street, still cherishing literature and pursuing his Helenistic taste until he mastered Greek
poetry. Such a combination of business
ability and classical learning, indeed,
was never seen in the stock exchange
before and never will be again. His
versatility was shown by the satire in
“The Diamond Wedding,” by bis glowing enthusiasm in his “Ossawatomie
Brown,” and also by bis descriptive
powers as reporter of tbe battle of Bull
Run, together with his skill in Greek
and bis ability to cope with the masters
of the stock exchange.

take up shoemaking or tailoring and
make a living at it.
“There are about 140 boys at toe
school now, but of course the number
'Ihe
there is constantly changing.
11
boys come at all ages from 10 inor
We don’t take
any
years to 16 or 17.
a
boys over IS, though. At that age
ol
boy usually goes to jail or the house
T..ti.o

icouci.

ujc

scription price

“The boys do practically
about Ihe institution. During the forenoon they take care of the buildings,
In the aftercattle, dormitories, etc.
noon they attend recitations and study
in the school rooms in the dormitories
and again after supper they study for
f'here is no manual
an hour or two.
training department at the institution
but it would be a grand, good thing for
the boys if there was. The Toys get
considerable instruction in carpenterat the
ing of course from the carpenter
institution, who has the boys for apprentices and assistants.
"The boys, however, make all their
own clothes and some ot them are very
all
good tailoys. i he boys also make
In tailorthe shoes worn at theschool.
ing and shoemaking they of course have
instruction and when they leave the
school some of the boys are lifted to

The

night toll
England Telephone &

Boston, Jan. 28.

|

Sail). Kryaut, one of the Freedom Lumbei
Co., fell down stairs, Jan. 21st, and broke
his wrist—James Libby lost both of bit
The third article iu the series entitled
“Confessions of a Railroad Signalman” work horses last week of paralysis of the 1
I
will appear in the April issue of the throat_A. B. Sparrow began his clearanoe
I
Atlantic, instead of in March. This sale Monday, Feb. 3rd.Frank Johnson,
paper will be on “Loyalty.”
Percy P.essey and several others are having
Anna A. Rogers, the author of the the K. & M. telephone put into their homes. I
striking divorce article “Why Ameri- .A. B. Sparrow, Daniel McFarland and
can Marriages Fail,” which appeared others are very sick with the grip. It keeps
in the Atlantic forSeptember, 1907, will our doctor, A. M. Small, quite busy.On
contribute to the March Atlantic a acoouut of the mid-winter concert, the Lipaper on “American Mothers.” As the
C ub postponed their meeting to Feb
issue was sold out within a brary

September
few days of publication,

notified those settlers of
Plantation (now Liberty) the others named.
this InAt this June term of Court
must pay the sum of one doldictment was reread to Doty Richaids
ty cents per acre for the land and the said Richards is asked by the irmnulanY I L-nnvv anrl it IK tmt IllLfi f it»t.
lid drive them off of their pos- Court if he has anything to say why it is so, for it is far from being a right
The offioials of the school
Uie poor settlers protested sentence should not be given against impression.
when people learn
him and he pleaded the gracious pardon will be glad indeed
Ms unreasonable terms of setthe how wrong this impression is and how
of his Excellency Caleb Strong with
cut finally offered to pay one advice of tiis Council.”
much good really is done the boys who
to the school. When you think of a
acre for the land, which was
The people were in sympathy with go
reform school boy you've got to cona
was
in
ttie
it
.m for the land, as
people aider first the surroundings this boy
the limb, because many of
or
In any of the parts
was brought up in.
were also settlers without consent
demand- of the cities where the residents are
\ large force of the settlers
purchase and Joseph II. Pierce
will be found to be lackbecome enraged against Mr. ed of them an exorbitant price tor the poor the boys
ing in moral make-up. Petty thieving
saved
rided to mob him, thinking land.
having
Doty Richards,
or such misdemeanors don't impress
,t scare him into their terms the man’s life, the Court deferred tiis
him with the spirit of wrong-doing.
"Now the State School for Boys aims
lent. They decided upon the sentence to the June term, when he
to give the boys who are sent there the
from
time
the
as
Governor
was pardoned by the
September 5. 1815,
moral, mental, physical and spiritual
ittack upon him, and sent a sentence and the case was nol pressed training they need to fit them to go
an
by the name of Stephen by the Court. The other members of out into the world and take their places
honest and industrious men.
to the hotel where the man the mob who had fled returned to their among
The school has about 200 acres of land,
nng, as a spy to learn if Mr. families.
much of which is farmed. There are 35
still there and to learn
.as
Joel Clark having been taken to the head of cattle, which furnish milk and
the cream and butter. There are the other
had his room.
State Prison, the people petitioned
that one would expect to find
tb dressed in disguise as In- Governor for tiie pardon of (.lark, things
on a large farm and the boys are taught
served
his
in
each had a small chip
which was granted, Clark having
to do the work connected with the
disguise his voice. They were but six months of bis sentence in the management of every part of the farm,
the
tti guns, bayonets and swords. Stale Prison. Joseph II. Pierce and his so that when they are discharged
are excellent farm hands.
(Hidden acted as their leader wife and son went to England and on larger boys
all the work
ce

rKEiEiUUm.

«

E. P. Woodbury of the State School |
Boys was in Bangor recently on
business connected with the institution and talked interestingly to a Commercial man concerning the work being

the

,,,r

Literary News and Notes.

for

Morse,
Porter, George Rogers, Benjamin Rackliff Anthony Rollins, James Robinson
and Aaron Sherman, who after hearing
all matters and things concerned the
and upon
same returned their verdict
their oath say that the said Joel Clark
is guilty and that the said Doty Richards is guilty. It is therefore considered by the court that the said Joel Clark

Mont-

The Journal.

of

inns

LOK BUYS

About
Lads Learn Good Trades There.
140 now in the Institution.

and fellows, namely, Thomas Kanedy,
Ido Kimball, George Muyer, Obed
George F. Patten, Nehemiah

narrow gauge from Palermo
the purpose of copyu ...asset for
onrt records of the case for

i.

STATE SCHOOL

now

I

Renter & Eaton’s.

Liverpool to New York in the Cunard
steamship Lusitania and had a very

The Republican Journal.
BELFAST.

boisterous passage. His notes on the
voyage are of interest to all who go
down to the sea in ships. While con
vinced that “the ship will never be
buiTt whose size is such that she will
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elements, and whose power will
be

a
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months.
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so

some

great

but her

extent cut down

of the wind and

one
and

on

sea,”

the Lusitania the

ling

were

“only

never

speed will be to
by the resistance
it was found that

pitching and

slow and

to the Congress a message reaffirming
in vigorous language his well-known
views in relation to the regulation of

rol-

rythmetica1

trusts and common carriers.

In addito the

tion he makes a slashing reply
accompanied by an appreciable
critics of his policies. He begins by
of rest before recovery, and in
period
law,
Mayor Hibbard of Boston continues pitching, although the rise and fall of urging a new employers’ liability
its scope to interstate emconfining
to “turn the rascals out.”
the bow must at times have been as
ployees in contradistinction to interGen. Miles gave an address in Bangor great as 50 feet, the movement, except state
employees of roads doing an interdid
and
last week and people came miles to hear on rare occasions, was gradual
state
business, thus meeting the court’s
not involve those sudden changes of
him.
objections. Compensation for Federal
so
are
provowhich
strongly
position
in the line of service
Wall street’s latest bugaboo is a cative of sea sickness. Because of the employees injured
attention is called
and
Roosevelt.
is
recommended,
third term for President
depth to which her four propellers are to the fact that this is allowed in almost
even
The country might do worse.
no
‘racing,’
immersed there was
the world.
and every civilized country in
Another of the Morse banks, tiie when the ship was pitching heavily,
_l.„Uln
he remarks that Secretary
Incidentally
New
luc jmuoiLttiim
New Amsterdam National of
Taft is seeking such a law to cover the
even and high rate of speed against the
A
York, lias closed its doors.
laborers on the Panama Canal.
seas that were encountered.
the biggest
modification of the law, in regard to
was
Governor Cobb’s brief address at
which
But in the first heavy gale,
last
use of injunction, is suggested, so that
Baptist anniversary in Rockland
encountered off the Irish coast, when
it may not bear so heavily on the peaceand
patriotic,
week was both pertinent
the ship was driven into enormous bead
was

.1

uinuibaiucu

to

the rear of ttie

**-'**“*.

ful movement of labor to effect its ends.
Congress is asked to give the Interstate
Commerce Commission power of initia-

23 knots, she
seas at a speed of
began to ship green seas, despite tier 50
feet freeboard forward. The seas swept

Ohio seems to have got into the Taft
baud wagon and poraker lias been rele-

ga'ed

«■

over

procession.

tive in the fixing of rates. He thinks
the Government should have some su-

the fore deck, tore loose the derrickboorns and began to batter in the light
of tiie forward breastworks. The

Wonder if Lanshe, the new third assistant postmaster general, has been
naturalized. His name must have been

pervision
operation

plating
navigating bridge

of the finances and

physical

Over-capitalof railroads.
of the ship is 70 feet
ization inflicts upon the public an unimported, anyway.
above the water and yet at times the
innocent
necessary but everlasting tax;
seas struck the rails and stanchions so
Portland lias given up the State capiand only the
harmed
are
investors
as to bend and split them in [
tal light and will devote its resources heavily
is benefited. The Sherman
To remedy this the speculator
several places.
a new city
to
erecting
and energies
should be modified to
law
anti-trust
writer in the Scientific American sugbuilding that will be thoroughly up-tocombination, and
“reasonable
gests “some form of a turtleback deck permit
date and a model of its kind.
be permitted to form
should
railroads
the
bridge
navigating
forward, with
State
associations—pooling, in fact.
l'he Massachusetts Democratic
and pilot-house carried upon a light traffic
a
resoluthe President would place some
committee has turned down
frame-work above it, the forward end
forms of gambling”
tion endorsing Bryan as a presidential of the deck structure being given some- limit on “grosser
The
commodities.
and
securities
candidate. It was supported only by thing of a snow-plow shape, with a view in
a broadside at
to deflecting the seas that come aboard, President then launches
the member who made the motion.
I and throwing them clear of the pas- the serried front of his critics. He
a
him by
senger promenades and deckhouses."
Hidden in a hole in the wall behind
makes public a letter sent to
Polarge motto, ‘‘In God We Trust,"
United States disJ.
Francis
Heney,
discovPalmer
and
Situation.
Shoe
The
liceman O’Halloran
on
I trict attorney at. Portland, Or., for the
ered a consignment of rye whiskey
shoe
Boston
left
the
suid iv at -ejc, Water Street.—Halifax,
Most buyers have
purpose of showing that President Ripmarket without placing cn.-tomary con\. S.. Chronicle.
of the Atchison, Topeka <fc Santa
ley
tracts, manufacturers who have secured
of the
I o what base uses."
Fe Railroad, who has been one
even a fair amount of business being tue
exceptions. Some producers of h**avy goods severest critics of the Administration,
“The
the
says:
to
Advertising
accept
will close shops, having failed
Profitable
of
lower prices ottered. Jobbers have secured “has not been above the commission
present's the best time for advertising 1 concessions
the
Then
on some lower grades of footbusiness.”
secure
to
{
crime
The panic
that has yet been known.
| wear, but calf shoes and other expensive
the strength of heads of great and successful corpora:
was a readjustment, not an evidence of goods are maintained by
of leather. The irregularity of tions are taken to task for committing
did not material- | that class
wholesalers to keep
causes
poverty. The people
j the market
our
“the hideous wrong of teaching
embarnow
Review Feb. 1st.
not
low.—Dun’s
are
stocks
j
ly sutler: they
with
the
have
money
rass’d. They
which to pay for the goods they need.”

4hso,

j

l'he Chicago Tribune, in an editorial
"Growth of Temperance,” says:
"The inlluence of religions forces has

that

young

men

success

must

phenomenal

rottenness out of business,the
says “that stockholder is not innocent
who voluntarily purchases stock in a
corporation whose methods and man-

agement

he knows to be

markable movement may be, the facts
The temperance sentiment
are plain.
the united Mates is sirougei mau h
has ever been. If the present rateof
States and
pi ogress is maintained, the
the local communities will solve the

ii

problem

before many

years.”

Sunday Globe recently
symposium on the question,
Is Hural Free Delivery Worth All it
Costs.” A mougtbe writers was Samuel
Dane Hoardmau of the Bangor Commerci.tl. a veteran and accomplished
journalist, who concludes with tliese
Heston

1'he

published

a

|

I

esty

criticism of judges, for which the Presi-

condemned, he says that
who truckles to the mob or,
bows to the corporation should be made,
when the facts are plain, to feel the i

dent has been
a

judge

|

weight of public opinion.
of the people ha3 a right to expect to
be free from just and honest criticism.”
Finally, the President says he will put

FKOSPKCT.
The members of the Knights of
of the
on the
lodge are
is to be rented to
The
new hall.
one iloor
Mr. Lester Dow for a store, and
floor for a
will he used for a hall and one
dining room for the lodge......Mr. Joseph
hut is now
Colson has been seriously ill,
is so seriously
Libby
Lizzie
gaining_Mrs.
Mrs.
ill with dropsy that her daughter,
and her
Grace Nute of Brockton, Mass.,
of Connecticut,
son, Mr. John Libby, Jr.,
Ethel Cumhave been called home-Miss
Lillian Pickett
mings is very sick.Mrs.
will spend the
and little daughter of Milo
her grandremainder of the winter with
James Clark....Mrs.
Mrs.
and
Mr.
parents,
an entertainment
Stack pole is planning for
What You Can
for the benefit of the Help
Mrs. StackClub on Washington’s birthday.
in musical
pole has had much experience
and witli her
and drill work in this line,
and young
efficient training for the children
sure to he a suefolks the entertainment is
cess.

___

“Mosher,

the

Magazine

About the first of the year
announced unit ne wo
mail order business and

prohibitory

law.

IT IS PUBLICLY ADMITTED AND EVEN^ADYERTIZED,
of
the People are depositing their Savings in the savings Departments

man

named

lbs
.•i....iv

tiix.

Par^19^ susuicions

|
I

H

National Banks.

^

and particularly so
THIS STATEMENT is undoubtedly the truth,
have increased
of this locality, for in the past year OUR DEPOSITS

9j
■

I

$139,000;

j

THE

INCREASE OF

SAVINGS DEPARTMENTS by NATIONAL BANKS

paratively

recent

adoption, but

tional Banking System, have
POPULAR with the Masses.

In an

accompanying article the statistics by
States are given, and this is what is said

are a

come to

Natural

Outgrowth

stay, and

are

are

of Com-

of the Na-

becoming VERY

j

being.
weirdest contribution to local
political gossip that lias yet appeared in
print was published in the Rockland
The

Opinion

last week.

typeevidently in-

It was not a

written interview, but was
spired. in part, while the remainder was
a
compound of absurdities and misstatements.

Some attributed the al-

io
poem at the end of ttie article
was
that
but
W.
Pendleton,
George
casting an unjustifiable reflection upon

leged

ttie muse of the Poet of the PassagassaOthers attributed the effu-

waukeag.

as a whole to Wayland Knowlton,
Esq., but all who are familiar with his
writings know that lie could plead not
guilty with a clear conscience. There
is one possible good that might result
from tiie publication of this article.
The writer professes to be so well in
formed concerning the sale of liquor in
Belfast that lie, or she, might be a
valuable witness before the grand jury

sion

at the next term of court.
One of the editorial staff of tlieScien
recently made a trip from

titic American

I Why send your SAVINGS out of town to a
Bank?
l
! Whv denosit savins in a National Bank?
•!
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4 % on SAVTHE CITY NATIONAL BANK of Belfast pays
in the State;
Bank
other
INGS ACCOUNTS, as much as is paid by any
MANis one of the STRONGEST AND MOST CONSERVATIVELY
Investments
;
most
Gilt
the
Edge
AGED IN THE STATE ; buys only
the
for
public’s investigation,
publishes a full list of its Investments
which
which no other Commercial Bank does ; and merits the success
receive.
to
to
continue
bound
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this BANK IS A REPRESENTATIVE INSTITUTION OF
WALDO COUNTY, AND IS THE ONLY COMMERCIAL BAKK
IN BELFAST OWNED AND CONTROLLED BY WALDO
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DO YOU KNOW that
X
DEPARTMENT of
♦
FAST is exempt
of the State of
X

National Bank of Belfasl.

money deposited in the SAVINGS
the WALDO TRUST COMPANY OF BEL-

;
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from taxation to you ’by the laws

;

Maine?
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Remember
pay this tux and you receive 4
0/0 interest in Belfast.
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THE BANK WITH A LAR6E SURPLUS
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1 HE NEWS OE BROOKS.

NEWS OF THE GRANGES.

tbe lumber
L. A. Bachelder is getting out
next season.
for a silo he intends to build
to the
S. 11. Stacy, who has been confined
now able to be
house by rheumatism, is

At a recent
meeting of Sebasticook
Grange, Burnham, the third degree was

conferred

people.

!

keeper.
the
Mrs. A. B. Paysou, district deputy for
Massachusetts
is in
Sisterhood,
Pythian
and
for a few weeks’ visit with friends
relatives
foi
We now have the ladders and buckets
the fire company and we should keep right
for a
o
and obtain the necessary outfit
all
the
have
“boys”
We
country village.
need instruction and drill.
but

right,

they

winter
L. A. Emmons is spending the
some of
w ith his son Will and has finished
tbe rooms in the new house in fine shape
work in
Mr. Emmons can do any part of the
finishing
a house from the cellar to the

It is said that the John Roberts place, as
it is called, has been sold by C. II. lorbes to
David Brackett and will be carried on by
Mr. Brackett’s son-in-law, E. H. Walker.
This used to be considered one of the best
farms in Brooks, but it has been somewhat

was ill and fainted as in addition to her
burns she has a fever since the accident
The
and is in a dangerous condition.
mother is unable to do anything. There aie
six children and the family is in hard cir-

cumstances.
AL

iue tiuIIUiU meeting

v»L

I.iw

Penobscot Telephone Co., officers were
elected as follows: Directors, A. E. KilI. Iluxgore, F. It. York, M. S. ©tiles, T.
ford, It. K. Page; secretary and treasurer,
A. it. l’illey. Mrs. Affie Godding has charge
The lines will be
of the central office.
further extended next spring, as the service
is greatly appreciated by ail who have the

advantage of

it.

NDKTU STOCKTON.

given last Saturday evening
party
by Air. and Mrs. George Overlook. All of
the youug folks were present and' everybody had a good time. Mr. Overlook played the violin, and Mrs. Overlook the organ,
for dancing.Friends regret to hear of
the loss of James Jacobs, formerly of this
place. 11 is barn, with two horses, tools
and hay were burned last week at his
home at Clifton, Mass_Sumner Overlock
has returned home from Moosehead Lake,
where he was employed as “chef” at a hotel
was

A

about one mile from the Kineo HouseAliss Alattie Littlefield left Saturday for
Portsmouth, N. IP, where she will visit her
sister. Airs. Addie Hannn_Airs. Emma
Partridge left by train Monday for a visit
with her daughter, Mrs. Clarice Colson, of
Foxcroft.APanson George is the champion trapper in this vicinity, having secured
four foxes this year, and the largest mink
This mink skin
ever seen in this vicinity.
sold for ©10.

HONEY^TAR
FOLEYS
Pneumonia
Coldei
Cures

Prevents

two

|
|

j

j
1

I1

the

|

McAultff— Rolfrson. A pretty v,
ding took place at the Methodist parsoi
Thursday evening, January JOth, w

candidates.

severe

♦

WEDDING BELLS.

Harvest Moon
Owing
Grange, Thorndike, held no meeting last
Saturday, and for the same reason the officers of Hillside Grange were not installed.

Mrs. A. E. Chase has recently been very
S. Brack-

who
Miss Edith Crockett of VV interport,
is a sister of Mrs. J. W. Hobbs of this place,
bookhas a position in Mr. Hobbs’ store as

on

to

Her sister, Mrs. C.
seriously ill.
ett of Newport, is with her.
Belfast
Eben Miller, fireman on the
Both
branch, has an addition to his family.
Brooks
he and his wife, nee Kate Small, are

comfortable and serious affair to him per-

THEY ARE HELD.

8

1

.

a

but is a distinct loss to the business.
j soually
A little daughter of Geo. Larrabee was
seriously burned Jan. 31st by falling onto a
She evidently
hot stove while dressing.

JECT;

repeated

Maine has been the battle-ground of
the contending forces for half a century, but in spite of a smugglers’ paradise of long boundary line and intricate
coast, in spite of occasional officials who
would not enforce the law, in spite of
endless misrepresentation on the part
of the liquor interests, prohibition has
held its own, is today well enforced,
and has more than vindicated itself as
a source of prosperity and civic well-

---T

neglected of late.
with
A. B. Payson has beeu quite sick
influenza, llis mother, Mrs. S. A. Payson,
lie had just
has beeu taking care of him.
got well started in packing and shipping
applet, and his illness is not only an un-

.. ....

Statutory prohibition enacted in 1851;
in 1S50. lie-enacted 1858. Constitutional prohibition adopted 1884.

♦

C. E. Lane injured his hand severely
while putting a heavy stick of wood into his
furnace. The end of one finger was cut off.
His
Dr.
Kilgore dressed the wound.
tongue is all right, however, and so Charles
no hands.
can make a living even if he had

IS DUE TO THE
THIS POPULARITY UNQUESTIONABLY
ABSOLUTE SAFETY WHICH NATIONAL BANKS AFFORD;
WHICH THEY
THE CONSERVATIVE METHODS UNDER
LOANS TO ANY
OF
LIMITATIONS
THE
ARE GOVERNED;
CHARINDIVIDUAL OR CORPORATION; THE HIGH GRADE
STRICT
THE
ACTER REQUIRED IN THEIR INVESTMENTS;
ARE SUBAND RIGID EXAMINATION TO WHICH THEY
IN
WHICH
CONFIDENCE
AND THE RESULTING

Over one half of the area and
than one-third of the population
a

a.

ANY OTHER BANK IN THIS COUNTY.

The l tiion Signal lias published a
prohibition map of the I'nited States,
showing the sections all license in
black, and those under prohibition all

under

WALDO TRUST COMPANY, BELFAST, MAINE. j

♦

Man

and moustache.
black derby hat, tan gloves

that

AN AMOUNT FAR IN EXCESS OF

|

to

$500,000,

and also raises the value of real estate.
]n till these respects, and in the higher
development of a better manhood and
w omanhood and of a more responsible
and more conscientious citizenship,
rural tree delivery is worth all it costs.

are

:

even

the knife into

it

And in the past 3 years almost

great'i personal enjoyment and larger
public good. It stands for better highand ..ssisls in creating a public
ways
spirit of beauty and good taste in private dwellings’ and in the better appt arance of school buildings, which impit ss the young with ideas of personal
and public pride in doing a thing well,

A STRONG BANK. |

SAFE BANK.

DO YOU KNOW that your money deposited in any SAjt
♦
MGS DEPARTMENT IN ANY NATIONAL BANK is sub
though
corruption,
gives momentary check prosperity.
♦
ject to taxation exactly as money invested in
—Boston Transcript.
Real Estate or other property and in the near
Pythias
foundations
working
♦
basement
future WU.L BE TAXED TO YOU, thus reducing your
^
“No servant

PDBL1CLY ADMITTED.

,

It ;s a rapid dispenser of worldknow ledge and carries to every country
and intelligence
In.me information
which arc a means of individual culture
ami education and tiius contributes to

white.

He

IA

about his business.

words:

more

corrupt.”

be
says that this kind of a critic will
found opposing all laws looking to honIn relation to the
in business.

on

been great. The faithfulness of women
in their long fight has accomplished
much. Whatever the causes of the re-

business

be based on dis-!
enforcing the law the

ordinarily

honesty.” In
President Roosevelt utilizes the re
President attacks only the corrupt, and
deCourt
cent decision of the Supreme
all such as can be got at are hit, whethclaring unconstitutional the employers’ er they are rich or poor. There absointhe
of
difficulties
the
liability law,
lutely is no attack on wealth as such,
terstate Commerce Commission and of but lie
points to those in high places
the Department of Justice in enforcing whom he
has brought to the bar of jus- !
the
and
“gravethe laws of regulation
tice.
In reply to the critics who hold [
these
ly significant attitude” towards
up the “innocent stockholder” as the
laws assumed by certain heads of great chief sufferer in the
attempt to cut the
corporations, as an excuse for sending
President

movements.” The rolling rarely reached
ten degrees each side of the normal, and

Farmers’ Week at Orono March 0th
to 13th, inclusive.

"

of the

sport

not be more or less the

Editor and
I
Business Manager.

THE PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE.

|

John II. McAulitfe and Miss Anton
Alta Rolerson were united in inarriap
Rev. Albert E. Luce. The ring cereiii

storm

was impressively used, and the bride
The National Board of Fire Underwriters | groom were attended by the groom’s br
wife, Mr. and Mrs. Cha
has added £250 to the reward for the de- er and hi
tection of the party or parties who set fire McAulitfe. The groom is a well-known
to Seaside Grange hall, Jan. 1st, making a popular clerk, now employed by Du;
total of £750. The Grange had previously Brothers, and the bride, who is the daiu
ter of Capt. and Mrs. Phineas L. Roiei
offered £250 and the city £250.
of Islesboro, has many friends in tor
Poof
next
WaWo
The
County
meeting
where she has resided for some time,
be held with Victor,
mona Grange will
and Mrs. McAulitfe have gone to housek
Victor ;
Grange, Searsmont, Feb. 11th.
ng at 2 Miller street.
Grange will furnish an interesting program
Widow’s Pension $12.
and the address of welcome will be given by
A. G. Caswell, and the response by Hattie
The topic for
Paul of Honesty Grange
The National House Feb. 8rd, with
discussion, which will bo opened In ex- to the largest attendance of the >»•>■
it for
County Attorney B. F. Foster, is,
present, with hut one dissenting vote,
ed a general widows'pension bill, gran:
the interests of the order to hold open ses
si otis.?
a Hat pension of $12 a month to the win
of all honorably discharged soldiers ot
The officers of Tranquility Grange, LinUnited States who have not hereiofoi*
colnville, were installed Jan. 18th b\ Mrs. ceived the benefits of the pension law.
Warren Gardiner in a fine manner without \ an increase of $4 a month for those
a ritual, assisted by Bro. Warren Gardiner; have under the act of June 27, 1890.
and Sister Cora Morse, Bro. and lister ; law
expressly waives the limitatio
A vote
of thanks was
property holdings. The bill involves
James Morse.
tendered Mrs. Gardiner and her assis- expenditure of more than $12,000,000
tants.
There were several visitors present,
All did good justice to the supper, baked
Jan. 25'h THORN OIKE.
beans, pastry, coffee and etc.
the first and second degrees were conferred
We challenge Waldo County to produc
Feb. 1st the third and
on a class of four.
better lamb of its age than one owned
fourth degrees were conferred, followed by
Fred Patterson. Mr. Patterson has a!v.
a harvest feast.
been successful in the line of sheep i
A FLORIDA TORNADO
bandry. lie now has a Hampshire
lamb that will be one year old the 2<'
Mrs. J. A. Clement has sent The Journal a
March and weighs 175 lbs
He expect
copy of the Daytona Halifax Journal published at Daytona, Florida, containing an clip 15 lbs of wool off of him this sp
account of a recent tornado or cyclone. The Several who have s»*en the lamb say t
edge of the blow was felt in Daytona and! never saw his equal at that age.
F.
Daytona Reach to some extent, but at Holly
11 ill it rivaled the famous cyclones of Ivan- j Philbrick also has a nice Hock of sin
sas.
The worst damage was done between One dropped a nice ewe lamb Jan.
the Edmondson house and the postofliee, at j Let’s hear from
.others in regard to \
the home of Mrs. II. A. Carter. Forest trees
by the hundreds were either uprooted or sheep and lambs.Joseph Peabody
had the tops entirely blown away, even the been confined to his house by sickness
ff
trees were entirely snapped
week.Mrs. V. N. Higgins paspalmetto stems
and the tops carried quite a past
like pipe
distance. A small house back of the Ed- Jan. 26th and 27th with her sister, Mrs
mondson lot belonging to Mr. Peacock was L. Philbrick.Mrs. M. P. Palmer is r
slid off its foundations toward the west ill. Her daughter, Miss Florence Pain
against the wind, and set fiat on the ground a trained nurse from the Maine Gem
with the family in it. Part of the upstairs j
Hospital, Portland, has come to care
piazza of the Edmondson house was torn her mother.Richard C. Higgins
away, the chimney wrecked and a cori er
a thoroughbred Ayrshire bull *
of the roof torn off. Mr. Heath’s chimney bought
of George C. Rragdon of Cochicheu
was blown down, the front of the old Harris
Farm, North Andover, Mass.Mrs.
store carried away, twelve windows broken
S. DollofT is passing a few days with
at Mr. G. W. Harris’ and another chimney
son Willie in Knox.0
J. Parsonblowui off; while at Mrs. Carter's house the j
wife recently visited relatives in Ran
wind entered the open west door of the kit- j
-Mrs.
A.
II.
returned
from Y
Higgins
chen, tore two heavy pme doors inside the j salboro, Jan. 28th, and Mrs. K. W. Pat
house from the hinges, breaking the locks,
son returned from Fairfield Feb. 1st.
and ripped off the steps from the door
doors were carried
frames so that the
through the doorways the opposite way
from which they ordinarily swung. Two
lamps and some other glassware were smashed and a few light objects carried out to the j
street, but no pictures disturbed nor any of j
the many articles on shelves and brackets;
or
tables blown down, strange to say, :
though everything was sprinkled with sand j
The chimney fell, making a large hole in j
the roof, and chairs and flower stands and i1
I have
the interest
pots blown from the piazza far into the yard,
the two large front gates carried in frag-,
M. L. Mitchell in the firm of
ments over the river bank, while in all the
yards fallen trees and tree tops, broken
of
assortment
a
miscellanceous
and
fences
all kinds of debris made a mournful and a
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Notice!
bought

1

discouraging sight.
from

the

pine

woods.

Aromatic Air is Guaranteed to
Cure Catarrh or Cost Nothing.
When using the Ilyomei treatment, the
air yon breathe is like that on the mountains high above sea level where the pine
woods fill the air witli aromatic healing that
gives health and strength to those suffering
from diseases of the respiratory organs.
Breathed through the neat pocket inhaler
that conies with every outfit, the healing
balsams of Ilyomei reach the most remote
air cells of the throat, nose and lungs, destroying all catarrhal germs and giving
quick relief ami cure.
Ilyomei has performed almost miraculous
cures of catarrh, often restoring health in
chronic cases that had given up all hope of
Its best action is at the start of
recovery.
the disease, when the breath is becoming
offensive and when discharges from the
nose, droppings in the throat and frequent
sneezing or spasmodic coughing begin to
make life a burden. At the first symptom
of catarrhal trouble, use Ilyomei and see
how quickly you get relief and cure.
The complete outfit costs but J?1 00 and is,
sold by A. A. Ilowes & Co under guarantee to refund the money if it does not give
2w6
satisfaction.

Hyomei’s

Mitchell & Trussell,
and will continue the business
the

same

lines at the old stand in

Phoenix
Good

on

work,

Row.

low

square deal for

prices and
everybody.

a

George C. Trussell.
Successor to

Mitchell & Trussell.

j

me I'liprovemam tsooiesy win meet wiin
The Women's Hospital Aid will meet
tomorrow, Friday, afternoon at 2.30 o’clock Mrs. F. W. Fote Monday, Feb. 10th, at 2.30
with Mrs. Clarence 0. Poor, Church street. p. m.
The pension appropriation bill reported
The UniverSalist Social Aid is arranging
the National House Tuesday abolishes
fora dance
t^ be given in Memorial Hall to
Friday evening, February 21st, witli music the pension agency at Augusta.
by the Quintette. There will be a luitch
James A. Brown of Swanville, the 11counter, etc. Further particulars will be
year old son of F. W. Brown, fell recently
given next week.
while returning home from fishing and

lilt NtWiOF bill ASF
hlican Caucus. The Republican
the City of Helfast are hereby noti",
neet in caucus at the court house in
February 11, A. I).,
oil Tuesday,
7 o’clock p. in., to nominate a oandiKW
be
to
supported at.the anmayor
,1 ’, (.'iu election to be held on the 9th day
Ward caucuses to
t March, A. ]>., 1908.
,1, candidates for ward officers, viz:
lerman, two counoilmen, one membei'
schoo] committee, one constable,
,, and ward clerk, for each ward, also
two members of the Republican
mniittee for each ward, will beheld
For wards one, two and three,
,,,■<:
nrt house on Tuesday, February
o’clock p. m., for wards four
.,t
7
30
...
at their respective ward rooms, on
February 10,1908, at 7 o’clock p. m.
transact any other business which
i-fperly come before said caucuses,
...

ri

,,f

IvVi-i,

Raw with EczemaIntolerable—Was Even
Incased in Plaster—Discharged
from Hospitals as Hopeless.

;

i

j

Life

From the age of three months until
fifteen years old, my son Owen’s life
was
made intolerable by eczema in
its worst form. He
was all right until
red rash broke
a
out on his forehead, but we were
not alarmed at first.

Republican City Committee,
(iKO. E. Johnson, Chairman.
Wm. A. Mason, Secretary,

January 28,

1908.

live long and prosper,” writes

m

subscriber.

,„,st,m

i.
county will elect this year the
uni register of probate.

Very

T. U. will meet tomorrow, Frifrernoon with Mrs. A. M. Smart at 24

to
his head
spread
and shoulders, and
it caused him great
discomfort. 1 took
him to a doctor and tried half a dozen
other treatments, all with the same
result: no improvement at all. The
disease gradually spread until nearly
every part of his body was quite raw.
We had to strap him down in bed, for
he used to tear himself dreadfully in
his sleep. The agony he went through
is quite beyond words. No one thought
The regimental
we would rear him.
doctor, a very clever man, pronounced
the case hopeless; at least, he said the
only hope was that he might, if he
lived long enough, outgrow it to some
extent. We had him in hospitals four
times and he was pronounced one of
the worst cases, if not the worst, ever
admitted. From each he was discharged as incurable; in fact he got
worse under the successive treatments.
At one hospital they incased him in
r»ln«tor
flnrf this SPPTT1P(1 to Rfltiravate
the soreness terribly. He looked so
badly that no one liked to go near him
and his life was a burden to him. We
kept trying remedy after remedy, but
we had got almost past hoping for a
Six months ago we purchased
cure.
a set of Outicura Soao, Ointment, and
Resolvent Rills and persevered with
them. The result was truly marvelous
and to-day he is perfectly cured, his skin
not having a blemish on it anywhere.
Mrs. Lily Hedge,* 51, Vaughan Road,
Coldharbour Lane, Camblewell Green,
Eng., Jan. 12, 1907.”
Send to nearest depot for free Cuticura Book on Treatment of Skin Diseases.

mitten, found on Court
Monday evening, awaits its owner at
silk

m

ual Ufflce.

m

niversalist Social Aid will meet
t liarles U. Crosby, Pearl street,
.-day, afternoon at 2 o’olock.
board of registration has been
revising the voting list and
he necessary changes of the voters
from oue ward to another.
a

Colson has sold liis clothes clean.-ssiug business to Hiram Iloffses,
oiitinueat the old stand, 52 High
Mr. Colson retires because of ill

■

|
i

\

:

}
I

Candlemas day, and as
"■lawn clear and bright,” and the
: could not have seen his shadow
sc out of his hole we may assume
will not take another flight.”

l
\

was

1 letters remaining in the Bel■ilice for the week ending Feb.
a
Byrnes, Miss Florence FerAbbott, It. A. Ballon, Harry
v l>«- sclierer, Joseph Tinker, Geo-

■

arrested in Waterviile last week, charged
with being insane, has been taken to the
insane hospital in Augusta.

c.t 1

interest in connection with
>f tlie city hall, Portland, is
> base
of this city, as Grand
ho Masons of Maine, laid the cor1
the building July 5, 1858. Col.
Irand Master iu 1858-9.

Bowling. The Rockland team came to
Belfast Jan. 29th and were guests of the
The Rockland CourierBelfast team.
Gazette says:
In the afternoon Thomas and Spinney
(who is well and favorably known to many
Rockland people) bowled a fifteen string
game before a large number of “rooters.”
The game was the most interesting ever
rolled on the Belfast alleys, as both men
were rolling strong and the margin very
small. The Rockland man went aheJvd on
the third string and was never headed.
Spinney was game and finished strong inThomas again
cutting the lead 28 pins.
won out by cleaning up after bad breaks
making every pin count. The game finished with Thomas 18 pins in the lead.
There wras one tie string and each won an
even number of strings—7. The totals were:
Thomas, 1354; Spinney, 1330.
In the evening the Rockland and Belfast
teams had a game that was hotly contested
from start to finish, and in which Thomas of
Rockland and Patterson of Belfast were the
The Courier-Gazette says of this
stars.

Clothing Co. of this city is
:ed last week, a branch of a
ern, but is owned and managed
He does work for
s. Jellison.
es and the name, Acme Clothing
i'.e

■

■

Jo niuplr

meeting of the Directors
for Aged W omen last Monday

bi nary

;

me

|

|

of thanks were extended for
air and feather bed from the
Mrs. F. A. Carter, for apples from
i.bott, oranges, jelly and grapes
Harriet F. White, 6 tumblers of
m Mrs. A. I. Brown.
i.tes

•elfast people were in the State of
mu iu the Falmouth Hotel, Port■ntly and one of them, pointing to
many portraits on the walls
there is a picture of George
Another said, “No, that is Fred
Augusta.” The catalogue was
and both were wrong.
lost
ago and
'hat he took
glass under
man

a

There

best
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■

night recently

a

this week’s
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officially known, and
Howes’ personal friends,
was

rived about 7.30,

night the
w
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Factory

Wet Down.
The
Harrows Shoe factory has an
‘"natic sprinkler system for fire protec1
1 last
Sunday night or early Monday
;>

The watchman discovered the
at 8 a. rn.
At a first glance it was
t the loss would reach
$10,000, but on
examination it was decided that it
11,1 '“T exceed $1,000.
Some shoes in
room ready for shipment will
'.be repacked and ra^ny of them rei" '*•
Work was suspended in the
">y Monday, but has since been refcutneu.
,J

a

piano for the evening.

This week
New Advertisements.
Fred A. Johnson, Masonic Temple, is having a closing out sale of odds and ends in
which he is offering some remarkable bargains. See some of the bargains enumerated in his adyt_The Fashion is offering
for next Saturday, Feb. 8th, any popular
copy of sheet music in stock at the record
breaking price of 10 cents per copy. A big
muslin underwear sale is now going on
See notice of Dr. S. W. Johnson’s office
hours. lie will be at No. 2 Odd Fellows
block from 1 to J p. m., and will answer
calls evenings at his residence 23 Court
street.
Telephone at office and house.
—

Howes & Company are to
have a special sale of oranges and lemons
next Saturday. Nothing is so healthful at
this season as fruit and now is the time to
lay in a stock for lemon pies and orange
marmalade.The deposits of the City
National Bank of Belfast increased the past
year §139,000 and in the past three years
nearly §000,000.See notice of George C.
Trussell, successor to Mitchell & Trussell.
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heavy strain

on

mother.

upon to

«@*

supply
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Some form of nourishment that will
be easily taken up by mother’s system
is needed.
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ment in

easily digested form.
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stieet
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BELFAST SAVINGS BANK.

2177

cvcnms

wide—6 and 7

limited

I Black

WILMER J.

ROBERT F. DUNTON, President.

DORMAN,

I

1907,.SI,457,042.07
100,000.00

RESERVE.•
SURPLUS.■.

$10.00 values marked

yar(]
-1

oyt

at.3 c per dozen

I Piece Natural Color Dress Linen
25

regular price

cent

value for.

for chapped face and hands—
25 cent size, 10 cents

48 inches

cream

10,12J, 15 and

!

Handy Hat Fastener

?

.09c
75c

:

White Wool Sweater with

$3.50

pock-

one

grey

heavy Sweaters—

I

.3.50

Small

Lot of Ladies’ and Men’s
Outing Flannel Night Robes,
39c each

Riirhinnc Limited lot of 10 and 12£ cent
llUt'llliiyo ruchings long as they last only

6c

|

25, 26, 27, 28,2 >. 36.

$5.00 values for.

for.ygpj

50c

QUALITY FOR.

Two white and

Short lengths and odd coltllimp ors, worth up to 25 cents
choice
per yard,

1-2 Price

;

.$2.37

yard

O/M
Vrilin/ic
VUU T

Diaries—$1.00 value for

1

SWEATERS.
One

a

69c

14.98

Sizes

at

9c

Odd lot of fine quality Damask tow ds -1
size, hemmed or fringed—1.00 value for

13.50

35.00

29c

per yard,

3.98

KABO CORSETS.

Muslins. Sf/X
Figured
25 cents
choice

Odd Lot

2.75

18.00

*1.00
1.50

Organdie

wide, regular 50c. value only

6.98

to.

*9.00 FURS GO FOR...*4 98
....5.98
11.00
o.98
ls.oo

.15c

I Piece Fine White French

.3c

Damask Towels

!

25c

i____!

Toilet Articles
Best quality perfumed vaseline,
25 cents per bottle.

now.

3.98

RELIABLE FURS

I Coarse Linen Crash Suit Pattern
yard,

2.75

Skirts

$3.50 Wool Shavvis,
5.00 Wool Shavvis,

Piece White Wool Morine

Sold for 50 cents per

J

Skirts

four Panama House Dreses.

yard—to

c
..

Buttons

yard

Odd lot Ladies’ Black Silk Bells

quality Ilandy Hat Fasteners

50 cent values for.

12'c each

One

$16.50 Satin Raincoats
maikedto.$12.50 each
Five

—

39c

Embroidery

yard

Two $H50
marked

vXeSfor®' .P'.,f.sesr®:i:01.'....$ 1.89 each

Novelties

Two Silver Purses— $1.50 value

One

oO

Night Robes to go

97c each

quality Muslin
for.

25 cent values to go for

.............

1
f

J2 yij

$o.00

Black

Silk Louisenne

Waist

lor.54.50
$5.«j0 White Silk Lansdowne

One

Waist

for.53.50

to«ofor.$1.69
Odd Lot Children’s Corset Waists

Odd Lot $1.25 Dark Shirt Waists

Flannel

weight

One $3.37 brown and green plaid Worsted
Waist for..

.69c
Odd lot $2.50 Muslin Night Robes

for.3C gggj,

$4.50

Scutch

light

**■•••..SI 75

Odd Eot of 87c

5 cent

light, blue Silk Waist for

One $2.75
'Val<<

One

Handkerchiefs 3c

00Ch

WAISTS

«

Other stores will ask you 30 and 35
cents for the same thing.

Fancy Bags—green and brown—

al.$5.50

local

25 Cent Goods for 15 Cents
50
29 “
“
59 “
$1.00

for.19c per yard

handkerchiefs, regular

f0‘-'..$3.98

We have about too pieces of these novelties
left from the immense sample line of Charles
E. Adams & Co., Boston, that we placed on
sale two weeks ago. you will find Pillow
Tops, Duties, Tray Cloths, Center Pieces,
Bureau Scarfs, etc., ali marked at a mere
fraction of their real worth.

For this sale we offer two of the best values
in India Linons ever put out by any store in
Belfast. We defy competition. Two pieces.
t»nly of our own special 20 cent quality In
dia Linon

Grey Leather Bag—$6.0o value

One Dark

25c

...

UUOIft.

large Black Leather Bag—$5.00 value

fOT.$3.98

lowsend’s Pictures 1-2 Price
Thirty-seven Townsend’s pictures
and foreign views—50 cent size for.

fm-.14c per

riINt LLAintK

25C

Odd lot of soft leather hand bags in black
and brown—fine quality leather, only

Plain hemmed
value to go

lot of Ladies' #6.00
marked to.

Dress Pattern

for.|gc gggh

3 dozen 25 cent

Odd

yar(J

39C

#3.98

..

|

BACK COMBS.
Odd lot of Back Combs that have sold for 15
cents each—to close out for.

-kjQ

j

Treasurer.

HERBERT T. FIELD, Assistant Treasurer.
DEPOSITS DECEMBER 2,

Crepon

••

Odd lot of Men’s white laundered shirts,
regular 50 and 75 cent values—broken sizes
-to close out

1908 Diaries

LADIES’ SKIRLS.
Odd lot of Ladies’
marked to.

To

$2 50 per yard.

Seven yards, originally $1.37 per
close out lor..

SO and 75 Gent Laundered Shirts

10 Ooze leather 1908

(each). 3.69

Crepon Dress Pattern

I Black

All remnants and short lengths have been
measured and tagged at prices from 1-3 to
1-2 real worth. Some good values are here
for early shoppers.

Odd lot of trimming buttons, ail colors and
Worth up t<> 25 cents per dozen.
sizes.
Cnolce

1.09

One lot Children’s #5.00 Coats for

yard patterns—marked down

..39C

tugoU,r.'■

OKGAMZEDI 180®.

wool

Seven yards, originally
close out tor.

Remnants

Toilet

(each).
One lot Children’s #3.98 Coats for

$1.25 Suitings, sinm0^r t0‘^0T-e-69c

Other stores will ask you 25 cents
for the same thing.
2 pieces only of our own special 25c, quality
India Linon

92- 471

snow

suitings, 50 inches

lotat.;•.I4!c yard

83—424
78-412

half late. At
as usual

$1.00 Suitings

7.50

One Lot Children’s #2.75 Coats for

5^

Pattern—originally *1.25

j

Brown
Mixed
#12.00 value for.

..59c

12lc yard

Leather Hand bags

J:

use.

now

798

Length

(each). 2.50

40 Inch Bleached Gotton
a

yard

Long Coat Gibs’on ef-

non

One-lialf

Black Voile Dress

yard

per

Waistings

pieces only; green,red and brown
mixtures, 27 inches wide. Sells regularly for
20 cents per yard, to close out now for

quality heavy weight, only

fect*
Coat,

1 Seven

\

Long Black Kersey Coats, $7.50
value for. 4.50

One #12.50

mixtures, 44
yard
E}Qf
now.

Four half

Best

#10.00 values for.. #0.50

Two pieces red and brown
inches wide, originally 87c. per

.6c

Colored Gottorn

yard

fine Twill Suitings

Odd lot of figured flannelettes-a few whole
pieces and quite a lot of shot t lengths—new
fall and winter patterns worth 10 and 12J
cents per yard. Choice at.

j

Long Black Broadcloth Coats,

2

2

Good Flannelettes

a

Ladies’ Coats

Oxford grey—58 inches

.79c

India Linons

ALL DRUGGISTS: 50c. AND $1.00

77—438
89-432

419

One piece only heavy
wide only.

Only 6c. yard.

j

y

has been ransacked

store

bargains are wonderfully varied
represented with a goodly share.

$1.25 Suitings

*

2227

out,

ju hip

Gingham Finish Suitings
Limited lot of Gingham finish suitings—27
inches wide—mostly dark colors—good for
wrappers, waists, children’s wear, etc.

Teddy Bear for $2 75
Four $1.39 Teddy Bears 98c each

y

of the

the

so

Prices tell 'the story of the savings—come and get
good Share of these unequalled economies.

One $3.50

Scott’s Emulsion contains the
greatest possible amount of nourish*

corner

every line is

—nearly

A.

.A.

80-424
103-448

Kud aud Silver Star came over front
Castiue.
Capt. Bennett started for Camden but got no farther than Northport, aud
returned, finding it too rough to proceed
and the three boats remained here until
Sunday morning, when the Silver Star and
Golden Rod went across the bay and the
Stockton proceeded to Camden. On her return trip in the afternoon she had but one
passenger. The steamer Bay State arrived
from Boston Saturday morning at high tide
and it was so rough that she did not attempt
to make a landing but anchored in the lower bay and remained there until Sunday
morning. Although ever since the breakwater was built the steamers have been unable at times to make the Rockland landings, this is the first time there has been
trouble of this kind at Belfast and the steamThe
ers have often laid here in a storm.
storm was general along the coast. The
walks were left in a bad condition, and
although they were sanded Saturday and
Sunday many found it safer walking in the
streets.
en

iarti &

pipe burst in the attic, and the
H»urid its way down through the

&
q
<$>

enough to give us the nearest approach
to sleighing we have had this winter, and
Thursday the mercury slid down the tube
to the zero mark or below. Friday was even
colder—10 degrees below in this city and 20
below in Brunswick, while it was only 8 below at Augusta and 10 below in many other
Early .Saturday morning snow
places.
began to fall, accompanied by a heavy
southeast gale, but the snow was so damp
The evening train arit drifted but little.

the benefit of the Odd Fellows
tii it town, two concerts in Rockounection with the food fair the
f Teh.
10th, and Tuesday evening,
;
will appear for the second time
Belfast Opera House. Early in
Hiis company will give a concert in
»• »rt
for the benefit of the October

l,ll|kr

a

81-441

cliangeil to rain and for a time it
oncert Company gave a con- lained hard, but cleared off in the night, aud
moe Tuesday evening
for the Sunday morning the wind was west, with
»t uing Light Grange with a full
ihe mercury about 20 above zero. The
It was followed by a dance.
steamer Stockton came down river from
~'iv« a concert in Camden this
Bucksport Saturday morning and the Gold-

k

Mrs. E. S. Bowker, Miss Louise Dennett
Miss Irene Sibley
Reading.
Mrs. C. W. Wescott
Vocal solo,
Thomas
Mr.
E. Bowker
Clarinet solo,
Reading, B’er Fox and B’er Rabbit,
Mr. II. M. Prentiss
Mr. John Parker
Vocal solo,
Miss AnneM. Kittredge
Reading,
Mr. Arthur N. Johnson
Vocal Solo,
Song by K. 0. K. A. Quartette,,
Stephen Clement, Harold Jones, Alton
Johnson, Daua Southworth.
America
Song,
Mr. E. S. Pitcher kindly gave the use of

buy

for^odds and ends and

lowed was arranged for Oy a committee
from the Mens’ Club, as follows: Messrs.
A. J. Knowlton, J. \V. Jones, E. S. Bowker
and F. L. Field. The program, which was
an unusually fine one, included the follow-

ing numbers:
Piano duet,

goods you want now—and right along—and
them at samll fractions of former prices.

are

Every nook and

quotations

Parish Supper. The February parish supper of the North Congregational
church was enjoyed last evening, February
5th. Mrs. Hiram Peirce had charge of the
supper, and the entertainment which fol-

Her system is called
nourishment for two.

A

snow

that he would not be a can
could have had the nomination
«1 it, and many hoped that be
; t it, feeling that this year it
ti valent to an election.

|

It’s

«g»

Winter Arrives. Winter, which had
been dallying along the way while we eujoyed springlike or autumnal weather, arrived last week. We say enjoyed, although
farmers and business men were unhappy
over the bare ground and were w ishing for
snow to transfer the wheels of trade to runners.
Wednesday a snow storm afforded

correspondent of the Bangor

i-ILisI

453

Spinney.107

“Several of the local painnounced that James H. Howes
1 te for
Mayor on the Republican
:i
announcement has been made

%

425

Decrow.84
Patterson.93
French.84
Morse.83

says:

;

77

95,

These
you can

A

BELFAST.

hotel is to be built at Temple
the coming spring.
The plans for
ng are in the hands of the buildttee and as soon as the frost
be foundation will be laid by A.
mgton, who was formerly engaged
work in Rockland, but who for
past has been lumbering j.n this
i lie site of the new building is on
i'le of the main street where the
dieted by Robbins & Arey of this
ands. The store will be removed
the conditions are favorable.

p

Morse.86

82
70
94

104

The next meeting of Seaside Chautauqua
Circle will be with Mrs. Charles Rhoades’
No. 22 High street, Monday afternoon, Febwill be from chapruary 10th. The lesson
ter six of the C. L. S. C. book “American
Literature,” page 266—292, and the topic
from the Chautauquan magazine, “Other

v

4»

individual bowlto ire the
the Belfast alleys.

on

We are going to close out all odds and ends—all small
lots—all broken lines and all remnants at price sacrifices sodeep that vou can reap rich rewards by coming to this sale.

to cover expenses.

Nursing baby?

«Q»

strong

Healey.93
Dwyer..80

v.

|

rolled

church Thursday evening, February 13th,
and a cordial invitation is extended to the
general public to attend. There will be no
admission fee, but a collection will betaken

♦

}
&

After the game tire team was taken to
Mosher’s restaurant and treated loan oyster stew that went directly to tile right spot.
In the names of the Rockland bowlers will
be seen the name of Healey, This is our
old friend Herbert, who was pressed into
service, and be demonstrated that he is far
from being a gone.by.
Every courtesy was
shown the visitors, who w ill remember their
trip for a long time. The game was as follows :
itOCKLAN'll.
98—472
10<i
91
94
Thomas.83
88-442
83
ldfi
83
R. Kittredge.82

issue of The
series of interesting articles from
f Mr. Frank W. Gowen entitled,
."id’s Trail from Maine to CanGo wen has made a careful
old’s expedition to Canada and
sited or travelled over the greater
route over which Arnold led his
ugh Maine to Quebec.
in

ever

Presenting Bargain Attractions Impossible to Equal Elsewhere.

An interesting lecture on China, illustrated by a flue set of stereoptieon views,
will be given in the North Congregational

Roll-call,
French Visitors.”
from Washington Irving.

j

•

broke the radius of his left arm. The little
fellow is doing well under the care of Dr.
Curtis of Searsport.

4>

ing and the Rockland total is said

rake and raking
a certain apple tree
missing pin to light. The next
sallied forth with a rake and
istrioiisly for some time without
1: finally dawned upon him that
by contraries.”
a

was some

j

50 cent size, 15 cents

same:

favorite scarf pin

one

As announced
Bayside Post Office.
last week the post office department has issued orders changing the name of the
Northport Campground post office to Bayside. This is a summer post office only,
those living on the camp ground or in the
vicinity getting their mail at other times at
East Northport. The Bangor Commercial
says of this change:
That the new name of Bayside will be
just as confusing as the old one becomes apparent when it is considered that there is
another post office of the same name in
Maine, near' Lamoine Beach. Unless the
post office department changes the new
name of
Northport Campground before
summer comes there is bound to be much
contusion and mail matter addressed to one
Acwill go to tlie other and vice versa.
cording to the Bangor post office authorities
will
it is probable that the department
hasten to correct the mistake as soon' as it
has been made aware of it.
Although the name Bayside is for the
convenience of the postal authorities only
there is no doubt that if the name is allowed to stand it will evidently become the
Such a result will
name of the place itself.
not be pleasing to many of the older summer residents, for there are many associations connected with the name “Northport
Campground” which the> don’t care to have
broken, but most of them realize that something had to be done to rectify the situation.

The C. C. Club will hold a picnic supper
at the home of Miss Edith Gillam, Monday,
Feb. 10th, No. 2 Union street.
Samuel W. Phinney of Morrill, who was

m.

p.

one

sending it.

Outicura Remedies are snid throughout the world.
Depots: Leaden. 27. CharterhouseSq.; Paris. 5. Rue
Australia. R. Towns Sr. Co.. Sydney;
d.- la I’-iiv:
po. Africa. Lennon. Ltd.. Capetown, etc.: V.S.A.,
Potter Lru.4 A: Cheiu. Corp., Solo Props., Boston.

meed last week the Waldo Yet'Mntiou will meet today, ThursMemorial building with Thomas
: Post.
The business meeting
"0 a. m. j dinner at 12 m.; camp

i'

of its Waldo county subscribers,
a prominent Democrat and a personal friend
of the editor, Win. H. Simpson, wrote and
ordered the paper sent to him to be discontinued. A little, later Mr. Simpson received
a letter from this gentleman in which he
said that he had not told his wife he had
stopped the paper and when it failed the
second week she had gone to the post office
and given the postmaster hail Columbia.
In conclusion he said that he had had no
peace and to send the paper again, and keep
paper,

_

versalist society, under the austhe Ladies’ Circle, will hold a
party and supper at the church
Friday evening, February 14th.
..-cents. All cordially invited.
)a\

began

over

street.
Mack

The Journal’s Friends.
The Journal
has often bad reason to believe that the
ladies are its best friends; and the majority
of its correspondents and contributors are
ladies. Often a man in paying his subscription will say “my wife has been reminding
me for some time to call and pay this.’’
Sometimes the “old man” decides he will
not take the paper any longer and pays up
and stops it. But in a few days he calls
again and says his wife must have it; or the
wife comes and has the subscription put in
her name. In this connection an amusing
When The Jourincident may be related.
nal left the Democratic fold and became in

however,

soon,

the rash

iv. c.

...ji

Poor’s Mills. The Benevolent
Club
will meet with Mrs. J. A. Hartshorn this,
Thursday, evening.During the storm of
Saturday the chimney in W. A. Banks’
house burned out and did quite a lot of
damage. The buildings narrowly escaped
burning. The same day the chimney in
Charles Woods’ house burned out.Mrs.
Etta Brown has gone to the city for a few
days.Mrs. George Daggett is quite sick.
Her mother, Mrs. Jackson of Montville,
who haB been with her, was called home on
account of sickness.

was

SUFFERED 14 YEARS
CURED BY CUTICURA

lor of

a-i,

Body

Whole

..

Sale of Odds and Ends

IOOOK91 Fred AJOHNSON^r^
V

>4.

ADVEttTIS&IV Of

THE,

V

FACTS

__y'

173,248.87
**************************

$867.75

DIVIDEND NO. 1, DECEMBER f, 1868,.
1

DIVIDEND NO. 79, DECEMBER 2,1907, AT THE RATE OF 4 %,

$27,278.33

TOTAL DIVlDSlMDS PAID TO

$1,267,824.61

DEPOSITORS TO D4TE,

-♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦-3

%
its 79th semi-annual dividend on Dec. 2, at the rate of
the future. All
per annum, and we confidently expect to maintain this rate in
dividend interest is immediately credited to the accounts of the depositors, and
This Bank

4

paid

if uncalled for at the time vail draw interest the same as the

principal

sum.

The affairs of this Bank have the careful and conscientious oversight of its
Trustees, who respectfully “ask a continuation of the patronage of its present

depositors, and will be pleased to open new accounts with any prospective depositors within or without the State.
Deposits received end placed on interest the first of each

*
+

BEN [FIT
For the benefit of those, who on account of
the storm of L\ST SATURDAY, were unable to secure copies of sheet music at the
record breaking price of 10 cents pet copy,
we will present the same offer SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 8th. Remember, any
popular copy of sheet music in our entire

stockat.lOc.
SPECIAL!
OUR MUSLIN UNDERWEAR SALE is
nowon The assortment arrived too late,however, to give a descriptive account. Be sure
and get one of those 29c night robes.

f

J

*

4
4
4

Is the one which
receives the approval of those
who have tested
ti,eir
homes for many
The
years.

r\

4t
«

5 Ptono to Buy
t

*

is

one

of

the

4

4
4
4

most

economical

faction.
Send for catalogue of this and other
makes

*

!
I

I
4

|

pianos made, because the tesj, of
time has proven them worthy the
high approval bestowed upon thenl.
They give perfect and lasting satis-

J
I

*

h. f. miller
PIAN0

JJ

t
4
*

9

J

(I still keep the old linn name, R. II. Coombs
& Son over my door). Having secured the

*

services of

4
4
*

MR. CHAS. E. SHERMAN

t

my assistant, 1 can more easily carry on
the business, for which I have given 25 years
of my life, to the study of
as

PITCHER’S
MUSIC STORE,

!

*

Economical ihem 7

«

«

«

BELFAST.

!

Everything Modern in
Caskets and Robes.

* ************************

month.

-ALSO-

Deposits

in this Bank are
“W m

W W

exempt

W WWW WW^W

from taxation.

Heavy Slate Burial Vaults al“TiGj*3TORE FOR MW IY SAVE i S.”

PPP*

TRUSTEES:

**■

S.W. Johnson, N.D.
«

JAMES H. HOWES, FREDG. WHITE,
BEX D. FIELD.
ARTHUR I. BROWX,

ROBERT V. DUXTOX,

4%

iPVifl Mnpf
lilt! lllUol

4%

WANTED
Teams to haul peeled poplar and other soft and
lard wood and logs on nrst-ciass two-turn road,
iood prices and all winter job.
FRED L. FLETCHER,
mu
Burnham, Maiue.

ways in stock.
I

OFFICE NO. 2, ODD FELLOWS’ BLOCK.

promptly.

I also carry

Office hours every afternoon from t to 4.

Evenings I shall be at my residence, 23
Street, to answer calls.

Court

Calls answered promptly either day or night.
Home telephon \ 48-3; office 48-4
Ambulance
for moving the sick furnished
a

full line of

AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPH SUPPLIES
\
And do deloping, printing, ere., at lowest
Films for all sizes and makes of Cameras.

prices

Office

telephone call, 3.56, rim? IL.
House tel pell one call, 32, ring 33.

6tf

72 MAIN STREET, BELFAST.

his writ upon the corporation,
before the employees were paid.
Mr. Mason thought of William when
he saw the sheriff; so he went into the
office, opened the safe, took out some
William
Taylor,
hum!”
sighed
“Ho,
and money, and with the pay-roll under his
as he seated himself by the stove,
arm, left the place.
propped up his head with both hands.
Just as our hero was putting on his
He had just made the lire. It was hat to go
out, Mr. Mason entered his
six o’clock on a winter morning—the little
parlor.
had
wife
his
first day of January—and
"Here, William, is seventy-live dolbegun to get breakfast.
lars, your quarter’s salary. Write your
William Taylor was an under clerk name on the
pay-roll,” said Mr. Mason.
in the office of the Bagg Corporation,
"Yes sir; but—”
establishment
a large manufacturing
“Never mind; sign your name.”
in a New England village. He had
“What does this mean sir? I hope—”
been married about two years, but life
“Nothing of the sort. There; that
Though will
was hard enough with him.
do.
Pleasant morning, Mrs.
he did the best he knew how to do, he Taylor.”
rwthe
of
ends
year
in could not make both
“Beautiful, sir.”
Mot since the grip epidemic of 1889-90 has able to get up, and I gained rapidly
to do my work. It meet.
It is true, he had some notions
Mr. Mason took the pay-roll under
the dreaded influenza been so prevalent as .•trength until 1 was able
were
that
of
all
to
a
miracle
like
friends,
social
my
about
his
standing
seemed
in
life
is exempt
.No age or station
his arm again, and departed.
now.
at my speedy recov- not
exactly in keeping with his posifrom it, nor can its attack tie prevented who were surprised
William was astonished, and so was
with certainty. It is, however, more fre- ery.
tion, and especially not with his salary, his wife. It looked mysterious.
Why
which was only three hundred a year. did Mr. Mason do this?
quent in persons living in overcrowded and
They could
GRIP EVERY WINTER.
ill-ventilated homes and in low, damp sur
Dollars and cents were the most not
imagine.
roundings.
commodities he was
On his way over, AVilliam paid the
The best authorities give no satisfactory This Indiana Woman Found Relief in Dr. unmanageable
called upon to handle. They were slipthe baker, and the grocer and
treatment for the acute stage but it is of
butcher,
his
Williams’ Pink Pills.
pery, and would not stay between
short duration, usually running its course,
had twenty dollars left, which would
not
had
He
do.
in
he
could
two
or
three
all
treatment
106
South
street,
of
medical
of
in spite
lingers,
Mrs. Sarah Kailsback
just pay the doctor’s bill. As the clock
days, at most, a week or ten days. Careful Richmond, Ind., says: “1 had attacks of devoted much attention to the subject struck eight, the porteropened tlie gate
diet ami a supporting or tonic treatment, giip every winter for about ten yeais. It of finance, and in consequence it beand he took his place at the desk. Mr.
w ith laxatives, if required, are the best aids
left me with no appetite, I was miserable came one of the trials of his life.
Mason sat by the stove, reading the
to nature during the acute stage.
all the time and could hardly drag myself
William?
is the matter,
"What
Boston paper.
I lost in weight and was terribly
around.
CoDvalesence.
his
touched
deep
During
Danger
by
The first person that entered the
I was chilly and cold and ached asked his wife,
run down.
For a disease of such limited duration and all over.
sigh.
public side of the counting room was
husthe
is
one which, without complications, is rarely
“This
doctor
pay day,” replied
“1 was under the care of our family
the deputy sheriff.
The head clerk had
fatal, tlie grip leaves its victims more debili- but got no relief until my niece persuaded band, with another deep sigh.
just taken out tlie pay-roll, and prepartated and less able to withstand other dis- me to
I)r. Williams’ Pink Pills. It wasn't
of it? You look as though ed to
“What
try
pay off the employers.
orders than any other. One of our forelong before 1 had an appetite ami could eat. you had not a friend in the world.
Tlie sheriff read his writ.
most medical writers says: “It is aston- I
certainly got better soon and Di. Williams’
am miserable, Helen.”
“I
been
who
have
of
number
the
people
“Who?” asked Mr. Mason.
ishing,
Pink Pills cured me. The aches and pains
“Miserable?”
versus Bagg Corporation—all
crippled in health for years after an attack.” left me and 1 gained in weight. 1 take die
“.Spike
date
indeed.”
to
hear
am
“1
people
it is a common tiling
money due to AVilliam Taylor,” readied
puls everj spring to build up mj blood and
is
it
because
various aliments or chronic ill-health from
Dr.
day?”
pay
“What,
tone my stomach. I always recommend
the sheriff.
all attack of influenza.
“Yes.”
Williams’ Pink Pills to my friends and think
“We don’t owe Taylor anything,” reThe real danger from the grip is during
feel rejoiced at
are a grand medicine.”
generally
“People
they
t lie
characteristic
plied tlie agent turning to his paper.
convalescence, when
tunes.
sucti
“Don't you?”
symptoms, the fever, the catarrh, the headLOST WEIGHT REGAINED.
t have laid awake
“I don’t know,
CHUH
111111 till" prtJf-lUll.
ache and the depression of spirits pass
half the night thinking of it.”
Tile grip leaves behind it weakened
awav.
The
head clerk turned, to the roll,
Grip Left This Man With Broken-down
vital powers, thin blood, impaired diges“Why, William! Why should you and to his surprise found William’s |
Nerves and Weak Stomach.
feel so unhappy?”
tion and liver-sensitive nerves—a condition
signature there.
stem an easy prey to
that makes the
“I owe more than I can pay.”
“1
well-known
confecW.
the
G.
Mr.
"Very well,” nodded the sheriff.
nervCaste,
pneumonia, bronchitis, rheumatism,
do?”
“You
tioner of 821 North \V ater street, Decatur,
thought I was soon enough.”
ous pi,,-nation and even consumption. Too
was no financier, anywho
Pills
Pink
Helen,
Williams’
to
Dr.
is
grateful
Of course, Spike was mad when the
much ,-tiess cannot be laid on the impor- III.,
effects of the grip more than her husband, had never sheriff
He was confitance of strengthening the blood and nerves for driving the lingering
reported to him.
lie says:
from bis system,
given the subject a thought. She was dent that the business had not been
during convalescence.
dewith
nervous
the
I
suffered
at
six
abrupt
“Cor
of
the
years
not a little surprised
The story told b\ scores of victims
conducted in the usual manner at the
an attack of tiie grip. I was
announcement.
grip is substantia!!)' the same. One was bility following
all out
I office; so he decided to see Mr. Mason
that
am
fearful
I
and
tortured b\ terrible pains at the base of the left very weak and run down and fe.t
"I
Helen;
do,
at once.
My nerves were particularly bad shall have trouble with it.”
skull that made life unendurable and that of sorts.
uuaiursa
nine uuuuie m iny
That gentleman received him very
Helen
long defied the power ol medicine; another ana any
asked
of
trouble?”
sort
“What
At
times
not
sleep nights.
and took him into his private
leit tired, faint and m every way me and I could
was
no very definite kindly,
but
as
become
having
and
would
stomach
frightened,
of
gorge
or
scantiness
my
in
a:
ami
wretched from
office.
blood ; another had horrible headaches, was hard as a stone, causing intense pains, my idea of what to dread.
“You have been playing some game
appetite was poor and my liver constantly
nervous and couldn’t sleep; another was
“Perhaps some one will sue me, upon me,” said Mr. Spike, a little exfrom
decreased
the
me.
of
troubled
weight
or
My
something
with
weak
ill-breathtrustee
left
lungs, difficulty
my salary,
cited.
In every case 180 to 125 pounds.
ing and acuto neuralgia.
kind.”
“We don’t play games,” replied the
“1 took treatment with two doctors and
relief was sought in vain until the great
me of this betell
didn’t
von
“Why
disblood-builder and nerve tonic, Dr. Williams’ each pronounced my trouble a nervous
live on agent with dignity.
rather
would
I
William?
Dr.
fore,
tried
1
then
not
me.
help
"Did you not pay Taylor before the
I 'I Ilk Fills, was used. This remedy is just- order but did
and began to get bet- a crust of bread, and wear a calico to usual
ly regarded as peculiarly adapted to build Williams’ Pink Pills
time, so as to help him cheat me
I gave them church, than make you 'unhappy, or
a few boxes.
after
ter
using
For
of
a
alter
health
stable
siege
grip.
out of my bill?”
tip
trial and was cured. I gained have you sued or trusteed. Will they
quickness of action nothing is known that a thorough
"No, sir.”
and
will appioach it, hut it is also without equal weight until 1 now weigh 182 pounds
put you in jail?” and the young wife
“Hut lie was paid off befoie the office
have been healthy ever since. The pills are
of
the
at
for thoroughness
trembled
thought
doctors had actually
serve

PAY AS YOU 60.

theTgrip epidemic

lip

Disease is of Short Duration and
When Free From Complications
is Rarely Fatal.
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a fine tonic and cured
failed.”

RHEUMATISM AND DYSPEPSIA

Resulting
by

from an Attack

of

Grip Cured

Dr. William*' Pink Pills.

Mis. A. K. Wilber of liergen, (imesee Co.,
N. Y., is an ei it n lisa Stic. advocate of l)r. \\ ililam.'' Dink Pills for grip’s after effects. She
says:

‘1 suffered for two years -.will the aftereffect.-' <>| the grip and was eon lined to bed
for a greater part of one year. The grip
left tim with 1 heuniatisni in my legs from
the k n*“ s down and I could no; va k wilhI had severe
out darting, lire-like pains.
pains in m> stomach and could not retain
so swollen
were
feet
and
M\
Jomi.
lr-g'
that I couidn’t lind shoes to tit me and I
Couldn't stand the least pressure or weight
\ had a bad cough, palpitaon m\ limbs.
tion of the heart and terrible sick headaches.
I was sick so iong that my husband had to
give up his work to stay at home-to care lor
me.

‘*1 had been under the care of a doctor for
long time and was getting no help. I had
oleuicity and message with only temporary
a

eiiel.

“Oneda’. iiiv husband brought home some
of Dr. \\ ■loams’ Pink Pills and wanted me
At tirst i was determined not
to try them.
to take them but consented after a while.
1 was soon
so quie-kiy that
in-rj he\ h» ip' d

What

Dr.

me

Williams’

after

Pink

Pills

Do.

Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills increase the
number of red corpuscles in the blood.
This is a matter of easy proof by mieioscopic test. They therefore may be said to
They are the
actually make new blood.
must direct cure known f <r anaemia and all
cure
similar conditions. The>
debility and
mostfoimsot weakness because they make
it possible for the nourishment taken in the
bod.s to reach the parts that require it
They cure rheumatism, because rheuniati-m'is caused by impure blood, and when
they replace the impure blood with pute,
the disease is eradicated—not temporal ii>
suppressed, but cured to stay cured. Afleie fleets of grip, levers and other wasting
diseases are best treated with these bloodmaking pills because alter these trouble*
the blood is thin, watery and impure, and
the health will not be perfectly restored
until the vital iluid is made pure and rich.
The pills are guaranteed to be free from
opiates or an\ harmful ding and cannot iniu: e the most delicate s\>tern.
Williams rink mis are sold uy ail
druggists, or will be sent, postpaid, on reof
ceipt
price, 50 cents per box, six boxes
W Illiams Medieinf*
fur $2.50, b} the Dr.
Dr.

Company,

Neheneeijady,

N. Y.

such a catastrophe.
“I think not; hut they may put me
to a great deal of trouble.”
“Why didn’t you tell me before?”
Hast
“I didn’t know it myself.
Tuesday 1 made a tew figures, and
found that l owed about a hundr<d and
dollars.
My quarters’ salary is

fifty

only seventy-live.”

"Hut some of them will wait. We
ill retrench.”
"1 went to see Spike but he refused
to wait beyond the first ol January.”
“We have been extravagant, William.”
“1 am afraid we have.”
“How much do you owe Spike?”
“About thirty dollars.”
"\lv stars!
Thirty dollars?”
"Yes; such bills count up tust.
"We ought not to owe him a cent.
We ought not to ride at all, though
I enjoy riding very much.'’
“So do I; and Spike was always wil\\

j

ling to trust me.”
Spike kept the livery stable in the
village, and was generally willing to
run up long bills with those of whom

there was any chance of getting his
pay.
"I am so sorry!”
"1 had no idea the bill was so much
till he sent it in about three weeks

covered about an acre of the pond’s bottom
but found no trace of the body. The bottom
The search ago.”
was found to be of clear gravel.
We must stop riding.”
was resumed Monday.
Young Ames had
CA M l)KN.
"It will be hard to do so. After 1
in Unity for some time looking after
The annua.! meeting of the Cannlen An- been
get done at the office, it is-so pleasant
liis father's farms. He was a graduate of i to drive out half-a-dozen miles; but i
chor-Rockland Machine Co. was held Jan. I
Howdoinham High school, standing at Hie didn't think 1 had ridden so much.”
20th. The report of the officers showed a|
head of his class, and was a universal favor"Perhaps lie will wait.”
fine year’s business in spite of the delays
ite. His father is in California on a business
•‘No; he said he would not."
caused by moving the plant from Rockland
"What shall be done?”
The outlook for business the trip.
to f. mden.
“1 don’t know.”
coming year is exceedingly gratifying. S. BURNHAM.
“Can’t you borrow some money?”
Llewellyn Reynolds, a son of the late
T. Kimball was elected clerk and .\» D.
“Perhaps I can.”
“Won’t Mr. Mason lend you some?
Bird treasurer. The following were chosen Joshua Reynolds, died in Pittsfield Jan.
to you, and
directors: A. I). Bird, John Bird, YV. II. 31st from injuries received some two weeks lie has been very kind
seems to be very much interested in
Bird, s. T. Kimball and C. 0. Montgomery. ago while engaged in loading pressed hay.
The deceased was a life-long resident of you.”
“I shouldn’t like to ask him.”
bkuiont.
Hurnham and leaves many friends here
"Why not?”
'there will be a valentine leap year ball
who extend sympathy to the relatives who
“1 should have to expose my affairs
mourn iheir loss.
at Mystic Grange Hail Friday evening, Feb.
He w as about 28 years of to him.”
are
cordially age and leaves a mother, eight brothers*
13th. which the dancing public
“I’ll tell you what I will do.
invited to attend. Music will be furnished eight sisters and other relatives. Funeral
“What?”
You
“I will write aunt Hannah.
by Mitchell and Young of Liberty. A bak- services were held from the home of Miknow how fond she is of me. 1 will
ami Mrs. Joseph Reynolds Monday, Feb.
ed bean and pastry supper will be served
a
hundred
dollars
me
Mrs. Helen Foss returned Friday from a 3d, Rev. J. C. Lamb of Troj officiating. ln_ ask her to lend
She is rich, and perhaps she will give it
visit with relatives and friends in Sears- ferment at Mount Cemetery.Dennis
to me.”
K.
L.
and
G.
Allenwood
Young
Getchell marketed 500 bushels of potatoes
port_L.
William did not like to have her do
to
the
lumber
the past week. They were loaded on the. so, but the perils in his path finally inare petting out
preparatory
has
Knowlton
cars at Pittsfield.
The price paid was duced him to consent. On the strength
building a silo...-Fred
bought a line pair of draft horses of C. I. 70 cents per bushel-The first big slow of the letter, lie could put Spike off for
Burrows of Rockland.Joseph Nichols is storm of the winter set in Saturday morn- a week or two.
There was something to hope for, at
getting the lumber fora new barn.
ing, Feb. 1st, accompanied by a heavy eastleast, and William ate his breakfast,
erly wind. A smart shower in the evening and felt much easier.
He did not'con
LINCOLNVl LLK.
prevented the snow from drifting. A large sider that borrowing the money to pay
Miss Ethelle Hill of Rockland, who has amount of lumber is
awaiting transporta- a debt, was only transferring, not canju.-t closed the winter term of school in the tion and the time from now out will be used celling it. But'he looked only to the
Miller district, returned home Sunday.... to the best
possible advantage.VN illie present. If he could escape his importBenson Hall has been confined to the house
Hasford and Ancil Hick more of Detroit unate creditors this time, he did not
rear tor me future.
the past week w ith the grip—L. S. Russ
were business visitors in town one day last
It was quarter of eight by the clock,
had a telephone placed in his residence the
week.Dan Sidelinger of Troy was in
to be in the office
past week_Mrs. James Moody, who has town on business one day last week— Wni. and lie was required
as soon as the porter opened the gate.
been very ill, is improving-Mr. Stephen
H. Kimball was in Troy on business Feb.
Mr. Mason was the agent of the Hagg
mur ICO SOU, tine ui mu urn auu
3d.
Corporation, and a man of large and
zens, passed his 91st birthday Jan. 30th. He
He was not a little
excellent feeling.
MONRIK.
is in failing health-Mrs. H. I. Holt of
He had
eccentric in some of his ways.
an f;ivril cl
!»lll^
Lewiston is in town, called here by the illviews and opinions of his own; lie did
prise party Tuesday evening,.!an.28th,by the 11is own thinking; and perhaps this is
ness of her mother, Mrs James Moody....
what made him odd to some people.
student* of the High School.
It was a com
Mr. Kred Moody, who has been at home on
He had'found William Taylor in a
st week for Boston.
plete surprise and .Miss Hillings was p.e
a vacation, left,
tying up bundles for twenty
seated with a nice willow rocker by the store,
a mouth.
He had taken a fancy
dollais
S K A ICS MONT.
A
young people.
very pleasant evening to
him, and knovvilig him to be a
Martha A., widow of the late Israel Mil- was spent and a ticat ot eandx and
pop prompt and correct accountant, induslett of Auburn, died at the home of her son, corn was served.An item has
lecentl} trious and attentive to busines, and of
I)r. Adel her t Millett, Saturday night Feb
appeared in several papers stating that excellent character, he bad given him
his present situation.
William had
1st, aged 77 years and one day. Mrs. Mil- two United States license* were held in
and
for
seven
invalid
has
been
an
lett
years
Monroe f»u retailing liquor.
It has been been married over a year then, and
tew
I
laid
made
hut
w
as
the
father
of
little
to
his
a
since coming
boy.
place
learned iiom good authority that they weie
Three hundred dollars iooked like
acquaintances, hut these privileged to know taken out by two men from out of town
to
William.
So lie took a
great
wages
her loved her for her cheerful and kindly last September for Monroe Fair, as licenses
better house, put a few articles of new
disposition. ! he, son, Dr. A. Millett and to retail soit beer, and that no licenses furniture
into it, opened accounts with
the daughter, Miss Angie Millett, are bewhatever are held in Monroe at the present the
butcher, the grocer, the baker, and
reaved of a devoted and loving ne ther and time. Our Deputy Sheriff, Frank A. Little- the
keeper of the livery stable.
have the sympathy of hosts of friends. lield, will look after the matter in the
On bis present salary be made up his
The interment will he in Auburn, her for- futuie and see that no liquor is sold here. mind that lie could live very handsomea week he took
mer home. ..Mr. and Mrs. .‘Samuel Higgins
-Arthur Ritchie, Ivq., and his brother, ly; and once or twice
have gone to Belfast to take charge of the Elijah Ritchie, from Helfast, were in town Helen out to ride. He was entirely devoted to her, and he enjoyed riding so
Smith farm_Henry Neal lost his best one day last week.Mr. William
Chap- much that it never occurred to him to
horse last week.
man irom Somerville, Mass., is spending a
count the cost.
few days with his daughter, Mrs. Lewis
~SIr. Mason, a careful mau, and feelUNITY.
As reported last week Guy H. Ames, the Ritchie.Mrs. Annie Durham and Mrs.
ing a deep interest in him, did count
18-year-old son of J. II. Ames of Bowdoin- Nelson Curtis spent last week in Hangor, the cost and made up his mind that
William wras a little too fast. His sus
ham, who had been visiting his uncle, Paul visiting friends.Mr. John McKeen, who
was confirmed by the livery
lias employment in Vermont, with his w ife, picion
Ames of this town, was missing and supstable keeper, who came one day to inbeen making a short visit with her
has
to
have
been
drowned.
Tuesday
posed
quire if the corporation owed William
morning, January 28th, before breakfast, parents, Mr. and Mrs. Wilder Parker. anything.
Others had asked the same
he left his uncle's house, saying that he Monroe Lodge, I. 0. 0. F., is doing quite a question. They did not say much, but
lot
of
time.
work
at
the
degree
on
Lake
was going
present
\Vinnecook.
skating
enough for Mr. Mason to understand
Mr. Charles Huzzell is in very feeble healtq that bis protege was in debt.
As he did not return search was made
Only a few of the employees on the
for him and Wednesday a place was found again this winter.
corporation were paid quarterly. On
by the side of the pond w here he evidently
the first day of January, as Mr. Mason
O jSk. & T O* OEHL 1C
sat down to put on his skates, and there
went to the factory, just before eight
The
Kind
You
Hava
Always
were skate tracks on the ice leading to an
Bough'
‘'ears the
_/}
o’clock, he saw the deputy sheriff standair hole, but no others. Sunday Joseph E*
ing at-the gate. He was waiting there,
probably, so that he could rush in and
Nichols, a submarine diver from Augusta

bounty Correspondence.
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it for just

?"

"I did not.”
“Yes, you did!”
“He civil, Mr. Spike, or I shall have
nothing to say to you. I say we did
not pay Mr. Taylor before the time, to
help him cheat you.”
"I've got a bill against him.”
“That is your lookout.”
“And the law allows me to collect it.”
“And 1 don’t object.”
"He won’t pay me. lie is a scoundrel, and a swindler!”
He is a young man
"1 here we differ.
If there is any
of excellent character.
swindling about it, you have swindled

BAKERS COCOA

1
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keep
owe

“And you trustee for

“.Sixty.”
"Very well.

“Humph!’’

“Mr. .Spike, give me your receipt for
;his hill, and I will pay it.”
“And the costs?"
“No; only the lace of tile hill."
“But 1 shall have to pay the sheriff—”
“Very well; you may pay him. favor shall not."
Spike thought and concluded to ae;ept Mr. Mason’s proposition.
“John Randolph said mat 'pay as you
;o’ is the philosopher’s stone, Mr.
Spike. When Taylor rides any more,
Make him pay on the spot.”
“I shall,” and Spike left, m t very
well satisfied.
But William did not ride any more,
vnd a few days after, Mr. Mason very
dndly pointed out to him the pliilom
;)her’s stone. The young man owned
ap to all Mr. Mason had. suspected.
A few days after, a letter eam« from
Aunt Hannah. The old lady was very
lorry the young folks had got lino
trouble, was glad they called upon her,
snclosed a check for live hundred dollars for them to commence anew, and
entreated them never to get trusted
again for anything.
They followed all this good advice
and William and Helen are now models
»f tliriit.

We have the largest line of Valentines ever

at

a

Bought

“‘T

How would you like

Yfnbi

old-fashioned cod liver oil preparation or emulsion, because
Vinol is a much better bodybuilder and strength creator
for old people, weak children,
and for coughs, colds, bronchitis, etc. If it does no good
we will return your money.

honest. He
his debts. Now is it
his
ail
salary for
nearly
weeks, perhaps months?”
“But lie don’t mean to pay.”
“Has he told you so?”
“No; but he asked me to wait, which
is the same thing.”
“Which only proves his honesty, if
he intended to swindle you, he would
not have gone to see you about it. The
debt and credit business is all wrong,
Mr. Spike; and it 1 had the making of
the laws, 1 wo«ld not allow a debt to
be collected by a legal process, unless
an intention to defraud could be shown

COOK, SEARSPORT, MAINE.

M. A.

pack-

A coupon—good far
box of Sweet’s Carbolic Ointment or joc
age of Sweet’s Headache Powders—wrapped with every bottle.

72te dniyersa/

Famifcf
Medicine
For All Emergencies
A 25-cent bottle of Lee's not only means the best liniment
known to medical science today, but nearly twice as much of it
as you can get of any other kind for 25 cents.
Ask your dealer.
CALDWELL SWEET CO., Props.
Bangor, Maine.
Sweet’s Carbolic Ointment quickly soothes and heals all skin eruptions,

FOR
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City Point.»7
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Brooks. 7
*7
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Hiorndike. 7
7
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12 1»
12 20
2i* *12 30
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12 42
44 *12.-4
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PM

11 36

4 60

9 20

D. H 25
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7 65
9 00
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AM
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Portland.
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WALDO SS.—To the sheriffs of our respective
Counties or either of their DepuGreeting:
ties,
We command you to attach the goods or estate
of Manuella Harding of Framingham, County of
Middlesex. Commonwealth of Massachusetts, to
the value of ftlty dollars, and summons tlie defendant (if she may be found within your precinct), to appeal before our Justices ot our Supreme Judicial Court, next to be holden at Eellast, within and for the County of Waldo, on the
I). 1908, then and
first. Tuesday of January, A
there in our said Court to answer unto Henry F.
of
of
Waldo, and state
Liberty, County
Harding
Df Maine, in a plea of divorce in which the plaintiff represent as follows, to wit:
STATE OF MAINE.
County of Waldo, ss.
To the Honorable Justices of Hie Supreme Judicial Coin t, next to be held in I’.elfast, within and for the • oiinty aforesaid, on the first
Tuesday of January, t9U8:
F.

HAKDING of Liberty, in the Conn j

HENRY
t> ot Waldo, respectfully libels
said ourt to be informed that he

ami gives
married to
Manuella Rogers of Framingham, Mass., on the
third dav of November, A. D 1880, by Rev. Mr.
oush of Needham Mass., a minister of the G»speldulv authorized to solemnize marriages; that
your libellant lias alwavs been f iithful to his
marriage vows and obligations, but that the said
Manuella Harding, being wholly regardless or
tier marriage vows aud duties, did utterly desert
your libeil«»nt on me iourm any oi .«ay, a, it,
1881, which desertion has continued to the present tune without inteiruption and your libellant
says he lias resided in said Liberty in good failli
since September 1,1906.
That said libellee deserted your libellant with
;>ut cause, as he provided a good borne lor her
since said marriage and has been ready and
willing to do the same since said desertion, and
that your libellant further alleges Hint the resilience ol his wile is not known to him and cannot be ascertained by reasonable diligence.
w heteioie your libellant prays that the bond
id matrimony now existing between him and his
said wile tnay he dissolved.
Dated at Liberty, Maine, this 30th day of September, a. D 1907.
HENRY F. HARDING.
was

<

STATE

OF MAINE.

September 30,

sb.

1907.

Harding and
made oath io the truth of the above ilhei by him
ce
dgiic and that he h s used reasonable diligei
and is
Per.-oiially appeared Henry E

ascertain ihe residence of said 1 belee
inable to ascertain the same and that it is to him
iclually unknown. I'.efo e me,
L. D. JONES. Justice ol the Peace.
o

Yet

though often requested, the said defendant

he same has not paid, but neglects aim refuses
>o to do; to the damage of said plaintiff, as he
winch shall then
says, the sum of.^ilty dollars,
with other due dam
md there be made to
tges.

appear
And have you there this wiit. with your

..
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America
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Street, Belfast.

Spring
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7*0

represent

Mince Pies, Cookies and Doughnuts, at

9*0
s 46

7 00

to

FOR SALE

TO BELFAST.
PM
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L.
S

M

BUCKLIN
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co n
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I

goods of every de
script ion. Fili n
lure, bedding,car

4 22
Benton.. t7 22 tlOOl
4 33
Clinton. t7 33 f 10 10
4 60
Burnham, depart. 8 36 10 20
5 06
8 53
10 45
Unity.
6 16
11 *<
Hiorndike. 9 02
Knox.
16 24
t9 10 <1110
1130
6 40
9 26
Brooks.
*r 50
19 85 *1140
Waldo.
6 00
f'itv Point.
19 46 >11 6<»
11 55
B 06
9 60
Belfast, arrive
station.
tFIag
Limited tickets for Boston are now sol- at
$5.00 from Belfast and all stations on Branch
Through tickets lo all points West and Nnrt.
west, via all routes, for sale hy Lewis Sanborn
\ trout, Belfast.
MORRIS M(’l)ONALl),

pets,

stoves,

et«

Antique furiiitm
specialty. It V"
have anything 1
sell drop me

a

a prompt call.
WALTER It. COOMBS.
Corner Cross and Federal Streets, Belfast.

postal card and you will receive

..

Trundy’s Liniment

vice rresioent auu oenerai uauager

F. E. Boothrv. lien'l l’ass. and Ticket Agent.

Will afford instant relief for headache, earach.
toothache, backache, elites rheumatism, neural
gin, lumbago, corns, burns, bruises, .sore tl:i\>a
pains around the liver, swelling of joints ,u.
pains oi all kinds- Allans iiiflammat’oii and pi
vents p isoiling. For external use only. I’n
cents at It. li. Moodl’s. Aiade by S. I). Tiuiuh
iviJti
Stockton Springs, Maine.

BANGOR DIVISION.
TWO TRIP SERVICE.

SEARSPORT

HEATING AND FLEMEING.

Reduced

fares—Belfast

lo

Boston,
Stoves

S test in,

$2.25.

iu

Steamers lea *1 Be I fit-1 at 2.ao p in M n lays,
autl limrsd *ys for Camden, line..land aim l>os-

st.\i

w edm

sday s

aim

i.i v

i.nit

on ai rival ol steamei
ami ."ammays

lioin

osli.u

Ail ireiglit, except live stock,
lire and marine • i<k
Fhhi' W CUl !•, Agent

at
m

or

is insured

a»a

Belfast, Mail

>.

ltt*|»ilii>.

Work.

si*:AK.yoiM',

mmni

1

WANTED

5 «)0

Wednesday

iv.

Stove

Iron

lyrDl

Saturdays.

l; K
l liMNU
Steamers leave Boston. Foster's wharf
I aiays
ami
p. in.. 1 uesdays.
oeklaml, via Camden, at il.'-ai a.
Leave

atml

I'lsite, iiml Sheet

I 011

For Searsport. Buc.ksport and \\ interport at.
7 4.r> a. m., o' on ai rival of steamer from uostou,

Housekeeper to <lo general liolise work
hmail>

family.

list

gvvo*

CIIA lil KS K. HILI,,
Searsport Maine

e.

iomgs therein

At Druggists. 25 cents, or mailed.
Humphreys’ Medicine Co., Cor. William and John
Streets. New York.

Witness Luciiius A. Kmeiy, Chief Justice of
jur said Court, at I elfasl, the 30th day of «ep
ember, in the year of our Lord one thousand nine
Did seven.
TILESTON VVADLIN, Clerk.
STATE OF MAINE.

NERVOUS

DEBILITY,

Vital Weakness and Prostration from overwork and other
causes.

Humphreys’

Homeo-

pathic Specific No. 28, in

use

.over 40 years, the only successful remedy. $1 per vial, or special package for serious cases, $8.
Sold by

Druggists, or sent

prepaid

on receipt of prlOQt

Humphreys’ Med* Co., William & John Sts*» N. Yi

$25.00 RtWARD
lie above reward will be paid to any person
wb<* will bring inloimntmn that "ill lead lo the
arrest and con vietion ol any person or persons
einoving any ol the stone wails irom the Otis
H. .J. t li -ILFS, Supt.
arms.
ni48
b el last, November 2(5, \W

Court,
January Term, 1908
rhe
Upon the foregoing libel, ordered, that
liheliant give notice to the libele of the pendreof
tin
attested
an
copy
ency th* reof by causing
HARM 1 uR isALH
and of this order ilieuon tube published three
weeks successively in The Republican Journal, a
In
f
Montville, *»n Ayer’s lildge.
j
iuw>paper printed at Belfast, in the county
l oiter, containing
Waldo, the last publication thereof t" be thirty
Faun ol the hue Albeit
next
s
id
Court
of
term
days, at least, belore the
75 acres, well divided into tillage, | asture and
to be holdeii at Beltast, within and for the County
and
bain,
house
good well ol
timid
woodland
It l*
of Waldo, on the third Tuesda\ of April next,
water, pple orchard, self olliouse in ar by
that Ihe libellee may then and tlieie appear and 1>
Me.;
and
freedom,
both
front
Liberty
delivery
show cause,if any she has, why the prayer of the also a
For
terms
impure
telephone in tlie In-use.
libellant should not be granted.
°"
Attest: TILEmToN WADLIN, Clerk.
EU.MN A.POKTKK.
A true copy of Libel and Order of Court thereon.
PittsttelU, Maiau.
6
Attest; TILEVTON WADLIN, Clerk.
Waldo

sb.

Supreme Judicial

“‘'‘'''"“‘‘■‘"“'DU.

4

terest from year to year in business created
experience and capital not necessary. Good «»i
portunity. Write. .1 N- TRAINER, 2 > West 20th
Street, New York City.

16

B

PM

or

9

Magazine, edited by F. J’. Dunne (‘ Mr D
ley”). Ida M. Tarbell. Lincoln Steffens,
Straight proposition. Good pay. ( uni mum

A M

8 65

SALE

One of ti e best hay farms in the county, eon*
taining about luo acres of the best land; n*
rocks, plenty of wood, also s< me timber, goo,
pasture, well watered. Abundance of fruit trees
Good bouse, ell, shed and carriage bouse, al>
large barn. ( uts 40 tons bay, which will he so:,
Also all farming tools
with farm if wanted.
Located lj miles from nostofliee. 1nquire of
THOM S GANNON.
Lower Congress St., Belfast, Me.
35tf

7, 1907, tiams eonuei lug
at Burnnani and Waterville uuli through train*
for and from Bangor, Waterviile Portland and
after

On itmi

Boston
noscon,

Waldo

SAMPLE MAILED FREE.

asssrtmer

I have them all styles and prices.

$1.00 Valentine?

a

Waterville.

R. H. MOODY, DRUGGIST,
BELFAST, MAINE.

or

ONE APPLICATION BRINGS RELIEF.

large

a

xo cents.

Taylor is

FOR FIFES,

give

Valentine Post Cards from I to 15 Cents Each.

After Once l asting

means to pay all
right to lock up

WITCH HAZEL
OIL ::::::

can

YOUNG MEN AND WOMEN

The anPortland, Me., Jan. 2S.
nual meeting of the. Union mutual lite
insurance company was held today,
Ilenry 13. Cleaves, Frederick Itoliie.
Selden Connor and lidward 13. Winslow
were elec ted directors tor three years.
Frederick Richards was chosen president, Arthur U. Bates vice president
and Joseph 11. Drummond clerk.

no one wants an

HUMPHREYS’

have,

lew price.

Union Mutual Life Insurance Co.

lifty!”

your property if you choose to do so.
Look at it:—-here is a young man on a
salary of three hundred dollars a year.
Y'ou let him horses; you trust him
along for two or three mouths, and
thus encourage him to spend Ins money
upon what lie cannot afford, and which,
it he had to pay for it on the spot he
would not have. Riding is a useless
luxury. Y’ou have led this young man
along till he has run up a bill of thirty
dollars—one-tentli of his salary for a
year. Now, do you suppose if you had
made him pay for Ins horse when he
had him, be would, or could have ridden a quarter part of what be has?”
“1 suppose not; but that is liis lookout.”
“And yours to get your pay. Now,
if he had paid your bill today, he could
not have paid his butcher or his baker,
probably, and they would refuse to
trust him, and thus perhaps his family
might suffer.”
“No business to have a family.”
“Nay, 1 commend him for that; and
he can support them decently, if any
him the value of
one would teach
But A. B. and C. trust him,
money.
and he lives beyond his means.”
“That’s his lookout, not mine.”
“If there were no laws by which you
could collect this debt, Taylor would
The credit
have been better off today.
system, properly restiained, is well
like
too see a
tmough; but I do not
young man placed in your power, perhaps hampered for life, because yourde-

a line as I

large

as

in town.

seen

SHIPMENT

FACTORY
Just received and buying

ITT. !£

Ilifl Kind You Have Always

Bears *ho

you?”

oi

can.

iire to do a large business induces you
up long bills.”

him out of

fairly supposed.”
“Humph! Y'ou would let us be cheated out ol our properly?”
Ill wouid let you cheat yourself out

that you get the genuine,
our trade-mark on every

:o run

UllllV/UHJ.

trouble.”
“You shall?”
“How much does he
“Thirty dollars.”

sure

Kr

Iffl WALTER BAKER & CO. Ltd. S

"1 never got a dollar out of him.”
“You win; he is honest and will pay
your bill,”
“1 doubt it, if he has you to keep him
"1 shall endeavor to

Be

bearing

him.”

UUt Ul

pw

FIRST in Ypars-Established 1780
wyjffiFIRST in Honors—50 Highest Awards
^BST on the Breakfast Tables of the

e—

deny

gT

®

opened.”

"He was.”
“Well; what did you

AS WHOLESOME AS IT IS DELICIOUS

«

A model ii two story house on Congress street
with bathio in. gas, etc. Carriage house and
stable. About one acre of land with orchaid.
3w;t
inquire at

36 Church Street, Belfast, Maine.

Ii.

H.

MADDOCKS,

CARRIAGE AND WACON
PAINTER AND DECORATOR
ill the George A. Matthews carriage shop,
lormeiiy occupied by Gre< ii & day, Washington street, lielfast, Maine.
All work promptly anti neatly done.

For Over

Old

»N

ALONG ARNOLD’S TRAIL

Sixty Yearn.

Weld-Tried Remedy.

and

has been
M?s Winslow's Soothing Syrupmillions
of
sixty years by
Led for overtheir
children while teething,
L iters for
the

FROM

child,
success. It soothes
cures
(tens the gums, allays all pain, lliarfor
,1 colic, and is the best remedy
Sold
taste.
to
the
by
Is pleasant
,,
•osts m every part of the world.
is
value
inV "..tv-five cents a bottle. Its
-I'a'ble. Guaranteed under the hood
f'
Serial
| lungs Act, June 30th, 1906,
\ vt-mber, 1098.
■

"

perfect

I,

BY

DeWitt’s Little Early Risers, pleasHi,. pills. They are easy to take. Sold
i; II. Moody.
following advertisement is published
Kreisblatt, a newspaper published at
“Can any one
list, near Wiesbaden:
me with the names of the balloonists
when passing over the village of hied
Thursday evening, dropped a bag of
-t down my chimney, and completely
1 a fruit-tart which 1 was cooking?—
Schmidt, 14, Britzelgasse, Ried.”
Witt’s Carbolized Witch Hazel Salve
and
-t for cuts, burns, boils, bruises
it is especially good for piles.
lies
i,V K. 11. Moody.
-“Have you been coming here every
a

season.

This

resort, you know, ever

since

“Where did you go that

year?”—

the baby is cross and has you wora little
worn out you will find that
the well known remedy for
-Mswr t,
one
little
the
and Children, will Quiet
The ingredients are prmt,.i t time.
Contains no opii,ly on the bottle.
Sold by IT. II. Moody.
._“Did you tin much talking this
ci wheu you were away?
_“Ves; even my tongue got sunan

,i

■

it laurels lie would win;
as to turn his poem out
lore lie turns it in.
v lien he has his verses penned,
re seems to be no doubt,
on as he has turned ’em in,
ieoiie will turn him out.

the “Old Emery House,” which still
stands and which is one of the oldest
wooden buildings in Maine. After meet-

I.

independence. Washington fully
realized the political and military value
and far reaching importance to the
country of this Canadian expedition, if
for

i.”—Pick-Me-Up.

“I
Barber of Elton, IVis., says:
:v taken four doses of your Kidney
adder Bills and they have done for
has ever
,e than any other medicine
1 am still taking the pills as 1 want
Mr. Barber refers to Deet cure.”
Kidney and Bladder Bills. They
: by R. 11. Moody.

CANADA.

My wanderings for pleasure and historical research have included the Kennebec, Bead River and Chaudiere.
Along these beautiful rivers, from the
sea at Bath to Canada, I have followed
the route of Arnold’s terrible march
through the wilderness of Maine to
Quebec, jotting down in my note book
incidents and traditions of this ill-fated
expedition, which occurred at the opening of the American Revolution. Every
school boy in the State of Maine is
more or less familiar with its history,
and this is chiefly due to the traditions
and romance which have come down to
The exus from several generations.
pedition was one of the most fatal military mistakes in the annals of our
When our early
Congress
nation.
raised Benedict Arnold—then a brave
soldier and patriot, but later a traitor
to his country—to the rank of colonel,
and Washington gave him the command of 1,100 picked troops to march
through the wilds of Maine and attack
Quebec, it was near the end of September: too late in the season to send such
It is
an expedition to the far North.
not my intention, however, to criticise
Washington, for it is well known that
after he took command of the Continental Army at Cambridge in July
1775, he was harassed by delays and
hindrances by Congress and the Colomai governors, uniy a gieai. man
and a great general could have managed as well as he and overcome the
mighty difficulties which he faced
throughout the eight years of the war

...

-‘Oil, no; not every

TO

FRANK W. OOWEN.

NO.

is said, doctor, that you treated your
id for liver trouble and he died of
ndi trouble!”
When 1 treat a pa( famous slander!
for liver trouble he dies from that!
Fliegende Hlaetter.
■i stand

been

MAINE

sucessful, but he

was

overwhelmed

with cares day by day in organizing an
army, and at the same time straining
soon as
every nerve to get together as
possible a picked army for Arnold.
Would that he might have succeeded in
starting the army of invasion north
! six weeks earlier, so that it might have
escaped the terrible trials and hard1 ships ol the march. Arnold could have
of
! then have united his army with that
General Montgomery after the fall of
Montreal and Great Hritian would
probably have lost her Canadian colony as well as her thirteen American

|

—Yonkers Statesman.

should
tiling taken into the stomach
-ted fuitv within a certain time,
not in
is
stomach
that
it feel
your
that [l.e food you have eaten is
natural
a
good,
i,a digested, take
that will do the work the digesThe best remedy
are not doing.
is
;.,lat for all stomach troubles
which is guaranteed to give prompt
it
digests
It is a natural digestant;
and is
It eat.it is pleasant to take
II.
K.
Jloody.
by

|

colonies.

On the 19th of September, only
short time after St. John and Montreal
had fallen under the generalship of the
a

gallant Montgomery, General Arnold

sailed out of the harbor of Xewburyon
port, Massachusetts, with his troops
ten transports, and two days later arColj rived with his army at Colonel
burn’s shipyard, a short distance-below
the village' of South Gardiner on the
Kennebec river. General Henry Dearborn, who accompanied Arnold on this
—“How did you capture him?”
states in his Journal of
Iiy surrendering.”-Illustrated expedition,
this invasion that Col. Colburn, who
built these boats, was never paid tor
n-s when you don’t feel just right,
nor were his heirs paid, although
them,
U leave a bad stomach, take sqrneI they urged Congress from time to time
; t away tiiat will assist digestion;
Sometime during
settle the claim.
-thing that will stimulate for a time to
the the day on the 21st of September,
tiling that will positively do
General Arnold and his principal ofthat the stomach performs under
and normal conditions, sinne- ficers arrived at Fort Weston, and we
do
’lo
miturfuinoH uf Ml ft “(irftat
1 ,i will make the food digest,
must take a natural digestant like
was burned in 1800.
which
House,”
Kodol is a scientific
i iyspep>ia.
He remained there some time prepar,,n of vegetable acids aitli natural
and stores for the final
and contains tile same juices ing his army
Each dose embarkation for Quebec. This fort
stomach.
a health!
was erected in 1754 on a beautiful tract
-St more than 3,000 grains of good
is sure to afford prompt relief; it of land commanding a line view of the
to
what you eat and is pleasant
river between Augusta and Hallowed.
Mild by K. Ii. Moody.
While at the State Capitol recently 1
old fort and its surround■Hi Capitalist (smilingly)—“How’s visited this
,t gold mine panning out?
ings, but only a part of the original
Mine 1’iomoter—“beyond expecta- Fort Weston, which covered a large
old fort,
\ by, old man, it’s assaying over a
space of land, remains. The
I suckers to tiie ton of literature.
or rather that part of it now standing,
was converted into a dwelling house
Its cellar walls are well
years ago.
mi in the morning feeling blue,
others and worry you;
preserved, hut the big timbers are
Only a few years
secret between you and me,
beginning to decay.
ike Rocky Mountain Tea.
more and tins historic landmark will
R. 11. Moody.
of AnI pass away, unless the citizens
which 1
ad his head shaved when he stay- g us til take steps to preserve it,
ate the other night, and now his ; earnestly hope they will do before it is
! speak to him.”
too late.
s the kick ?’
From the stories or traditions which
that when she opened the door
to tis we learn that
,.-<i for him her hand must have have come down
I Arnold and his soldiers had high times
Houston Post.
while at Fort Weston, and quantities
v.iffer with indigestion, constipaof English rum, "the curse of manm>'.in and cross, no strength or
Arnold was then
were drank.
\oui
sjstem is unhealthy, liol- kind,”
i; >’ck\ Mountain Tea makes the sys- 35 years ol age, with a haughty, comTabi manding presence and possessed of a
i,a and healthy.
35c., Tea or
of
man
was a
11. Moody.
He
5 quick temper.
great courage and physical strength,
wife has a beautiful voice. I could
hut lacked the cool judgment and stert all night.”
1|
He was
often have to.”—Cleveland Lead- ling qualities of Washington.
this expedition by
on
accompanied
1
several brave and courageous young
up waste tissue, promotes appemen whose names became famous in
es digestion, induces refreshing
i.g renewed strength and health,
political and military life in later times.
Mountain
at Hollister’s Rock}
There was Aaron Burr, then a lad of
p».
35c., Tea or Tablets. R. H. ! only 19 summers, allerwards a great
! lawyer and Vice President of our land,
who died
the papers that a girl drank a j1 His duel with Hamilton,
from his wounds, universally mourned,
Ai yesterday and almost died from
of it.”
lost him the respect of his fellowmen
‘:*-\
arrest her for attempted sui- and lie went forth to engage in treason
against his country and died in distress
happened in Pittsburg, and she and poverty.
There was young Cap! that she took it by mistake for
tain Daniel Morgan, a famous rifleman,
—Youth’s
..

1

j

■

|

|

|
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Companion.

I

I.

from impure blood. Can’t
blood with faulty digestion, lazy
*
-luggish bowels. Burdock Blood
ilengthens stomach, bowels and
: purifies the blood.
come

?
'i

j

}
I

to realize,” said young Mr.
luit I am no longer a mere youth,
I vc got a little hair on my lip.”
uid Miss Pert, “and 1 suppose

..it

1
■'

I
|

!t

!•'

or so

you’ll have another one.”

phia Press.

!■

ituring skin eruptions, disfig-

■■

drive

5;

one

wild.

Doan’s Oint-

quick relief and lasting
any drug store.

s

cures,

•at

the opera last night.”
hear?”
s.
Browning is going to get a
is.
Biggs has the dearest dog

1 }uu
1

lit),

(tilu

me

11

ii' luns

an-

iiu.”—Harper’s Weekly.
a couple of
ets, and mve your stomach,
.<
the help they will need.
easy, regular passages of the

I.eavy meal, take
a

“You have been drinking
you, now?”
id—“.M’dear, I cannot tell a

|

n’t

\
$
■

l

i)

Then you are
‘You can’t!
I thought!”—Illustrated

than

-,

friend—Dr. Thomas’ Kelec-

toothache, earache, sore
IDals cuts, bruises, scalds. Stops
1

y

i

u res

,n.

sweet of you, Mr. Guffy,” she
“to want me to marry you. Hut

I’m such an extravagant girl,
think you could dress me?”
he stammered, blushing, “I—I
ni l. if
you don’t have these waists
in in the back with hooks and
leveland Leader.

‘•>\s
u
1

!

1

I

l

lie

Jumping off Place.
ni,| ,,(>!, i,ad me in its grasp; anh I
1"-ached the jumping off place
advised to try Dr. King’s New
«nd 1 want to say right now, it
M1. life.
Improvement began with
a, tile, and after
taking orte dozen
■•■is a well and
happy man again,
uige Moore, of Grimesland, N. C.
niHily for coughs and colds aud healak, sore lungs and for preventing
111,1 New
Discovery is supreme. 60c.
at ^
Moody, druggist. Trial
1

1

I

[

i
■

H

t,

I

flK'

*-,,-

hs/VMm,.

.ronui

ter leaving this fort to repair a few of
his boats be bivouaced with his army
over night at Taylor’s Point, a short
distance above Fairfield village, where
be and his officers were quartered at

lll

4

if

the Revolution and a true friend to
Washington. Still another young cap.
tain who toiled on day by day with
Arnold and h s army in the wilderness,
became later in life a great general and
Secretary of War under Jefferson’s
General
was
This
administration.
Ileury Dearborn. Little did he realize
then that nearly 40 years later, in the
war of 1812, he would be in command
of a great army, called the “Army of
the Center,” to again invade Canada
Soon after
on tlie Niagara Frontier.
the close of the Revolution in 1785,
General Dearborn bought, a large tract
of land in Gardiner, Maine, and erected
He was twice
a tine residence there.
sent to Congress from the "old Kenuebee District” and in 1801 was appoinof War by Jefferson.
ted Secretaryminister
to Portugal in
I He was also
At the age of 78 lie passed away
1822.
I in Roxhury, Massachusetts. Few*pubI lie men ever resided in tire State of
j Maine who were more popular or more
j beloved than General Henry a Dearmem
: born. Major Timothy Bigelow,
of the most aristocratic
I her of one
also
was
families in Massachusetts,
with Arnold on this march, and I shall
have more to say of him later.
On the first of October General Arnold left Fort Weston and ascended
the Kennebec slowly in his boats, stopping briefly at Fort Halifax in Wins
low opposite the beautiful city of Waterville. This fort was built in 1754 on
a point of land between the Sebasticook
and Kennebec rivers. The old blockhouse now standing at the end of the
new bridge which spans the Sebasticook
is not “The Fort,” as it is spoken of today, but only an outpost, and is all that
is left of this military fort which long
ago stood ready as a defense against
the attacks of Indians and the soldiers
from over the sea. Generations of men
have come and gone since this old blockhouse was built, and in passing it I ofteD
think of ttie beautiful lines of Homer:
“Like leaves on trees the race of man is found.
Now green in youth, now withering o.n the ground.
Another race the following spring supplies,
They fall successive, and successive rise.
So generations in their course decay.
So flourish these, when those have passed away.’,

Arnold’s stay at Fort Halifax was
brief, and as it was necessary soon af

with some difficulty in getting his
boats past Skowhegan falls he arrived
at the famous Indian Old Point in Norlidgewock, as near as I can ascertain, on
the 4th of October. The writer loves
to point on the map of Maine to “Narausona,” or as the poor Indian loved
to call it, “The place of those who
travel by water,” as one of the most
important places at which Arnold and
his army tarried to pay their respects to the memory to a ereat and
pure man who left his native land of
France and everything dear to him on
earth to carry the gospel of Christ to
savage races in the wilderness of
America. For nearly 40 years the Rev.
Sebastian Rasle preaehed the gospel to
the Indians in the deep forests of
Maine; but the poor Indians where are
they? No longer the smoke of their
wigwams and the fires of their conncils
rise from our valleys; no longer their
songs and war dances ring through our
mountains and hills, and their arrows
whistle no
and deadly tomahawks
Their decay
more through our forests.
as a race is one of the saddest in the
history of our land. When the Euroin time
peans came to our shores and

ing

OUR CHOIR.

LOBSTERS ARt INCREASING.
Coast Fishermen Unions are Co-operating
With Maine Fish Wardens.
The first anDual report of Hon. James
Donohue of Rockland, commissioner on
sea and shore fisheries, shows that during the past year, 120,000 more lobsters
were caught than during the preceding
year. The value of the catch was $364,816

higher

than in the

preceding

year,

due to the high price which the fisherThe report says:
men received.
“The lobster fishery is the most important branch of the sea and shore
fisheries and in which there are a greatIn
er number of violations of law.
1907, the past year, there were caught
in the waters of the State 8,698,671 legal
lobsters, the value of which was $2,005,462. This number as returned by the
wardens to my office shows an increase
over the preceding year of 119,159 lobsters, with an increase in valuation of
$364,816.
“The numbers of small lobsters seized
and liberated by the wardens in the past
of persons
year is 37,397 and the number
held for the violation of the lobster law

There’s Jane Sophia,
And Ann Maria,
With Ob'diah,
And Jedekiah,
Sing in onrohoir.

'■VOHNSON'b
■H LINIMENTI

And Jane Sophia soprano sings,
So high you’d think her voice had wings
To soar above all earthly things
When she leads off on Sunday;
While Ann Maria’s alto choice,
Kings out iu such harmonious voice,
That sinners in the ohurch rejoice,
And wish she’d sing till Monday.

BpSu^—^G^^B
II

And Obadiah’s tenor high.
Is unsurpassed beneath the sky.
Just hear him sing, “Sweet By and By,”
Aud you will sit and wonder.
While Jedekiah’s bass profound,
Goes down so low it jars the ground.
And wakes the echoes miles around,
Like distant, rolling thunder.
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NOTICE

FOLEYSHONIY^TAR

for children; tafe, tare. A o oplatet
The January dividends of $180,000,000 are
enough to go around, but they won’t.—
Providence Tribune.

Foley’s Orino Laxative is a new remedy'
improvement on the laxatives of formei
years, as it does not gripe or nauseate and
is pleasant to take. It is guaranteed. R. H
Moody.
Me—“She is a decided blond, isn’t she?’
She—“Yes, but she only decided recent
ly.”—London Opinion.

an

“A mere gallery play,” declared the oi
magnate.
“Then you won’t pay that hne?
“If we do, my boy, it will be with stagi
money.”—Pittsburg Post.
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Serial number 618.
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Bargain for our I

b Subscribers
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Sheriff’s Sale.

a good man hung up his watch behis best girl hung up her stocking.—
Manchester Union.

■
H

bottle; large bottle holdjng three times
as much, 50c.
Sold everywhere.

a

Mrs. Deal.Harrison Cunningham, who
has been quite ill, visited his daughter,
Mrs. E. U. Littlefield, several days last
week.E. H. Littlefield, E. A. Robertson,
H. P. White and Joshua Littlefield all harvested their ice last week on Toddy pond.
The ice was seant 12 inches in thickness.

....Henry

Nickerson’s

buildings

FARRfSS

I have customers for several Waldo County
Send complete description with
farms.
prices and terms.
WILLIAM LINCOLN WEST,
524 West 160th St.. New York, N. Y.
tf4

were

The wind blew very
burned Feb.
bard and the men were in the woods at
work, so but little was saved. It is thought
to have caught around the chimney. It is
out of doors in winvery hard to be turned
ter and they have the sympathy of all ill
town.The two invalids, Mrs. Deal and
Mrs Webb, seem about as usual this winter
is loading a car
so far.E. H. Littlefield
with hay at Waldo Station.....Mr. Jennys,
one
day last week
who is 83 years old, walked
most youug men
two miles as quickly as
E H. Littlefield loaded last week
could
at Waldo Station a car of hay for the Belfast Fuel & Hay Co.
2nd.

...

House for Sale.
Story and hall bouse with ell. Seven rooms,
pantry, cellar and clothes presses, (lood cistern.
Bkrn, carriage house, work simp and hen house.
Apple, pears, plum and cherry trees; raspberries

and grapes; all kinds of shrubs and
Fine house lot connected will sell with or
without the property. Terms: part down, balance
on easy terms to the right parties. Enquire Mondays and Wednesdays at
HATTIE 'MRRINEIPS.
15 Bay View Street, Belfast.
3H14*

gooseberries

roses.

:

—

The New Idea
Woman’s

,

....--

Many
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8,125.716 Rheumatics in

iuv»vwuv«

cause

■

H

mass.

By

...

something

Guaranteed under Kci.,1 and Drugs Act.

J

United States.

mvtiwiiu

into

I
I

serious.

Cholera
CollC
Good for external pains
Asthma
too. For 9 7 years has cured
Bronchitis sprains, strains, muscular
Influenza rheumatism, sciatica, lumjoints,lame back,
Pleurisy1 bago,stiff
etc.
Try it!

.»

Aimi ||f ■

II

develop

Shake it off at
a few drops of
Johnsons Anodyne Lmiment on sugar and see how
quickly it will bring relief.

p

u k

■ll

may

Catarrh

tpB
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Don’t talk to me of Patti’s fame,
Of Nicolini’s tenor tame;
Of Cary’s alto—but a uame—
Or Whitney’s ponderous basso I
They sing no'more like Jane Sophia,
And Ann Maria, Obadiah,
And Jedekiah, in our choir,
Than oats siug like Tomaso!
[Musical Record.

More than 75 per cent, of the
is 48.
Eva—“I hear that your sister, Edna, has
violations of the lobster law were in
a young dentist calling on her?”
the counties of Sagadahoc, Cumberland
Katharine—“Yes, and when we hear her
and York, the counties in which there scream we don’t know whether he is stealwere until very recently no lobster fishing a kiss or pulling a tooth.”—Chicago
Branches
ermen’s protective union.
have been and are now being formed in
these counties and if they are as effecestablished trading posts throughout tive in helping to protect the small lobthe
supplied the sters as their brothers have been in
wilderness, they
Indians with liquor to secure their fur other counties the number seized and
trade'and degraded and ruined them as liberated by the wardens in 1908 will be
No one can contemplate the much less than those reported in 1907.
a race.
“At present more than 1500 lobster
doom of the Indians without emotions
Uric-O.
Can All Be Cured
of sadness. It may have been that the fishermen on this coast are aiding and
of
hearts of many of the brave soldiers
assisting the wardens in every way in
sadand
with
the
small
their power to protect
Arnold’s army were touched
If rheumatism continues to spread as it has in
soil seed lobsters. 1 hope within the next
ness, as they stood on the historic
:_3
the past few years, it would seem as though we
the
of
HUUJU^i
and
HIIH
Crtl
tu
8CC
Point
Old
thought
Indian
of
y
would before long become a nation of cripples.
dark deeds which occurred at that place least 2500, as branches are being formed The terrible destructiveness of this disease is
for this purpose the entire length of the
51 years before.
apparent on every side of us. Almost uine out
My next article will treat briefly of coast.
of ten of the cripples one meets had their afflic“in round numbersi37,000 short lobthe English assault, the awful conflaHow many
tion brought ou by Rheumatism.
gration and slaughter of Father Rasle sters were seized and liberated by the
thousand more there are that are hopelessly bi-dwardens within the past year. It is
dim 111 C J/VUl
Rheumatism,
riden and whom we never see.
safe to say that this number does not j
from the very nature of the disease, can never
PILES! PILES! PILES!
represent one in 25 of the number of cure itself and if
is
bound
to grow
neglected
Williams’ Indian Pile Ointment will cure small lobsters illegally used. On that
If you ever have auy
Blind, Bleeding and Itching Piles. It basis, it means that approximately 1,- worse rather than better.
absorbs the tumors, allays itching at once, 000,000 of short lobsters were destroyed twinges of Rheumatism, go to the druggist and
Y\ Uacts as a poultice, gives instant relief.
Estimat- get a bottle of Uric-O. the wonderful new Rheuon this coast in the past year.
and it is the only
liams’ Indian Pile Ointment is prepared
them at a price of four cents each, matic Specific. It will cure you
ing
the
of
parts.
and
private
for Piles
itching
amount to $40- treatment in the world that will cure you permaMold by druggists; mail 50c and SI 00. \\ il- a fair average, it would
and thoroughly. Uric-O cures by its di000; whereas if they were allowed to nently
liams’ M’f’g, Co., Props., Cleveland, O.
blood and kidneys. It
remain in the water for, say one year, rect action on the muscles,
Uric and Rheumatic
at which time they would have attain- seeks out the poisonous
THE BURIAL OF GRANT.
from
the
it
system ai d it is only
ed the legal size, they would be worth Acid and drives
such a nature that will ever cure
$230,000, which shows a loss of $190,000 a treatment of
Ye living soldiers of the mighty war,
Rheumatism. Liniments and plasters only serve
Once more from roaring cannon, and the to the lobster fishermen in this State
another. They never
drums,
the year; and I am glad that the to drive it from one spot to
during
And bugles blown at morn the summons time has arrived when the lobster fish- cure Rheumatism, because it is primarily a blood
comes;
to disease, and until the blood is cleared Horn the
and ermen realize what they are doing
Forget the halting limb, each wound
their own business when they refuse or poison a cure cannot take place.
scar;
You can test Uric-O free of charge if you wish.
neglect to liberate the small lobster
Once more your captain calls to \ ou,
and allow it to grow to market size •Just cm out tliis advertisement and send it to the
Come to his last review!
Smith Drug t o., 239 Smith Bldg.. Syracuse, N. Y.,
and value.
And come ye, too, bright spirits of the dead,
a strict enforcement
together with your name and the name of your
with
“I
believe
emthe
from
heavenward
Ye who flamed
of the present law, with the co-opera- druggist. They will give you an order on him for
battled field;
tion of the fishermen as we are now a 75-cent bottle free, which you can test and try
And ye whose harder fate it was to j ield
Life from the loathsome prison or anguished having from the unions, that inside of to your own satisfaction.
Uric-O is sold and personally recommended iu
bed;
five years our catch will have increased
Dear ghosts! come joiu your comrades from approximately 8,500,090 this year Belfast by R. H. Moody.
here
These
to at least 12,000,000 m 1912.
Beside this sacred bier.
figures are compiled from actual facts
band—
immortal
Nor be ye absent, ye
and actual experience, and not estabW arriors of ages past, and our own age— ished on
theory.
Who drew the sword lor right, and not in
“Too much praise cannot be given to STATE OF MAINE.
in all the Mr. flowers and his officials in the Na- COUNTY OF WALDO, SS.
war that peace might live
tional Fisheries’ department for the
land.
Taken this thirtieth day of January, A. D.
that
assist; nee and encouragement
1908, on ex. cution dated the fifteenth day of JanNor ever struck one vengeful blow',
a. 1) 1908. issued on a judgment rendered
iislithe
of
this
branch
uaiy,
are
But helped the fallen foe.
giving
they
by the Supreme Judicial Comt, within and lor
the County of Waldo and state of Maine, at the
And fail not ye—but, ah, ye falter not
were hatched at the hatchery at Booth- term thereof begun and held at Belfast, in said
1<UC
o join ms m no
7
T
on the first Tuesday of January, A.
Ye who once felt his might, and his for- bay Harbor and liberated along the County,
to wit, on the thirteenth day of January, a.
coast of this State about 140,000,000 1908,
in
tavor of Emma Richmond Lalhrop of
I).
1908.
Brothers, whom more in love than hate he small lobsters, which certainly must be Northport, in the County of Waldo and State f
smote.
a great benefit to this industry aud j Maine, against Beacon Ethical Union, a corporaduly established and existing under the laws
For all his countrymen make room
should have the hearty support and co- : tion
of the State of Maine, and having its princip.il
By our great hero’s tomb!
this
of
resident
of
every
operation
place of business at Northport. iu the County of
Come soldiers—not to battle as of yore,
State. The hatchery at Boothbay Har- Waldo and state of Maine, for one thousand nine
noand forty two dollars and seventy-five
hundred
shed
your
But come to weep; aye,
bor also has hatched and liberated
cents, debt or damage, and ten dollar a and thirtyblest tears;
small cod fish, and the nine cents, costs of suit, and will be sold at public
50,000
nearly
knew
who
For lo, the stubborn chief,
Morse, in
catch of cod fish on this shore the past auctiou at tire office ot ofDunton &
not fears,
Waldo, to the highCounty
that the cod Belfast, in said
est bidder, on the seventh day of March, A. D.
Lies cold at last, ye shall not see him more, year proves conclusively
llow long grim l)eath he fought and well, fish are increasing materially.
1908, at 10 o’clock in the forenoon, the following
“1 trust that our next legislature described several parcels of real estate, and all
That poor lean frame doth tell.
right, title and interest which the said Beacon
will pass some law for the protection the
Ethical Union has in and to tire same and had in
All’s over now; here let our captain rest,
as the present sys- and to the same and in and to each parcel thereof
of
the
small
clams,
and
of
Jilame;
Silent amid the blare
praise
1
and on the twenty sixth day of November. A, I). 1907,
11 Hi e let him rest, while never rests his tem of digging clams for factories
at 2 h ami 20 m. in the afternoon, the time when
summer hotels is rapidly depleting the
fame;
tin* same was attached on tlie wiit in the same
Here in the city’s heart he loved the best. clam fiats by taking from them the suit, to wit:
>
a certain lot or paieel of land
n
hirst Parcel,
And whole our sons his tomb may see
of
small clams, which are
practically
situated atjTemple Heights, so-called, in North
To make them biave as he—
value and are being needlessly destroy.nd state «•: Maine, de*
m
vvH|(j«»
(
ounty
port.
ed.”
scrib* d a* follows, to wit: Beiug lot of land num
As brave as lie—he on whose iron arm
beied 1* in First Range accordinu to survey and
Our greatest leaned, our gentlest and
plan of said I emph* Heights made by Calvin
most wise;
TRANSFERS IN REAL ESTATE.
Kingman in 1883, now on file mWaMo County
seemed mock| Leaned when all other help
Registry of Deeds, and being the same real esing lies,
transfers in real estate tate conveyed to said Beacon Kllnca- Union by
The
following
of
tide
the
! While this one soldier checked
L. Latlnop, by bis deed of warranty,
of MillardDecember
were recorded in \\ aldo county Registry
19, 1900, and recorded in Waldo
dated
harm,
Page 339.
!
And they together saved the State,
Deeds for the week ending, Feb 3, 1908: Registry of Deeds, Book 261,
certain lot m parcel of land
one
other
Also
i And made it free and great.
John W. Buzzell, Rumford, to Carrie &1. situated at Tempie Heights in said Northport.
Kichard Watson Gilder.
Hamlin, Stockton .'Springs; land in Stock- together with the buildings there* n. and describ
ed as to! ows, to wit: Being lot numbered 2. north
Springs.
! SAVED FROM BEING A CKlPPLE FOR tonFrank
11. Crosby, Unity, to 1 ercy W. side of the Park as per survey and plan of C.
Kingman, and being the same real estate conveyLIFE!.
I Crosby, do.; land.
ed to said Beacon Ethical Union by Willard L.
i
Kita SI. ox, Lewiston, to Elisha (J. Nor- Latino, bydiis deed of warranty dated December
in Libeity.
“Almost six or seven weeks ago I became toll Liberty, land and buildings
29. 1900 and recorded iu w aldo Registry of Deeds,
.). C. Durham, et als., Belfast, to Gilbert Book 261, Page 357.
paralyzed all at once with rheumatism," i
Belfast.
in
land
Also one other certain lot or parcel of lai d sitwrites Mrs. Louis McKey, 913 Seventh ! L. Field, do.;
at Temple Heights in said Northport, and
May J. Glidden, Palermo, to Ernest li. uated
Street, Oakland, Cal. “It struckof me m the
as follows, to wit: Being lot uumbered
described
in
Palermo
Jefferson; land
my right Weeks et al
back and extended from the hip
6 in tlie First Range, as per plan and survey of
was
so
sedeeds.)
j and Somerville, (2
leg down to my foot. T he attack
by Calvin Kingman; said plan
Temple
Heights
and was
Hannah I). Gray, Kuoksport, to Alice!
aldo Registry of Deeds, and
vere that 1 could not move in bed
being on file in
Fuller, Camden; land and buildings in being the same real estate conveyed to said
afraid that I should be a cripple for life.
a
Ethical
Union
Beacon
I
received
by Willard L. La hrop, by
Northport.
“About twelve years ago
but never
Frank Kenney, Wiuterport, to Charles C. his deed of warranty dated December 24, 19‘0,
sample bottle of your Liniment
Waldo
in
recorded
and
Registry of Deeds, ook
in
Monroe.
had occasion to use it, as 1 have always Clements do.: land
Page 350.
Sarah and Lerov D. Littlefield, Searsport, 261,
been well, but something told me that
three other certain lots or parcels of land,
Also
in
land
each forty feet square, situated at Temple Heights
Sloan’s Liniment would help me, so I tried to Marcus Littlefield, Wiuterport;
iu said Northport, and described as* follows to
it.
After the second application 1 could get Monroe.
to
Stockton
W.
wit: Being lots numbered 4, 5 and 6 in the second
Calvin
Springs,
walk,
could
Sprague,
three
in
days
up out of bed, and
in
land
Stockton
Range of lots as per survey and plan of Temple
Perry’ W. Sprague, do.;
and now feel well and entirely free from
Heights by Calvin Kingman; said plan being on
pain.
in Waldo Registry of Deeds, and being the
file
at
B. Tootliaker, Belfast, to Shusame r» al estate conveyed to said Beacon Ethical
‘•My friends were very much surprised
in
and
buildings
bel 0. Rich, do.; land
was only too glau
Union by Willard L. Lathrop by his warranty
tny rapid recovery and I
Belfast.
deed dated March 4. 1902, and recorded in Waldo
to tell them that Sloan’s Liniment was the
Registry of Deeds, Book 265, Page 104.
only medicine I used.”
Dated this tliinieth day of January, A. D. 1908.
Loss
Maine’s Fire
$3,073,420
A MOS F. CARLETON, Sheriff
3t6
Suffering and Dollars Saved.
From figures secur“I
Augusta, Jan. 29.
E. S. Loper of Marilla, N. \.» says.*
ed at the office of the State insurance comNOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
am a carpenter and have had many severe
it is learned that the damcuts healed by Buck leu’s Arnica Salve. It missioner today
TIT HERE AS, Eugene Aldus of Belfast, in the
age to ttie property in Maine by fire last
lias saved me suffering and dollars. It is by
amount than
VY County of Walt o and State of Maine, by
i>...»ii.i<r
gulva 1 have, ever
year was $3,073, 420, a greater
the past ten years and his mortgage deed dated the seventeenth day of
found.” Meals burns, sores, ulcers, fever for any year during
A. I)., 19 6, and recorded i'l Waldo
December,
the
the
of
in
the
history
of
greatest
25c at it M. one
<>I Deeds, Book 279, Page 394,
sores, eczema and pi es.
I State. The estimated value of property County Registry
conveyed to me the undersigned, Freu A. BobMo.My l)i uggist.
burned was $14,407,746 There were 2089 bins, a certain lot or parcel of land situated in
fires of which number 237 were a total loss said Belfast, ueseribed as follows, to,wit: Being
BRANCH MILLS.
and 1852 a partial loss. The greatest num- the same premises conveyed to the said Eugene
Miss Gertrude llowe entertained a party ber of fires from any one cause was 360, Aldus by Eliza E. Aldus, bv her warranty deed
October ti, a. 1). 1916, and recorded in
of young people Tuesday evening.Mr. there being 360 fires of unknown origin, dated
Wul o Registry or Deeds, Book 283, Page 323;
hundred and eighty-one were caused and whereas
Two
i
to
went
Bra
'Street
the condition of said mortgage has
Augusta
G.
A.
Mrs.
and
and
; by lightening, 237 by detective tines
been broken, lmw, therefore, by reason *>f the
Thursday.The pupils of the Palermo and chimneys and 111 by burning out of breach of the condition thereof, I claim a loreclosun ot said mortgage.
and Branch Mills schools gave an exhibi- chimneys.
Dated this twentieth day of .January \ 1> 1908.
tion at Grange hall Friday evening.. Much
FRED A. KO*ii»INS.
3w4
CKNTKlt.
SW4MTL1.E
credit is due both teachers and pupils for
a son of Fred
Drown,
James
Drown,
the success of the entertainment—Mr. and
fell on the frozen ground and
Mrs. A. C. Doe will leave home this week when running
Dr. Curtis of Searsport
his wrist.
for a visit of several weeks among relatives broke
Public safety demands that all persons be hereset the bones and he seems to be getting
F.
and
Connecticut.T.
in Massachusetts
by warned not to meddle with any hydrants in
evening, Feb. 7th, the citv, unless for fire purposes or authorized by
well.Friday
along
his
of
last
week
grandYoung was the guest
Her order,
Miss Nellie Rose and her pupils ill district me.
J. D. WALKER,
daughter, Mrs. S. G. Parmenter.Frank
2 will give an entertainment at the
3w4*
Supt. Belfast Water Co.
l)owe is working at Dr. M. M. Small's. 1 &
5 cents.John
Admission,
hall.
Mr#. L. A. Clough is the guest o her broth- grange
McKeen and wife have returned to Moner, A. W. Worthing.
with his mother,
roe from a week’s visit
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Don’t let a cough or a
cold get a hold on you—it
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NEW IDEA WOMAN’S MAGAZINE is «;e best «.S z-Jl
magazines published lor women and the home. ievery
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ca immense variety
practical instruction on all i cotis filled with beautiful ir.us.Craissue
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FRED ATWOOD, WIS0RT> Insurance and Rt

.1 Estate

REPRESENTING OVER FORTY-FIVE MILLION ASSETS.
Eire, Life, Accident, Plate Glass, Tornado Insurance, Si
insurance

and

am

uoiier

inspection.

Security Bonds for Cashiers, Contractors, Administrators and Trustees.
Correspondence solicited. Keai estate bought and sold.

j

F. L. LIBBY,

Burnham, Maine,

-AND

AMERICAN

|

—

HOUSE, BOSTON,

MASS,

i

Weekly shipments of live stock to Brighton ;
Market.

Cars leave Belfast every

Monday

morn-

ing and Burnham Monday noon. Dover and FoxI solicit your
croft every Saturday morning.
consignment, promising you prompt and satisfactory returns with the party’s name and address I sell your stock to. Write for shipping
driections and my

weekly market letter, free,

That’s what our Coal is—as good
Coal as was ever mined. As free
from slate and dirt as it is possible
to get Coal.
Carefully screened,
and every ton a full ton.

Why should it not be a burning
success? Try us with your next
order, and you will certainly get
Coal that will please you both in
quality and price.

WE
WANT
YOUR

SUBSCRIPTION
To

THE

REPUBLICAN

want you to take

JOURNAL.

advantage

We

of our com

bination with THE NEW IDEA WOMAN’S
MAGAZINE. We have already announced
that we offer the two

together for $2.10.

Regular Subscription Price $2.50.
Sample copies of New Idea at
office.

-OF-

this

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL PUB CO
Belfast, Maine

FURS
Beginning

The

Royal

quires

a

man

Acetylene Generator Co. refor Belfast and Surrounding

district to handle our Business. One with
necan office preferred, hut not absolutely
invest Two
essary. Must he prepared to
Hundred Dollars. Salary and Commission
Our Model **B,” 50
Basis.
or Commission

Light Generators may be seen in operation
If you
at J. W. Peavey’s flail, Citypoint
mean business write, if not, save yourself
the trouble. Address, with full particulars,
ROYAL ACETYLENE GENERATOR
Brockton, Mass.,

CO.,

January

1,

1908,

Ant! will continue to the close of
this season's sale of Furs. Profits
atltl no value to a fur. This sale
will present the best

opportunities

you will ! ave to

belated Furs.

buy

I. V. MILLER, Eurrier,
54

SyGoods sold

High Street, Beitast,
on

Me.

their merits.

P. J Smith. Manager

COTTAGE LOTS
acres.
Any size from a lew hundred feet to 175
All have shore fronts. Anywhere from Belfast to
1
islands.
and
ot
view
bay
Saturday Cove. Fine
also have a large list of city property and farms,
ali sizes and prices. Send

Real Estate

*orE°£kjI()LMES

Ageirt, Beifast, Maine

Lubbock, Texas.
v

Write JNO. F. ROBINSON, Lubbock, Texas,
for a description of Texas' Plains, issued by
Commerced Club. Get a home while land is
Don t
cheap and can lx* bought on installments.
3w5*
your children need homes?

Windsor House stable
BOARDING and TRANSIENT.
10 cents
Horses stood in,
15
Pairs stood in,
fed
and
in
stood
Horse
mith hay and grain, 25

Open day and night.
Telephone connection.
COLCORD & CHAPMAN,

Proprietors.

SHIP NtWS.

SEARSPOIfl LOCALS.

No Yellow

arrived Sunday from
Mr. urren F.. Ginn
lioston.
0. Pike left MonMr. and Mrs. Edward
day for Boston.

the past week
Peter Ward made a rudder
Lawry.
Kittie
schooner
for the
Patten is visiting
George W. Wheaton of
Wheaton, on Main
bis son, Jeremiah F.
street.
left Friday for
Conductor J. M. Whittier
attend the funeral of
Worcester, Mass to
his sister.

left last week for
Miss Mary E. rutnam
she has accepted a
Stillwater, Mass., where
as nurse.

position

Lincoln A. ColSteamer Virginian, Capt.
Jan. -7th,
eord, arrived at San Francisco,
from Newport News.

Sunday by
Mr. Ansel Fletcher arrived
and Mrs. \\ Uson
boat and is visiting Capt.
N. Weston Nichols street.
received quite a
Capt. Daniel C. Nichols
while unMonday
bead
tlie
on
blow
severe

at Pike’s null.
a load of lumber
lias been visitMiss sara L. Grinnel), who
and ManMass.,
Foxboro,
in
ing relatives
week.
last
home
returned
chester, N. II.,
began
XI,e southeast gale of Saturday
and elided up in
with snow in the morning
furious squabs.
,l;o evening with rain and
who has been
Mrs. Frank W. Flanders,
Mr. and Mrs. Fher
parents,
visiting
home in Rockland
Purler, letumed to her

loading

Specks,
No lumps of alkali, arc
left in the biscuit or
cake when raised with
Royal Baking Powder.
The food is made light,
sweet and wholesome.
Royal should take the
place of cream of tartar and soda and sal! eratus and. sour milk
i in making all quickly
risen food.
ROYAL BAKING POWDER CO.,

NEW

YORK.

Monday.

Hand
The members of the Searsport
to the patrons who
thanks
extend
to
desire
and ball ot
assisted them in their concert
dan.

W. M.
Seh. Dorothy B. Barrett, Captain
coal at the Pedischarging
finished
Crvin.
sailed Sunday
nobscot coal dock Friday and
tor a coal port.
as second
Scott W. Blanchard has gone
B. Parse in the
James
with
Captain
officer
Californian of the Auiericansteamer

llawaiian line.
Sunday
Mrs. Joseph D. Sweetser returned
she has been visitfrom New York, where
J. D. Sweetser, of
ing her husband, Capt.
the steamer Hawaiian.
the Shaw
Harold Smith, who is attending
Sunday
Business College in Bangor, spent
Mrs. Fred B.
with his parents, Mr. and
Smith, on Church street.
Mrs. Edward
Miss Lyda J. Curtis and
Sunday and
arrived
Boston
of
iilderwood
Edward D.
Mrs.
and
of
Capt.
are the guests
P.

Nickels

Main street.

on

bTOCKlOi^SPRIINGS.
The Crowell is discharging phosphate at
Cape Jellison pier to be sent by rail into
Aroostook county.
Mr. J. A. Flanders left Monday for Boston. lie was called to Massachusetts by
the illness of his aged mother.
Mrs. James Treat is sufficiently improved
to be able to sit up a little for a few days
past. We hope to soon see her out again.
Mrs. C. E. Britto is visiting her mother in
Boothbay Harbor. She has been absent a
week, and is expected home the last of the

present week.
The Ladies’ Aid Society will meet this,
Thursday, afternoon with Mrs. Albert M.
Ames, Church street. All are cordially invited to join in this parish work.
There will be two rehearsals, instead of
one, the present week for the old folks concert under preparation by the singing portion of our Uuiversalist parish for the last

of nose
\Y. S. 1 arleton found a pair
Mr
residence and
her
between
glasses Friday
lie owner can have the same
the village.
by calling oil Mrs. Carleton.
which
The four-misted bark Puritan,
and dragged ashore at
chains
her
parted
the southeast
Bel port, L. I., Saturday, in

of this month.

gale,

ami Mrs.

•.

was

Albert N.

formerly commanded by Captain
Blanchard of Searsport.

number of the citizens of Sealsthe baked bean
1','D UK- planning to attend
the George’s district
supper to he. given by
Feb. 7tli.
school, Prospect, Friday evening,
after the
An entertainment will be given
u

i,te

a

supper.
week to
n
lie following were in town last
NYheniiah
attend Hie funeral of tile late
Misses Rose, uenrieiut am,
Rnulstolie:
Boston; Mrs. Harry
ua RnuMoue of
and
Seaborn and sou of Providence, R. L,
M I... Frank Spratt and Mrs. Henry Greeley
of Bar Harbor.
Ain,is 1'. Lord, sail-maker and spar conweek for
tractor, made a set of fenders last
He has
tiie schooner, Dorothy B. Barrett.
for the
a contract to make a foretopmast
live-masted schooner, Prescott Palmer,
feet in
( ;,j,r. Carlisle, which is to he 02
jgi.ail, and 22 inches in the call.
the
I lle minstrel show to be given under
is
direction of Mr. Win. Robertson, Jr.,
to be one
progressing finely and promises
of the best entertainments given here for
local talent lias been
years. The best of
secured and no pains will be spared to
Look out
make tins the hit of the season.

for posters at

an

early date.

T he funeral services of the late Nehemiali
Rciulstone were held Thursday afternoon,
•Ian. ;30th, at 2 o’clock, at his late residence,
conducted by R-v. 0. 11. McElhiney and
Rev. K. G. liar butt. Interment was in the
were
The bearers
village
Janies E. Wemworth, William M. Parse,
Charles A. Whittier and Frank A. Nye.
HOTF.I. Akkiyat.s. The following outof-town guests registered last week at the
cemetery.

Searsport House: \V. S. Bassett, Bangor;
,
[» Dennison, West Bethel; A. L. Getcliell. Providence; W. S. Kemiiston, RockC.
land; Elmer K. Thompson, Foxcroft;
Livingston, Boston; F. L. Robbins, Newark; M. R. French, E. S. Head, Rangor;
\Y. Huzzell,
Capt. F. N. Gilkey, Robert
A.
11.
Rangor; W. M. Ervin, Boston;
lloxie, S. J. Robinson, Bangor.
Mrs. Bessie!)., tbe wife of
Obituary.
John Clemons, underwent an operation Friday for a tumor of tile bowels. 1 be operation was performed by Dr. Tapley of Belfast and Dr. Curtis. In her weak condition
she did not come out of the ether. Mrs.
Clemons was a native of St. Johnsbury,
Vt., where her remains were taken Monday
for burial. During her two years residence
in Searspoit she made many friends, who
will regret to hear of her untimely death.
mii..n cvniiaiimi is felt for the liusbaiiUdn
his Ins-.
Sunday, Jan. 2(ith,
•-Lxxsoott-Kostkr
a’t mioii ol iln residence of Mr. and Mrs. F.
a very pretty home
occurred
Loving Foster
wedding, when their youngest daughter,
Hazel Arnold Foster, was given iumariiage
to Waiter Leslie Lmseott. The ceremony
was performed by Key. Stephen II. Liven,
rector of St.
uceur, assisted by Ifev. (f.
1 he bride wore white
s. Adi inline Moore.
wore
crepe lie chine over wiiite taffeta, and
bride was attended
The
veil.
a long bridal
in Miss Helen Parker, who was very becomingly gowned in pink silk. 'The best
man was lid ward L. Lmseott, a brother of
l lie bride was given away by
the groom.
Both young
lier father, F. Luring Foster.
friends in town. Miss
l.ave
many
people
Foster was a granuate of the local High
school, and lias since been engaged in teaching. Mr. Linscott attended Hie local High
school and later graduated from Coburn
Classical Institute al Watervide, later at-‘
tending Bishop’s College in Canada for a
The young couple left Monday for
time.
Sea report, where Mr. Linscott is principal
of the High school and Mrs. Linscott is assisiaut.—Bar Harbor Correspondence.
Fraud Order

Against

a

Boston Concern.

fraud order lias been issued from Washtiie mails to Williams, Dunoklee & Co., 31 State street, this city. The
was doing a mail order business,
company
it is said, offering to placeand buy stocks
and bonds of industrial and mining corporations on a commission basis. The alleged
fraud was to secure from 8300 to 81000 for
tiie services of an expert to examine the
A

ington closing

of the companies seeking prothrough the Boston firm. So far as

properties

moting
the Post Office authorities can find, the comof selling the
pany did nothing in the way
stocks and bonds. The complaint against
the Boston concern was instituted by A. M.
Devereauxof Castiue, Me.—Boston Trans-

cript.

Mr. Lester M. Bragg, who had'been with
his mother, Mrs. Jennie M. Bragg, since
last Friday, left Monday morning to return
to the University of Maine, where he is a

sophomore.
January 29th the old stork brought to MiB. J. Cox a wee daughter— wel
come .indeed in this happy home. Mother
and baby are doing well, with I)r. G. A.
Stevens in attendance.
C. Loud came down

Mr. and Mrs. W.
1IUUI

IinilJJIUCU

liliMi

..

Iliooj

in town. They are the guests of Mrs.
L. ’s aunt and uncle, (.apt. and Mrs. Horace
M. Griffin, Middle street.
1, The Young Ladies’Guild will hold a soweeks

cial in llichborn hall this, Thursday, evendelivereding, the invitations to he verbally
It is intended to reorganize the society upon
broader lines, we understand.
The Current Events Club will he entertained Wednesday afternoon, Feb. 121b, by
Miss Leora Partridge, Cliuich street. The
subject for study will be ‘-Inserts,” in
general, unless changed by the hostess.
Charles He Costa, eye specialist, from
Rockland is in town Ibis waek leaving
cards and looking up patronage. He was a
guest of Wassauinkeag Club Monday evening. Mr. He Costa, Sr., was also present by
invitation.
Mr. and Mis. Robert Fletcher and Mrs.
F.'s mother, Mrs. Smith, lell last week to
visit Mrs. Fletcher’s sister in Fort Fairfield.
Their household goods are stored in town.
Mr. F. has been employed in the office of
tlie railroad civil engineer here for two
years. We hope to see them b.rek again.
Miss Helen V. Gerrity and her brother,
Mr. Joseph Gerrity of liaugor, arrived Jan.
30th to visit their grandmother, Mrs. Diadamia Killman, at the home ot their aunt and
uncle, Mr. and Mrs. Alvali C. Treat. Mr. Gleft for hooie the following day, leaving Miss
lleleu for
tives.

a more

lengthy stay with her

rela-

The temperature Monday indicated the
presence ot old Jack Frost in close proximity ! Coal rattled merrily into furuaces and
stuves, and everyone shivered when stepping beyond the protection of the house;
but no sleighing cheered the would-be

sleigh-rider. The rainstorm Saturday night
carried off the snow which fell during the
day. Is this to be a winter without good
traveling? It looks like it at this date,
February 3d.
Monday evening the Wassauinkeag Club
observed “Ladies’ Night,” in their rooms in
Sprague block, Mrs. J. A. Flanders, Mrs.
H. R. Uichboru and Mrs. W. J. Creamer
acting as hostesses for the evening. Three
ladies, wives or sisters of the gentlemen
comprising the club,

arrange the evening
program, furnish the refreshments and prepare for the entertainment of guests. This
week on entering the rooms each person
was given a long slip of paper ami pencil,
and shown the pictures ol 50 celebrated
people, which were to be identified and
their names written on said slips. Later

each was passed a ticket healing a number,
and as that was called lie or she disappear...

1

—

i. 1

v

into

a

small

loom

where

a

silholl-

made ami another number attached
to the profile. Y\ lien all were finished these
portraits were hung on lines around the
room, each individual given a sheet of paper
containing the numbers upon the silhouettes and asked to write the name of each.
This caused much merriment, as it was almost impossible to identify some of them,
ette

was

while others were easily recognized. After
that refreshments—delicious icecream (caramel, raspberry and vanilla) and various
cakes—were served, following which social
chat, music and general enjoyment filled an
hour until all departed, pi enouncing the
affair a decided success in all respects.
These fortnightly sociables at our Business
Mens’ Club, when wives, sisters and sweethearts manage the euteftaiuuient, are quite
a prominent feature in our village festivities.

AMERICAN PORTS.

Thaw

Adjudged

Insane.

New York, Feb. 1. Adjudged not guilty
of the murder of Stanford White by reason
of insanity at the time the fatal shots were
fired, Harry Kendall Thaw today was held
by the cohrt to be a dangerous lunatic and
was whirled away to the state hospital for
the criminal Insane at Mattewan.

-FOR-

-^Your Sunday Dinners
We shall have another lot oj those

For

Mams, ^

hamous

s

Plenty of Choice Veal, Lamb and Beef,
Brookfield Sausage, Home Made Sau=
sage,

Hogshead Cheese and Mincemeat

in stock==Ducks, Chickens and Fowl
SQUASH, SPINACH, CELERY, ETC.

Always

Sausage, Ham and Bacon

Arlington
CORY RIGHT

LATE

A

ISM>7

EVY UNQZJHNOOD

A.

TO BE HAD AT ALL TIMES.

UNOER WOOD*, N.V

PICTURE OF SECRETARY TAFT.

William Howard Taft, secretary of war and leading Republican presidential candidate, was born in Cincinnati Sept. id. ls*>7. A graduate of Yale and
Cincinnati Law school, he began work as a reporter. In 1-SSi he became judge
of the superior court of Cincinnati; in 1890 lie was appointed United States
solicitor general; in 3S92 he became United States circuit judge; in -March,
1900, he went to the Philippines, to organize the American government there;
lie has rendered conspicuFeb. 1, 3904, he was appointed secretary of war.
in negotiations with Pope Leo; in Cuba; in
ous service in the

Philippines;

Panama, and to American interests throughout the world.

young lady.

The freight steam2.
Massasoit of the Maine Coast Transporashore in Cutblown
was
tation Co., which
ler harbor Jan. 8. and which was fi lated
yesterday by the United States revenue
cutter Woodbury, dragged her anchors during last night’s gale, and went aground
a-mi n. She lies at a point not tar from the
floated.)
place where she first struck. (Sincewas
made
Boston, Jau 30. Announcement
(
today that the Metropolitan Steanship omthis
service
between
pany’s daily passenger
citv and New York would be resumed on
and
Yale
Harvard
the
strs
when
April 1,
will be placed in commission.
Schr Helen E. Taft,
Boston, Jan 31.
I which was sunk Wednesday night by collision with str Uppland (Sw), was valued
at about $39,000. Managing owner was Captain J. B. Crocker, of Franklin, Mass.
I
Norfolk, Jau 30. Sob Baker Palmer, from
Newport News for Boston, witli coal which
went ashore two miles below Thimble light
25th, as floated at. 5 A. M. by tile Merritt 1
Wrecking Co., assisted by cutter Apache.
Siie jettisoned about GO tons uf cargo and I
arrived heie leaking slightly, is awaiting j
orders from owners.
Schr
Southwest Harbor. Me. Jan 31.
Berry C (Hr), liaux from Fall river fori
Barrisboro, NS, went ashore on Little Hock (
The crew is mis-;
island Ledges yesterday
sing, lint it is thought they were rescued by
The schooner is going to I
a coal steamer.

County Correspondence.

ilachias, Me., Feb.

PTrsPLCn.^ierry^-ho
months

has been stopping
with Mrs. Simeon
the past two
has returned home to
Ellis of Stockton,
of the winter. Her
spend the remainder
her hack.
friends are glad to welcome
e
was in Itelfast
Ginn
A.
A.
.(’apt.
Niches ant 1
business.Ralph
on
1st
their home in " -■
gust Gepson letui ned to
s boat....
Thursday
last
on
Newton, Mass.,
Helen 1 horn.
Mrs.
hereof
The many friends
Mass., wish to exas Gruby of Cambridge.
hei
in ihe lossot
tend their sympathy to her
death ocun e l
little daughter Helen, whose
recently. Little l
for

n|any

in

^

Cambridge

-lamuy
the idol of the whole. Gruby
to Mr. am
pathy is also extended
have a summer home
George Gruby, who
of friends in this vihere, and have a host

cinity.
tlENTEU MON

_

I

_'

V1LLE.

or

31st
pally
the evening of January
s friends
Mr. and Mrs. M. M. Wentworth
pieces.
home and assisted
Vineyard llav’eu, Mass. .Jan .U. belli | came to tl.eir cozy
of tin it
Adeila T ( arleton, Kent, South Amboy for celebrating the fifth anniversary
Stoiiiugton, Me. reports this morning, off j marriage. The host and hostess spared m>
and
West chop, Steward George Huston, 49 i
stricken with pains to make the evening enjoyable
years old, ol Camden Me., was
with
remembered
be
was
Ilis
will
died.■
brought
body
the occasion
apoplexy and
ashore here and will he sent, to Camden.
j
i>y an »»<• >*»*'■
Norfolk,, Va, Jan 20. Schr Sarah A Law- j pleasure hot chocolate were served.. ..Satand
..juv
cake
1 iumuhut,
irum
,
renee,
into a howlii, here today bv cutler Om miaga, reports urday’s snowstorm developed
anil the can ter
with sails down when the1
was anchor- d
night,
toward
blizzard
ing
bowsprit broke and all masts lell astern;
j
Freedom, had to put up
( utter Onondaga, while on Route 2, from
stern w«t> broken,
at dark, as the
on
ran
Willoughby!
for the uight near the Center
towing the schooner,
and
1 he schooner, following,
were
impassable.Mr.
iSpit last night.
snowdrifts
rammed her and raked starboard side, carryGerslmm Ox11 F Barker, N. P Bennett,
damother
;
boats
and
slight
doing
ing away
and little Beutah
age.
(Temporal) repairs are being made ton, Miss Lettice Morse,
at Norfolk.)
! Thompson, are ill at this writing... .Charles
Rockland, Me., Feb. 8. News of the sink- j
with liver trouble
F Thompson is very sick
ing in the gale Saturday night of the two-1
B. Ring went to
ii.
schooner
and
George
pleurisy-Charles
masted Thomaslon
bushels of
Mil s at Hurricane Island, where she was I Liberty last Saturday with 10
is haulJones
loading granite for Boston, was received toP.
West
I day. The damage will he considerable, lhe j corn to be ground-.
wood this week to Charles
schooner broke away from her wharf and ing 20 cords of
to
was blown onto a gi out bank, a hoie being! Allen’s....Mr. Thomas Erskine expects
toi n in lier bottom. She is owned by Wash- haul his bay to Belfast this week.
Leander WhitI burn Brothers and Captain
more of Thomaston, was built at Fort Jeffer! son, N. Y in 18(58, and was 295 gross ton- LIBERTY.
in town
'J he cargo will be lightered and renage.
Ray Neal of Waldo was a visitor
pairs made.
school in the Bradstreet
week.The
last
The two-masted
Dark Harbor, Feb. 2.
!
after a successschooner Aba.na of JSt. John, N. B., was district closed last Friday
near here early
on
shore
and
lelt
dry
high
ful term taught by Miss Mildred Ayer.
j
j today when the tide receded. Her anchor This was Miss Ayer’s first experience at
chains failed to withstand the effects of the
she was much liked hi the
i gale and heavy seas, and shortly before teaching, and
f midnight they parted. The schooner was pupils and parents in the district.There
j carried so far onto the rocks that the crew was no Grange meeting this week owing to
afterward had little trouble in reaching a
storm Wednesday night.An epidemplace of safety on land. There they obtain- the
ic of chicken pox has struck the village.
ed shelter in a summer cottage or camp and
remained until dayiight, when they started Many of the children have been afflicted,
with the
out to get into communication
All seem to have
are now sick.
John. The schooner’s keel and several
owners at. St.
of our citizens
and rudder are gone and she will be a total it in a mild form.Many
loss. She was light and bound from Bath to are on the sick list this week with the preher home port.
vailing cold and many oases of grip.The
farmers were all glad to see the snow, and
the wood and
BELFAST POISON FACTORIES.
now we look for a rush in
service at the
line.Preaching
lumber
You Will be Surprised to Learn How Many
church Sunday, Feb. 9tb, at 10.30 A. M.,
There Are.
Rev. E. E. MorseDid you ever leel stupid and dull after if pleasant. Sermon by
Owing to bad weather and sickness, there
eating a hearty dinner?
When food is retained too long in the has been no church service of any kind for
stomach, because of stomach weakness, the
the past month.Work on the new tanpoison factory works overtime and there is
owing to
giddiness, confusion of thought, despond- nery is at a standstill at present
ency, heart-burn, sleeplessness, nervous the scarcity of lumber. The iron smoke
trouble and other forms of indigestion.
has arrived and the new boilers are
The general use of Mi-o-ua stomach tab- stack
I
! lets puts within the reach of everyone a re- in Belfast aud will be brought out this
! liable and positive cure tor all stomach week.
Mi-o-ua quickly cures the worst
! weakness.
! case of indigestion, and the pain and diswnv<
| tress which is often felt after meals will
Mrs. Samuel Ilaley, an aged lady, died at
soon disappear, such is the wonderful curaj tive
her home in Troy Jan. 30th. Funeral serpower of this little tablet,
j Mi-o-naaets upon entirely different prin- vices were held at her late home Sunday
ciples from any of the other remedies that and the interment was in tiie “Hathaway
It is
: have been used in stomach trouble.
a
i taken
befoie meals, and has a specific burying ground”...-Mr. Thomas Shaw,
of
the
muscles
action
and highly respected resident of
strengthening
upon
life-long
the stomach, increasing the flow of digesdied Friday evening, Jan. 31st, after a
juices ami making the stomach get to Troy,
jI tive
He
loug illness, at the age of 83 years.
work and digest easily and naturally the
i food which is eaten.
leaves a wife, nee Lucy J. l’almer, and^
A. A. Howes & Co. have seen so many three sons—Wilber, whose home is near*
cures made by Mi-o-na that they give a
that of his fathers, Loren, who shared liis
1 inmranle with everv 50-cent box that the
father’s home, and Charles, whose home is
remedy costs nothing unless it cures.
Of his father’s family one sisin Pittsfield.
Prof. Hart on the South.
ter, Mrs. Enoch Barker of East Troy, alone
remains. The funeral was held at his fate
The industrial and racial situation iu the
home Monday, Rev. J. C. Lamb officiating.
south was never more interesting and imThe remains were interred in the “HathProf.
Althe
present day.
portant than at
away
burying ground”.. .Sunday, Jan. 26th,
on
the
of
articles
series
bel t Bushnell Hart’s
Bennett and Miss Gertrude
Mr.
Benjamin
I south, therefore, iu the Boston Evening
were united in marriage by Rev. JKnight
Transcript, the first of which appeared SatA reception will be held at the
i urday, February 1st, will be a valuable ad- C. Lamb.
of
the
home
the
groom’s mother Thursday
now
before
the
literature
dition to
public on the subject. Those interested who evening, Feb. 6th....The High school will
I want to follow the series, which will appear have an exhibition at the Grange hall
| consecutively on Wednesdays and Satur- Thursday evening, Feb. 6th....MissVerne
days following in six installments, may
have them mailed at the regular subscrip- Myrick is spending a week in Freedom....
tion price, eighteen cents for the six issues. Miss Ethel Stone is teaching in Unity....
Miss Addie Slone and Miss Flora Carleton,
HOW'S THIS?
who started for North Carolina last week,
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for any
and a delightful
catarrh that cannot be cured by Hall’s report their safe arrival
a

On

J

..

u

■

_

of

BOTH PICKLED AND SMOKi D.

er

A

some

%

Fairfield, Me., Feb. 3. The fourmasted
schooner Mary L. Newhall, reported helpless in a storm 200 miles northwest of Bermuda, is owned m this town. Among those
interested in the vessel are Mrs. Louise R.
Newhall, Hon. E. J. Lawreuce, A B. Page,
I
G. Tntman and Captain \Y. R. Kreger.
The schooner was named for a Fairfield

_

Also

Saturday’s trade.

# Toothaker

MAKINE MISCELLANY.

F. J CHENEY & CO, Toledo, O.
We, the undersigued, have known F. J. Cheney
for the last 15 years, and believe hint pertectly
honorable in all business transaction and financially able to carry out any obligations made by
his firm.
Walding, Kinnan & Marvin,
W boiesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken internally, acting
I directly upon llie blood and mucous surfaces of
Testimonials sent free. Price 7#
the system.
1
Sold by all Druggists.
cents per bottle
I
Take Hall’s Family Pills for constipation.

Pigs from George Young

Choice

Rockland, Feb. 4. Ar, schooners Emnui S.
Lord, Rockport for Nassau; llunie, lioston
for Searsport.

case

IdLtPnui^d^

Fogg’s Market

New York, Jan. 28. Ar, sch. Sallie I'On,
Savannah, for Fall River; Feb. 3, ar, sch.
Abbie Bowker, South Amboy for Stoniugton ; Jacob S. Winslow, Port Spaini; ar, sch.
Hannah F. Carleton, Bangor via Vineyard
Haven.
Boston, February 4. Ar, schs. Mertie B.
Crowley, Baltimore; Jacob M. Haskell, do;
Edward T. Stotesbury, Philadelphia; sld,
sch. Georgia Gilkey, Baltimore.
Vineyard Haven, Feb. 3. Ar, schs. S. G.
Haskell, Satilla, Ga., for Portland; Rebecca
Palmer, Newport News for Searsport; passed, sch. James W. Paul, Jr., Newport News
for Searsport.
Philadelphia, Feb. 4. Ar, sch. Ralph M.
Hayward, New London.
sch. Alice M. LawBaltimore, Feb. Ar,
•
rence, Boston.
Port Tampa, Jan. 27. Sld, sch. Winfield
S. Schuster, Baltimore.
Newport News, Jan. 30. Sld, sens. Rebecca Palmer, Searsport; James W. Paul,
Jr., do.
Norfolk, Feb. 1. Ar, sch. Isabel B. Wiley,
Portland, to load for Bermuda.
Brunswick, Jan. 31. Ar, sch. Frank liarnet, Norfolk.
Jacksonville, Fla., Jan. 31. Ar, schooner
Brina P. Pendleton, Philadelphia; sld, bark
Silicon, New York.
Wilmington, N. C., Feb. 1. Old, schooner
Sedgwick, Portland.
Mobile, Ala Feb. 1. Ar, sch. Kate Feme,
San Juan.
Honolulu, Jan. 31. Steamed, stmr. Arizonian, Salina Cruz.
F'ernaudina, Feb. 1. Sld, sch. Pendleton
Satisfaction, Philadelphia.
Rockport, Me., Jan. 29. In port, schooner
Emma S. Lord, for Nassau, N. I’., (loading);
cleared previous to 29tli, sch. Hattie C. Luce,
Nassau.
Searsport, Me., Feb. 2. Sld, sch. Dorothy
B. Barrett, coal port.
Stoningtou, Me., Jan. 28. In port, sch.
Jennie S. Ilall, for New York (loading).
Stockton, Jan. 31. Ar, sch. Ella P. Crowell, North Weymouth.
B.
Bucksport, Feb. 4. Ar, sch. Margaret

of
Catari h Core.

CALL UK

^

JOHN FOGG, Howes’ Block High St.

fiiiin Downes of Frankfort; by two daughters, Mrs. Lura 8ruith and Mrs. Gertrude
Edgeeomb of t'herryfie.d, and by one brothfour sisters,
er, Cyrenus B. Dowm-s, and
Mrs. Almena Eaton, Mrs. Elizabeth Potter,
Mrs. Lucina McDermott and Mrs. Manila
The sjlupathy of ail is extended to
Hurd.
them in their great joss. The floral offerings were beautiful ami included a pillow of
lilies, roses and smilax from the K. P's,
a crescent from the Grange, and pinks from
deceased
Pythian Sisterhood, t lie
having been a member of this order. Mr.

the

Downes age was 55 years and 11 months....
ij. R. llill lias presented to tile public library -‘An Old River Town,” by Ada Douglas
Littlefield.C. A. McKinney has been
confined to the house by a severe cold, but
is now able to be at liis place of business....
Miss Jaunita Hill gave an afternoon tea
Monday from 4 to 6 o’clock. It was much;
enjoyed by those who participated-Elmer
Larrabee has been sick with the grip, but is
now improving-Dr. Thomas McDonough
of Brownville, Me., was in town Monday,
called here by the illness of iiis brother-in
law, Fred Atwood.Miss Sadie A. Smith
of' Revere, Mass., is spending a vacation
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Jason
Smith.F. C. Atwood is slowly recovering from the results of his accident, which
occurred Jan. 25th.George Kingsbury,
who has been confined to his home for the
past week, is convalescent....K. W. look,
a former resident of this town, but now of
Charlestown, Mass., was in town last week,
the guest of Mrs. Annie Bowden.
the
Ode Clubbing Offers. Owing
crowded condition of oar columns we have
had to discontinue the advertisements of
clubbing offers, and will present them
to

1
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WINTERPORT.
The funeral services of Abiather J.
Downes, who passed away Wednesday,
Jan. 20th, after a long illness, were held at
the Methodist Episcopal church, Feb. 1st,
at 2 p. hi., Rev. II. R. Sisson officiating.
The Brotherhood of the order of the
Knights of Pythias,of which the deceased
Also
was a member, attended in a body.
the members of Sunrise Grange from Cole’s
Corner, Mr. Downes having been a promiHe was a good
nent worker in this grange.
neighbor, a loyal citizen, and a kind husHe is survived by a
band and father.
ivi\.u
tlirpp suns. T.psI'ip DuW
of this
town, Austin Downes of Newburgh, ami
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Mrs. Leon L. Leach, a daughter.
Bonn ins. In K'ckiann, January 29, to
Mrs Fred Bobbins, a
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Mr.

Doctors

fi
for them.
about Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral, 1
and they prescribe it fori

[Because

con-1

coughs, colds, bronchitis,
sumption. They trust it. Then
you

can

Ask your

afford to trust it.
own doctor.

The best kind of a tostimonial—
**
Sold for over sixty years.”

I

A Made by J. C. Ayer Co., Lowell,

Maas.

Also manufacturerb of

J

SARSAPARILLA.

flyers

We have no secrets! We publish
the formulas of all our medicines.

Aver’s Pills greatly aid the Cherry
Pectoral in breaking up a cold.

SEARSPORT

Heating

Company

will give your business, whether large
small, careful attention.

DEPOSITORS IN THIS BANK ARE
ABSOLUTELY SAFE FROM LOSS
CAPITAL $50,000.00.

SURPLUS AND PROFITS $40,000.00
1881.

uranges
-3*AND*€-

Lemons

1 »•

tt-Knicht. In Troy. January 26, Rennnett ami Miss Gertrude Knight, both

IT.\11:- vvmi.fi*. In Orland, .1
< latr of Pucksport and lalda

29,1 *'*d
unary
R. Munder of

In Friendship, January
and
30. G» nrge Nexvail Montgomery of Buck sport
Miss Harriet Melissa Cook of Friendship.
29.
Ivy
Vaii.n m-Riplky. In Orland, January
A. Varnum ami Mildred I. Ripley, both of Orland.

Sale

Special

of

Orange*

and Lemons

^Vjnsi'ott-I

In Bar Harbor. January
(istkii.
A. Foster,
•>fi, Walter 1. I.inseott and Miss Hazel
both of Bar Harbor.
In
Jamiaiy
Belfast,
Me m i.ikkk-Boi.kkso.v.
I’l Luee. John Henry MoAuline of
;{e l>\ Rev. a
of tslesA.
Kolerson
Antoinette
.•ml
Miss
Belfast

Saturday,

.\ionTiiOMRi.v-Cook.

February

8th.

DIED.

ONE DAY ONLY.

BesCi.kmons. In Searsport. January 31, Mrs.
sie I> wife of John ( lemons, aged 30 years and
5 months
In Medway, Maine, January ‘26.
Caswku.
Clara s. ( aswe'd, daughter of Frank H.
Mi*s
Smith ot Belfast, aged 40 years, 11 months amt 10

Winterport, January ‘29, A blather
Downes, aged 55 years and 11 months.
In Troy, January 30, Mrs. Samuel
Haley.
Kkli.kr. In Rock port, January 24. Ezekiel
Keller, aged 83 years.
Paris. In Jacksonville, January 25, Arthur
Paris of ltockperi, aged M years. Burial to be
Downks. In

J.

Hai.ky.

ft

GROCERIES, DRUGS

__

In

and MEDICINES.

"NOTICE.

Troy, January 31, Thomas Shaw,

<lgToi{RKY.irMln

Elgin. 111., January 28, Willard
53
Caryl Toirey, toimerly of Rockland, aged
‘Vkkks. In Orland, January 27, Reuben Wre*-ks,
aged 70 years.
niti'T

nr

nriMniTPH

m i ot mm.
Some Belfast People Have Learned How tu
Get Rid of Both.
kidney aclic are twin brothers.
separate them.
until
And you can’t get rid ot the backache
you cure the kidney ache.
of
If the kidneys are well and strong, the rest
the system is pretty sure to be in vigorous health,
kidDoan’s Kidney Pills make strong, healthy
Backache and
You can’t

neys.

make medicines
We tell them all

we

and you will realize

Searsport National Bent

and

UIshaw.

to

one now

its convenience and safety why above i

true. If you are not familiar with this system come to us and we will show you. Tin

daughter._________

have to pay for these publications one year
in advance, and they are then sent from
their respective offices to our subscribers.
Our clubbing offers are as follows for one
year’s subscription paid in advance:
The Journal and Farm & Dome.$2.00
The Journal and Tribune Farmer. 2 25
The Journal and McCall’s Magazine... 2.10
The Journal and New Idea Magazine.. 2.10
The Journal and Tri-Weekly Tribune.. 2.50

Why Refer

from

_OKCiANIZKI)

briefly here. They apply only to subscriptions paid in advance; and when payment is
made it should be stated what premium, if
any, is desired. It is also necessary say to
that none of these publications are mailed
with The Journal or from this office. We

^

ing account start

In Stockton Springs, January 29, to Mr.
Cox
and \1rs K. J ( ox. a daughter.
mi.
Col.lixs. In Stonington. January 24, to
is. < barbs •». Collins, a sou
and
Mr. and
Fri rz. In Belfast, February 2, to
Mrs David A. Fultz, a son.
Mis.
Guay. In Belfast. January 28. to Mr. and
Fred (J. Gray, a son. Frederick Gilmore.
Mr.
to
.January
21,
Gkindlk. In Penobscot.
and M' s Herman Grindle. a daughter.
to
23,
KUsworth.
January
"est
iii
Guptill.
Mr. and Mrs Vinal GuptiH. a son.
In Belfast, January ?i, to Mr. and
Lkai’H

M

Know

that in all the financial transactions in the
S. but 6% is done w ith currency, the other M
% being done by means of checks and bank
drafts? If you do uot already keep a check

imiiN.

at Rock pot tIn Lynn. Mass.. January JO,
Prni>i kton.
Nathaniel S Pendleton, a native of Islesboro
and former resident «1 Belfast, aged 61 years, 11
months, 26 days
In Spring fl-ld, Mass., January 29,
Richards
Philander Richards, a native of Camden.
In Rockpoil (Warrenton), January
Smith.
and 11
28. Frances Smith, ag- d 84yeais, 5 months

i

| Do You

Mrs.aviary Smith, formerly of 54 Union Street,
Belfast. '»<*., says: ‘1 have had kidney complainl
and bakache for a number of years. The attacks
were so severe that it was difficult for me to give
work. Added
proper attention to my household
to the stiff* ring was an annoyance caused by
weaknc* <>f the kidney action. The secretions
unnatural and inegular, despite the facl
that I was continually using medicines. Finally
1 beaid of Doan’s Kidney Pills and procured *
box at the city Drug Store. The benefit f derived
from their use was entirely satisfactory. Tlu
sc
pains and aches were relieved and the kidneys

An ordinance

the United states.
lie member the

name—Doan’s—and take

n<

other.___

DON ’T TRY UNCERTAIN RECIPES
It Is entirely unnecessaiy to experiment witl
this, that and the other recipe, w hy waste time
money and patience when you can get from youi
grocer, for 10 cents, a package of“OUR-PIK’
Preparation—Lemon, chocolate or Custard—loi
making pies <hat are so good that when you ea
one piece you will want another? The way t<
please the meu-folks is to give them good pie.

notice. The subscribei
trip_Mr. and Mrs. Fred Myrick returnhereby given notice that she has been dulj
ed from a visit in Harmony last Thursday.
appointed administratrix of the estate of
....Mr. and Mrs. B. L. Myrick are in Solon,
OILHEKT 8. TOWNSEND, late of Monroe,
HEATING AND PLUMBING.
called there by the critical illness of Mrs.
jin the County of Waldo, deceased, and givei
bands as the law directs. AH persons having ue
Myrick’s father....Several from this town
mauds against the estate of said deceased an
Furnaces, Stoves and Stove Repairs^
Steam,
few
as
the
in
been
past
days
have
Unit*
desired to preseut the.same for settlement, ai.c
Tin Plate, and Sheet Iron Work.
all indebted thereto aie requested to make payof
the
for
in
the
search
missing
body
sisting
ment immediately.
M EH IT A "LEA. TOWNSEND.
Guy Ames, who is supposed to have been STAPLES’ BLOCK, SEARSPORT, MAINE
1VF61
Monroe, Jan uaiy 14 1908.—3w6
lake
Winnecook
drowned while skating on

Administratrix

__

a

P;

Be it ordained by the Mayor, Aldermen ;u
Common Councilman in City Council a.ssembi*
Section 1. There shall he elected annually
u*
the third Monday of March by the city
Park Superintendent, who shall be a citizen
said city, and who shall be sworn to tie faith:
discharge of his duties by the City Clerk <>i
Justice of the Peace.
Such Park Superintendent sh
Section 2.
have the custody, charge, and care of ihe <
Park, so-called, located on the easterly suit
Nortliport avenue, and the expenditures oi r*
moneys therefor shall be under his direction s
Ject to the approval and discretion of the Me
and the city council.
Section 3. The Park Superintendent shall
the first Monday of each month render a rep
to the city council containing a statement of >'
moneys expended by him for the foregoing mot.;
and for what purposes said money was exp* *
ed, and also a summary of the work perform*
at the park and any recommendations for u
proyements which appeal to hiiu as feasible an
necessary.
Section 4. The compensation of the Park
the city conn
permtendent shall be fixed
annually or otherwise as they ueem tit
Tills ordinance to take effect when approved.
Approval by Mayor, February 3,1908.
Attest: MAURICE W. LORD,
G
City Clerk.

by

NOTICE.

were

strengthened that I have not been troubled wltt
since. It was
any irregul lities or weaknes-es
several years ago that I first used this reined]
and 1 have never changed my good opinion of it.’
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 ceuts. Foster- Alilburn Co., buffalo, N. Y., sole agents foi

establishing the office of

Superintendent.

Aif ordinance t<* repeal Sections l, 2, 3, 4 and
of an Ordinance entitled “An Ordinance to*
tablish a Board of Park I'ommissioneis," and
amendments and additions thereto wheiiev
made.
Be it Ordained by the Mayor, Aldermen ai n
Common tonncilnn n of the City of Belfast,
City Council assembled, as follows:
section l. Section one, two, three, four m
five of an Ordinance entitled “An Ordinance
establish a Board of Park Commissioners,” a:
hereby repealed.
mendments and additions to S«
Section 2.
tlons.one,two, three, four and five <>i an Ordman
entitled “An Ordinance to establish a Board
Pars Commissiaiiers.” as finally passed ai
meeting of the City Council held on the first da
of April, one thousand nine hundred and sev*
are

hereby repealed.

This Ordinance to take effect when a| proved
Approved by Mayor February 3, 1908.
Attest: MAURICE W. LORD, City Clerk.

—WAN I ED—
in this countii
estate corporation.
Special inducements to
those who wish to become financially interested.

representative
by a large real
A

ihe Reel Estate
Fort Dearborn

Building,
4w6

Security Co.
CHICAGO, ILL

